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Abstract

We develop a universal framework to study smooth higher orbifolds on the one hand and higher
Deligne-Mumford stacks (as well as their derived and spectral variants) on the other, and use this
framework to obtain a completely categorical description of which stacks arise as the functor of
points of such objects. We choose to model higher orbifolds and Deligne-Mumford stacks as infinity-
topoi equipped with a structure sheaf, thus naturally generalizing the work of Lurie in [22], but
our approach applies not only to different settings of algebraic geometry such as classical algebraic
geometry, derived algebraic geometry, and the algebraic geometry of commutative ring spectra as
in [22], but also to differential topology, complex geometry, the theory of supermanifolds, derived
manifolds etc., where it produces a theory of higher generalized orbifolds appropriate for these
settings. This universal framework yields new insights into the general theory of Deligne-Mumford
stacks and orbifolds, including a representability criterion which gives a categorical characterization
of such generalized Deligne-Mumford stacks. This specializes to a new categorical description of
classical Deligne-Mumford stacks, a result sketched in [7], which extends to derived and spectral
Deligne-Mumford stacks as well.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Deligne-Mumford stacks were introduced in 1969 in the seminal paper [9]. They are locally modeled
by quotients of schemes by finite group actions, and are used to model moduli spaces of objects which
have interesting automorphisms, such as elliptic curves. These automorphisms can be interpreted
as automorphisms of the points of the Deligne-Mumford stack in question. The theory of Deligne-
Mumford stacks has lead to substantial developments, in particular in algebraic geometry [21] and
Gromov-Witten theory [20]. Higher categorical generalizations of Deligne-Mumford stacks have
been defined by Toën and Vezzosi in [33] and also by Lurie in [22], and they apply to far reaching
generalizations of algebraic geometry, e.g. the algebraic geometry of simplicial commutative rings,
and the algebraic geometry of E∞-ring spectra, both of which are versions of derived algebraic
geometry.

Predating Deligne-Mumford stacks by over a decade [31], the notion of a smooth orbifold grew
out of differential topology and the study of automorphic forms, and also appeared in the study of
3-manifolds, and in foliation theory. Orbifolds are locally modeled on quotients of Rn by a linear
action of a finite group, and are analogues of Deligne-Mumford stacks. Although initially defined
as topological spaces with an orbifold atlas, this point of view leads to problems with the notion of
morphism. This can be remedied by encoding orbifolds as differentiable stacks [30], which one may
think of geometrically as generalized manifolds whose points are allowed to have automorphisms.
Étale differentiable stacks are differentiable stacks which are mild generalizations of smooth orbifolds
whose examples include not only orbifolds, but more generally, leaf spaces of foliated manifolds and
quotients of manifolds by almost-free Lie group actions. They have been studied by various authors
[28, 30, 35, 15, 14, 36, 34, 6, 7]. In this manuscript, we lay down the basic framework to study
higher étale differentiable stacks. Morally, such a higher stack can be thought of as a generalization
of a smooth manifold which allows points to have automorphisms, and also allows automorphisms
to have automorphisms themselves, and for these automorphisms between automorphisms to have
automorphisms ad infinitum.

In this manuscript, we develop a universal framework to study higher étale differentiable stacks
and orbifolds on the one hand, and (higher) algebraic Deligne-Mumford stacks, as well as their
derived and spectral analogues, on the other. This framework was not developed just to provide
a useful language that puts orbifolds and Deligne-Mumford stacks on the same footing, although
this is a certainly a nice consequence, but instead was developed as a tool to be used to reveal
new insights about these objects and their generalizations. In particular, the framework developed
facilitates the proof of a very general representability theorem; we give categorical characterizations
of higher generalized orbifolds and Deligne-Mumford stacks, as well as their functors of points, which
are broad generalizations of the results in [7]. In particular, this yields a new characterization of
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6 Chapter 1. Introduction

classical Deligne-Mumford stacks which extends to the derived and spectral setting as well. In the
differentiable setting, this characterization shows that there is a natural correspondence between
n-dimensional higher étale differentiable stacks, and classical fields for n-dimensional field theories,
in the sense of [10].

1.1 Overview of our approach

An ∞-topos is an (∞, 1)-category of ∞-sheaves, where the latter are higher categorical versions of
sheaves and stacks taking values in the (∞, 1)-category Gpd∞ of ∞-groupoids rather than sets or
groupoids. An ∞-groupoid is a model for the homotopy type of a topological space, so ∞-sheaves
are essentially homotopy sheaves of spaces. The homeomorphism type of a (sober) topological space
X can be recovered from its topos of sheaves of sets, Sh (X) , and a general topos can be thought
of as a generalized space, whose points can have automorphisms. The homeomorphism type of X
is also encoded by the ∞-topos Sh∞ (X) of ∞-sheaves of ∞-groupoids over X, and a general ∞-
topos, in a similar manner as for an ordinary topos, may be regarded as a generalized space whose
points can posses automorphisms, but with the additional possibility of these automorphisms having
automorphisms themselves, and the automorphisms between automorphisms having automorphisms,
and so on. As this is the same geometric intuition behind how the underlying “space” of a higher
orbifold or higher Deligne-Mumford stack should behave, ∞-topoi become natural candidates for
modeling the topology of such higher stacks.

All the geometric objects in our framework are modeled as∞-topoi with an appropriate structure
sheaf. We start by specifying a collection of such geometric objects, our local models, and then define
generalized orbifolds and Deligne-Mumford stacks as those objects which are locally equivalent to
our local models, in much the same way one builds manifolds out of Euclidean spaces, or schemes
out of affine schemes. This is a natural simultaneous generalization of the approach of Lurie in [22]
for modeling Deligne-Mumford stacks and their derived and spectral analogues, and the approach
of Pronk in [30] for modeling étale differentiable stacks. For example, if we take the local models
to be all open submanifolds of Rn, n ≥ 0, regarded as locally ringed spaces (which can in turn be
viewed as locally ringed ∞-topoi), the resulting theory is the theory of higher étale differentiable
stacks, and if instead the local models are all those of the form Specét (E) , the small étale spectrum
of a connected E∞-ring spectrum E, the resulting theory is the theory of spectral Deligne-Mumford
stacks in the sense of [24].

1.2 Organization and Main Results

Chapter 2 offers a brief review of higher topos theory, which is used extensively in the rest of the
manuscript.

In Chapter 3 we develop the role of n-topoi (for 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞) as generalized spaces, paying
particular attention to the notion of a local homeomorphism between n-topoi. We introduce a
Grothendieck topology, called the étale topology, on higher topoi, which provides an elegant frame-
work for formalizing what one means by gluing higher topoi together along local homeomorphisms.

Chapter 4 introduces the concept of structured∞-topoi and reviews the notions of geometry and
geometric structure introduced in Lurie in [22]. The role of these notions is to provide a natural
generalization of the concept of locally ringed space suitable for ∞-topoi which carry structure
sheaves with interesting algebraic structure, e.g., a structure sheaf of commutative rings, simplicial
commutative rings, E∞-ring spectra, etc. We also review the notion of an étale morphism of such
structured∞-topoi. These are an appropriate generalization of the notion of a local homeomorphism
of∞-topoi, which take into account the structure sheaf. For example, for smooth manifolds, it agrees
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with the concept of a local diffeomorphism, for schemes with the Zariski topology, it agrees the
concept of an open immersion, and for schemes with the étale topology, it agrees with the standard
definition of an étale map of schemes used in algebraic geometry. Finally, we introduce a variant of
the étale Grothendieck topology on ∞-topoi suitable for these structured ∞-topoi.

The cornerstone of this manuscript is Chapter 5. We develop a natural framework to model
generalized higher orbifolds and Deligne-Mumford stacks as structured ∞-topoi. The general set
up is as follows: We start with an ∞-category L of structured ∞-topoi, whose objects are to be
considered our local models. We then define an ∞-category L of L -étendues; an L -étendue, in
a precise sense, is a structured ∞-topos which is locally modeled on objects in L . We reserve the
terminology Deligne-Mumford stack for the ∞-sheaf on L one gets by considering the functor
of points of such an L -étendue. 1 For example, if L is all affine derived schemes (realized by their
small étale spectra), then L -étendues are what Lurie calls derived Deligne-Mumford stacks in [22].

We then construct the ∞-topos of ∞-sheaves over the local models L , Sh∞ (L ) , and prove the
following, which essentially states that an L -étendue is determined by its functor of points on the
local models:

Theorem 1.2.1. There is a full and faithful functor

L →֒ Sh∞ (L )

between the (∞, 1)-category of L -étendues and the (∞, 1)-category of ∞-sheaves over L .

We then define an ∞-sheaf X on L to be Deligne-Mumford if it is in the essential image
of the above full and faithful functor. In particular, the (∞, 1)-categories of L -étendues and of
Deligne-Mumford stacks on L are canonically equivalent.

Recall that an étale morphism of L -étendues is essentially a local homeomorphism of underlying
∞-topoi which respects their structure sheaves. Our first major result is the following:

Theorem 1.2.2. If the (∞, 1)-category-category of local models L is essentially small, then there
is a canonical equivalence of (∞, 1)-categories

L
ét
≃ Sh∞

(
L

ét
)

between the (∞, 1)-category of L -étendues and only their étale morphisms, and the (∞, 1)-category
of ∞-sheaves over the (∞, 1)-category consisting of the objects of L and only their étale morphisms.

In particular, L
ét

is an ∞-topos. Moreover, the ∞-topos U := Sh∞
(
L ét

)
carries a canonical

structure sheaf OU, making the pair (U,OU) an L -étendue. Furthermore, (U,OU) is the terminal

object in L
ét
. (In particular, such a terminal object exists).

Put another way: the (∞, 1)-category of ∞-sheaves over the site of local models and their
étale maps (local homeomorphisms which respect the structure sheaves) is equivalent to the (∞, 1)-
category consisting of the étendues (schemes relative to these local models) and their étale maps,
whenever the local models form a set. This general principle was first noticed in [7], in the 2-
categorical context, with the local models constrained to be structured topological spaces. Here is
what this means concretely:

An L -étendue E is determined by its functor of points:

Hom( · ,E) : L
op → Gpd∞.

1In order to have a good notion of functor of points, one needs to impose a certain local smallness condition on
the ∞-category of local models L , and also one may need to slightly enlarge L in such a way that does not change
the resulting ∞-category L , but we will ignore these technical details in this introduction.
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The above functor is an ∞-sheaf on L , and is in fact the Deligne-Mumford stack associated to E.
However, E is also determined by its étale points, which form an ∞-sheaf on the (∞, 1)-category
L ét of local models and only their étale morphisms. The étale points of E are the ∞-sheaf denoted
by ỹét (E) , which assigns to an object L of L the space

ỹét (E) (L) = {f : L→ E | f étale}

of étale morphisms from E to L.
The above theorem, in particular, states the converse, namely that if F is an arbitrary ∞-sheaf

on L ét, then it is the ∞-sheaf of étale points of some L -étendue (equivalently the étale points of
a Deligne-Mumford stack): there exists an L -étendue Θ (F ) unique with the property that for any
object L in L , space F (L) is homotopy equivalent to the space of étale maps from L to Θ (F )

F (L) ≃ {f : L→ Θ(F ) | f étale} .

These two constructions ỹét and Θ are mutually inverse to each other.
Even more surprisingly, the collection of all L -étendues (or equivalently Deligne-Mumford stacks)

together with all their étale morphisms forms an ∞-topos, and this ∞-topos is actually the under-

lying “space” of a certain universal étendue: the terminal object in L
ét
. At the same time, this

∞-topos is also canonically equivalent to Sh∞
(
L ét

)
. These are the main new insights of this

manuscript about the theory of Deligne-Mumford stacks.
Given an essentially small (∞, 1)-category of local models L , we denote by j the canonical

functor
j : L

ét → L

between the (∞, 1)-category consisting of the local models and only their étale morphisms and the
(∞, 1)-category of local models and all their morphisms. There is an obvious restriction functor

j∗ : Sh∞ (L )→ Sh∞
(
L

ét
)

between their associated ∞-topoi of ∞-sheaves which, when L is small, we show admits a left
adjoint j! called the étale prolongation functor. This functor gives a natural way of prolonging
an∞-sheaf that is a priori only functorial with respect to étale morphisms to produce a new∞-sheaf
which is functorial with respect to all morphisms.

Our next major result is the following:

Theorem 1.2.3. An ∞-sheaf X on L is Deligne-Mumford if and only if it is in the essential
image of the étale prolongation functor

j! : Sh∞
(
L

ét
)
→ Sh∞ (L ) .

The above may be regarded as a representability theorem for Deligne-Mumford stacks. Notice
that its only input is the canonical functor

j : L
ét → L

between the (∞, 1)-category of local models and étale morphisms and the (∞, 1)-category of local
models and all morphisms, and the Grothendieck topology on L . The above theorem states that the
(∞, 1)-category of Deligne-Mumford stacks, which a priori was defined by geometric means by gluing
together local models along étale morphisms, is actually determined by the the functor j and this
Grothendieck topology alone (j! can be constructed directly from j as a certain left Kan extension).
Not only this, but the functor j gives a precise characterization of how this (∞, 1)-category of
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Deligne-Mumford stacks sits inside of the (∞, 1)-category of ∞-sheaves Sh∞ (L ) , namely, it is
precisely the image of j!.

We then turn to the case where the local models in question need not form a set, or more precisely,
the case where the (∞, 1)-category L of local models need not be essentially small. Nonetheless,
each object L of L is contained in some small subcategory of L , and for each such subcategory U ,
one has the canonical functor

U
ét → U → L ,

which we denote by jU , where U ét consists of the objects of U and their étale morphisms, and one
has a restriction functor

j∗U : Sh∞ (L )→ Sh∞
(
U

ét
)

between their associated (∞, 1)-categories of ∞-sheaves, which we show admits a left adjoint jU
!

called the relative étale prolongation functor with respect to U .
We generalize Theorem 1.2.3 to the following:

Theorem 1.2.4. An ∞-sheaf X on L is Deligne-Mumford if and only if it is in the essential
image of a relative prolongation functor

jU

! : Sh∞
(
U

ét
)
→ Sh∞ (L ) ,

for some small subcategory U of L .

In Chapter 6, we spell out the general machinery developed in Chapter 5 in the setting of
differential topology, and in the cases of classical, derived, and spectral algebraic geometry.

Specifically, in Section 6.1 we define the concept of a differentiable ∞-orbifold and an étale
differentiable ∞-stack. If L is the category of smooth manifolds, regarded as locally ringed spaces
spaces, we call an L -étendue a smooth ∞-étendue and we define an étale differentiable ∞-

stack to be a Deligne-Mumford stack with respect to L . We then reconcile these definitions with
the existing definitions of differentiable orbifolds and étale differentiable stack in the literature:

Theorem 1.2.5. An ∞-sheaf X on the category of smooth manifolds Mfd (with respect to the open
cover topology) is an étale differentiable stack if and only if it is an étale differentiable ∞-stack, and
is 1-truncated (i.e. is a stack of groupoids). Similarly, X is a differentiable orbifold if and only if
it is a differentiable ∞-orbifold and is 1-truncated.

We also prove:

Theorem 1.2.6. An ∞-sheaf X on Mfd is an étale differentiable ∞-stack if and only if it arises
from an étale simplicial manifold.

The following theorem is then a special case of Theorem 1.2.2:

Theorem 1.2.7. There is a canonical equivalence of (∞, 1)-categories

EtDiffStét∞ ≃ Sh∞

(
Mfd ét

)

between the (∞, 1)-category of étale differentiable ∞-stacks and local diffeomorphisms, and the
(∞, 1)-category of ∞-sheaves on the site of smooth manifolds and local diffeomorphisms. Similarly,
there is a canonical equivalence of (∞, 1)-categories

n-EtDiffStét∞ ≃ Sh∞

(
n-Mfd ét

)

between the (∞, 1)-category of n-dimensional étale differentiable∞-stacks and local diffeomorphisms,
and the (∞, 1)-category of ∞-sheaves on the site of smooth n-manifolds and local diffeomorphisms.
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Remark 1.2.1. The (∞, 1)-category Sh∞

(
n-Mfd ét

)
is the same as the (∞, 1)-category of classical

fields for an n-dimensional field theory as defined by Freed and Teleman in [10]. Therefore, one may
interpret the above theorem as saying that n-dimensional étale differentiable ∞-stacks (generalized
higher orbifolds) are geometric incarnations of classical fields for an n-dimensional field theory.
However we will not develop this idea further in this manuscript.

Denote by j : Mfd ét → Mfd the canonical functor from the category of smooth manifolds and
local diffeomorphisms into the category of smooth manifolds and all smooth maps. The induced
restriction functor

j∗ : Sh∞ (Mfd)→ Sh∞

(
Mfd ét

)

has a left adjoint j! called the étale prolongation functor. The following theorem is a special case of
Theorem 1.2.3:

Theorem 1.2.8. An ∞-sheaf X on Mfd is an étale differentiable ∞-stack if and only if it is in
the essential image of the étale prolongation functor j!.

The 2-categorical analogue of the above theorem was proven in [7].
It is then show how the language of smooth ∞-étendues leads naturally to an extension of the

étalé space construction for étale differentiable stacks, as developed in [6] to the setting of étale
differentiable ∞-stacks. That is, to any ∞-sheaf F on an étale differentiable ∞-stack X , there
exists a local diffeomorphism

LF →X

from another étale differentiable ∞-stack whose ∞-sheaf of sections recovers F. We then recall the
notion of an effective étale differentiable stack, which is basically an étale differentiable stack
whose isotropy groups act effectively.

Finally, we prove the following:

Theorem 1.2.9. Any étale differentiable∞-stack X can be realized as the étalé space of an∞-gerbe
over an effective étale differentiable stack.

In Section 6.2, we apply the results of Chapter 5 to the setting of G -schemes for a geometry in
the sense of [22]. In particular, we work out consequences of these results to the theory of higher
Deligne-Mumford stacks, derived Deligne-Mumford stacks, and spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks.

Our first result is the following:

Theorem 1.2.10. Let k be a commutative ring and let L be the category of affine k-schemes, viewed
as a category of structured ∞-topoi, with each commutative k-algebra A being associated to its small
étale ∞-topos Sh∞ (Aét) (with an appropriate structure sheaf). An ∞-sheaf on affine k-schemes
with respect to the étale topology is a Deligne-Mumford stack, in the classical sense, if and only if it
is a Deligne-Mumford stack for L and is 1-truncated, i.e. is a stack of groupoids.

We then give a long list of theorems, which are all special cases of Theorems 1.2.2, 1.2.3, and
1.2.4. For brevity, we will only list a sample of these in this introduction. All of these theorems
have variants which apply to (higher) Deligne-Mumford stacks, derived Deligne-Mumford stacks,
and spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks. Most have variants for the Zariski topology as well. Let k
be a commutative ring and E a connective E∞-ring spectrum, and let Affk, DAffk and SpAffE

denote the (∞, 1)-categories of affine k-schemes, derived affine k-schemes, and connective spectral
E-schemes respectively.

We prove the following:
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Theorem 1.2.11. There is a canonical equivalence

D-MStder (LFPk)
ét ≃ Sh∞

(
DAff

lfp, ét
k

)

between the (∞, 1)-category of derived Deligne-Mumford stacks locally of finite type over k and their
étale morphisms, and the (∞, 1)-category of∞-sheaves on the site of derived affine k-schemes locally
of finite type and their étale morphisms (with respect to the étale topology).

Given U a subcategory of SpAffE, we say that U is étale closed if for all étale morphisms of
E∞-rings

f : F→ A,

with Spec (F) in U , Spec (A) is also in U . We make similar conventions for Affk and DAffk. For
such a subcategory, denote by jU the canonical functor

U
ét → U → SpAffE,

where U ét denotes the subcategory of U spanned by only étale morphisms. There is a restriction
functor

j∗U : Sh∞ (SpAffE, ét)→ Sh∞
(
U

ét, ét
)

between (∞, 1)-categories of∞-sheaves (with respect to the étale topology) which has a left adjoint
jU
! , again called the relative étale prolongation functor with respect to U .

Theorem 1.2.12. An ∞-sheaf in Sh∞ (SpAffE, ét) on (connective) affine spectral E-schemes with
respect to the étale topology is a spectral Deligne-Mumford stack if and only if X is in the essential
image of a relative prolongation functor jU

! , for U a small étale closed subcategory of SpAffE.

For an étale closed subcategory U of Affk, denote again by jU
! the left adjoint to the restriction

functor
j∗U : St (Affk, ét)→ St

(
U

ét, ét
)

between stacks of groupoids (with respect to the étale topology), and call it again the relative étale
prolongation functor with respect to U .

Theorem 1.2.13. Let k be a commutative ring. A stack of groupoids on affine k-schemes with
respect to the étale topology is a (classical) Deligne-Mumford stack2, if and only if X is in the
essential image of a relative prolongation functor jU

! , for U a small étale closed subcategory of
Affk.

1.3 Conventions and Notations

We will closely follow the notations and conventions of [23]. In particular, by an ∞-category, we
will mean a quasicategory or inner-Kan complex (hence an (∞, 1)-category). We will freely use the
definitions and notational conventions of [23] and refer the reader to its index and notational index.
There are a few instances where we will deviate from the notation of op. cit., most of which are
explained in the body of this manuscript as we use them. The rest we will explain here:

• What Lurie writes as S and calls the ∞-category of spaces, we will write as Gpd∞ and call
the ∞-category of ∞-groupoids.

2We are using the definition of Deligne-Mumford stack introduced by Lurie in [22], which is slightly unconventional
in that it does not impose any separation conditions on the diagonal of such a stack.
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• For C an object of an ∞-category C , we will write the slice ∞-category as C /C as opposed
to C/C .

• If C and D are objects of an∞-category C , we will write HomC (C,D) as their mapping space
as opposed to MapC (C,D) .
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries on higher topos

theory

Definition 2.0.1. Let Gpdn denote the ∞-category of n-groupoids, that is the full subcategory of
the ∞-category of ∞-groupoids consisting of n-truncated objects. (This is an (n+ 1, 1)-category).
For a given ∞-category C , denote by Pshn (C ) the ∞-category of functors

C
op → Gpdn.

Such functors will be called n-presheaves.

Example 2.0.1. Gpd0 is the category of sets, whereas Gpd1 is the (2, 1)-category of essentially
small groupoids.

Definition 2.0.2. If C is an (n, 1)-category, then each object C of C gives rise to an (n− 1)-presheaf
y (C) which assigns to each object D of C the (n− 1)-groupoid HomC (D,C) . (See Section 5.1.3 of
[23] to see how one can make this precise.) This produces a functor

y : C → Pshn−1 (C )

which is full and faithful by Proposition 5.3.1.1 of op. cit. The functor y is called the Yoneda

embedding of C .

Lemma 2.0.1. The ∞-Yoneda Lemma (Lemma 5.5.2.1 of [23]) Let 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞. If C is an
(n, 1)-category with C an object of C , and

F : C
op → Gpd(n−1)

is an (n− 1)-presheaf on C , then there is a canonical equivalence of (n− 1)-groupoids

Hom(y (C) , F ) ≃ F (C) .

Definition 2.0.3. An ∞-category E is an n-topos if and only if it is an accessible left exact local-
ization of the form

E � �

i
//Pshn−1 (C )

aoo

for some∞-category C , that is to say, a is accessible, left exact (i.e. preserves finite limits), and left
adjoint to i, and i is full and faithful.

13
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Remark 2.0.1. An n-topos is automatically an (n, 1)-category. Furthermore, in the above defini-
tion, there is no harm in requiring that C be an (n, 1)-category, since for any ∞-category D ,

Pshn−1 (D) = Fun
(
D ,Gpd(n−1)

)

≃ Fun
(
τn (D) ,Gpd(n−1)

)

= Pshn−1 (τn (D)) ,

where τn (D) is the truncation of D to an (n, 1)-category, since Gpd(n−1) is a an (n, 1)-category.

Definition 2.0.4. A geometric morphism f : E→ F between two n-topoi E and F, with 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞,
is a pair of adjoint functors

E
f∗

//F
f∗

oo ,

with f∗ ⊥ f∗, such that f∗ is left exact. The functor f∗ is called the direct image functor of f
whereas f∗ is called the inverse image functor.

Since either adjoint f∗ or f∗ determines the other up to a contractible space of choices, one may
use only one adjoint to define an ∞-category of n-topoi:

Definition 2.0.5. Denote by Topn the ∞-category of n-topoi. It is the subcategory of Ĉat∞, the
∞-category of not necessarily small1 ∞-categories, whose objects are n-topoi and whose morphisms
f : E→ F consist of only those functors which admit a left exact left adjoint. It is easy to see that
when n <∞, Topn is in fact an (n+ 1, 1)-category.

Remark 2.0.2. When n =∞, this is what Lurie denotes by RTop in [23]. It is canonically equivalent

to the opposite category of LTop, which is the subcategory of Ĉat∞ whose objects are ∞-topoi and
whose morphisms f : E→ F are left exact functors F → E which admit a right adjoint.

Definition 2.0.6. Let E and F be two∞-topoi. Denote by Geom (E,F) the∞-category of geometric
morphisms E → F with not necessarily invertible natural transformations as morphisms. It is the
full subcategory of the functor ∞-category, Fun (F,E) , consisting of those functors f∗ : F → E

which are left exact and admit a right adjoint.

Example 2.0.2. Let f : C → D be a functor between small ∞-categories. There is a canonically
induced restriction functor

f∗ : Psh∞ (D)→ Psh∞ (C ) .

This functor has a left adjoint f! which assigns to each functor F : C op → Gpd∞ its left Kan
extension along fop. The functor f! itself is a left Kan extension, namely

f! = LanyC
(f ◦ yD) ,

where yC and yD are the Yoneda embeddings of C and D respectively. The functor f∗ also has a
right adjoint f∗, which sends a functor F : C op → Gpd∞ to its right Kan extension along fop. By
the Yoneda Lemma, it follows that for each D in D ,

f∗ (F ) (D) ≃ Hom(f∗yD (D) , F ) .

In particular, since f∗ has both a left and a right adjoint, it is left exact, so the pair

(f∗, f
∗)

is a geometric morphism.

1This can be made precise by using Grothendieck universes.
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Definition 2.0.7. Let n ≤ m ≤ ∞. If E is anm-topos, the full subcategory τ≤n−1 (E) of E consisting
of the (n− 1)-truncated objects of E is an n-topos, and this defines a functor

τm≤n−1 : Topm → Topn.

This functor is left adjoint to a full and faithful embedding

νmn : Topn → Topm,

hence determines a localization. An m-topos equivalent to one of the form νmn (F) for an n-topos
F, is called n-localic. If E is an m-topos, the n-topos τm≤n−1 (E) is called the n-localic reflection

of E. When no confusion will arise, we will often denote νmn by simply νn, and similarly will denote
τmn−1 by τn−1. See Section 6.4.5 of [23] for more details.

Remark 2.0.3. On one hand, the∞-category Top∞ is not locally small. E.g., there exists a topos A
called the classifying topos for abelian groups, and it has the property that the category of geometric
morphisms Geom (Set,A) is equivalent to the category of abelian groups, which is not small. Since
the (2, 1)-category of topoi is equivalent to the full subcategory of Top∞ on the 1-localic objects,
this implies that Top∞ is not locally small.

On the other hand, if E and F are two ∞-topoi, then the ∞-category Geom (E,F) is locally
small. To see this, first notice that it is a full subcategory of FunL (F,E) , the∞-category of colimit-
preserving functors. Suppose that D is a small ∞-category for which F is a left exact localization
of Psh∞ (D) . Then by Proposition 5.5.4.20 and Theorem 5.1.5.6 of [23], FunL (F,E) is equivalent
to a full subcategory of

Fun (D ,E) ,

which is an ∞-topos, hence locally small. Finally, observe that the ∞-groupoid

HomTop∞
(E,F)

is equivalent to the maximal sub Kan complex of Geom (E,F), so that Top∞ has locally small
mapping spaces.

2.1 The epi-mono factorization system

Definition 2.1.1. Let f : C → D be a morphism in an∞-category C . Then f is amonomorphism

if it is (−1)-truncated.

We now recall a basic construction we will use throughout the paper. Let C be an ∞-category
with pullbacks. A morphism f : C → D induces a functor

C (f)• : ∆op → C

called its Čech nerve (which is unique up to a contractible space of choices). The simplicial object
C (f)• may be described concretely in terms of iterative pullbacks by the formula

C (f)n = C ×D · · · ×D C,

where the pullback above is the nth iterated fibered product overD. In fact, there is always canonical
lift

∆op

C̃(f)• ##❋
❋

❋
❋

❋
C(f)• // C

C /D

OO
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and C̃ (f)• may be identified with a cocone

Ĉ (f)• : (∆op)
⊲ ∼= ∆op

+ −−−−−−−→ C

with vertex D.

Definition 2.1.2. A morphism f : C → D in an ∞-category C with pullbacks is an effective

epimorphism if the cocone Ĉ (f)• is colimiting.

Remark 2.1.1. The construction of the Čech nerve of a morphism may be carried out functorially
as follows: a morphism f : C → D is an object of

C /D = Fun
(
∆op

≤0,C /D
)
,

where ∆≤0 is the full subcategory of the simplex category ∆ on [0] . The canonical inclusion

i0 : ∆≤0 →֒ ∆

induces a restriction functor

i∗0 : Fun (∆op,C /D)→ Fun
(
∆op

≤0,C /D
)

which has a right adjoint i0∗. If the composite is denote by

cosk0 := i0∗ ◦ i
∗
0,

one has
C̃ (f)• = cosk0 (f) .

Proposition 2.1.1. ([23], Example 5.2.8.16) Let E be an ∞-topos. Then effective epimorphisms
and monomorphisms together form a factorization system on E, in the sense defined in [23], Section
5.2.8.

Remark 2.1.2. This factorization system is a natural generalization of the classical epi/mono
factorization system of ordinary 1-topoi. Explicitly, if f : E → F is a morphism in an ∞-topos E,
one can form its Čech nerve,

C (f)• : ∆op → C .

The factorization of f into an effective epimorphism followed by a monomorphism is given by

E → colim
−−−→

C (f)• → F.

2.2 Grothendieck topologies

Definition 2.2.1. A sieve on an object C in an∞-category C is a subobject in Psh∞ (C ) of y (C) ,
where

y : C →֒ Psh∞ (C )

is the Yoneda embedding.

Definition 2.2.2. A Grothendieck topology J on an∞-category C is an assignment to every object
C of C , a set Cov(C) of covering sieves on C, such that
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i) The maximal subobject y (C) is a covering sieve on C.

ii) If R is a covering sieve on C and f : D → C, then f∗ (R) is a covering sieve on D.

iii) If R is a sieve on C and S is a covering sieve on C such that for each object D and every arrow

f ∈ S (D) ⊆ HomC (D,C)0

f∗ (R) is a covering sieve on D, then R is a covering sieve on C.

An ∞-category together with a Grothendieck topology is called a Grothendieck site.

Definition 2.2.3. A Grothendieck pretopology on an ∞-category C is an assignment to each
object C of C a collection B (C) of families of arrows (Ui → C)i∈I , called covering families, such
that

i) If D → C is an equivalence, then (D → C) is in B (C) .

ii) If (Ui → C)i is in B (C) and f : D → C, then the fibered products Ui ×C D exist and the set
of the induced maps Ui ×C D → D is in B (D).

iii) If (Ui → C)i is in B (C) and for each i, (Vij → Ui)j is in B (Ui), then (Vij → C)ij is in B (C).

Remark 2.2.1. Given a Grothendieck pretopology J, and U = (Ui → C)i∈I a J-covering family,
one can factor the induced map ∐

i

y (Ui)→ y (C)

uniquely (up to a contractible space of choices) as an effective epimorphism followed by a monomor-
phism as in Proposition 2.1.1, ∐

i

y (Ui)→ SU → y (C) .

The monomorphism SU → y (C) corresponds to a sieve on C. This assignment generates a Groth-
endieck topology by declaring a sieve R on C is in Cov (C) if there exists a covering family U such
that SU ⊆ R.

Definition 2.2.4. If (C , J) is a Grothendieck site, then a functor

F : C
op → Gpd∞

is an ∞-sheaf if for every object C of C , and every covering sieve S on C, the induced morphism

F (C) ≃ Hom(y (C) , F )→ Hom(S, F )

is an equivalence of ∞-groupoids. An ∞-sheaf is called an n-sheaf if in addition, it is n-truncated.

Remark 2.2.2. A 0-sheaf is a sheaf, in the classical sense, whereas a 1-sheaf is a stack of groupoids.

For any site (C , J) , the ∞-category of ∞-sheaves is a left exact localization

Sh∞ (C , J) � �

i
//Psh∞ (C )

aoo .

(See Lemma 6.2.2.7 of [23].) A localization of this form is called topological. Furthermore, by
Proposition 6.4.3.6 of op. cit., the (n+ 1, 1)-category of n-sheaves is a left exact localization

Shn (C , J) �
�

i
//Pshn (C )

aoo . (2.1)
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Theorem 2.2.1. Let n <∞ and suppose that

E � �

i
//Pshn−1 (C )

aoo

is an expression of an n-topos as a left exact localization. Then there is a unique Grothendieck
topology on C for which the localization is equivalent to one of the form (2.1).

Remark 2.2.3. The above theorem is not true for n = ∞. For an ∞-category C , there can exist
left exact localizations of the form

E � �

i
//Psh∞ (C )

aoo

which do not arise from Grothendieck topologies on C . When this happens, there is always a unique
Grothendieck topology J on C and a factorization

E � �

i
// Sh∞ (C , J) � �

i
//

loo Psh∞ (C )
aoo ,

for which the localization

E � �

i
//Sh∞ (C , J)

loo

is cotopological. (See Proposition 6.5.2.19 of [23].)

Definition 2.2.5. Every n-topos E carries a distinguished Grothendieck topology, called the epi-

morphism topology. It is generated by covering families (Eα → E) such that
∐

α

Eα → E

is an effective epimorphism. We denote the associated Grothendieck site by (E, can) .

Finally, we end with a few useful observations:

Remark 2.2.4. By the proof of Corollary 5.3.5.4 of [23], one has a canonical identification

Psh∞ (C ) /F ≃ Psh∞ (C /F ) .

Proposition 2.2.1. Suppose that

E � �

i
//Psh∞ (C )

aoo

is a left exact localization. Then, for each E in E, E/E is a left exact localization of Psh∞ (C /E).
A similar statement holds for n-topoi for any n.

Proof. By Remark 2.2.4 one has a canonical identification

Psh∞ (C ) /E ≃ Psh∞ (C /E) . (2.2)

It therefore suffices to show that E/E is a left exact localization of Psh∞ (C ) /E. The functor i
induces a fully faithful inclusion

i/E : E/E →֒ Psh∞ (C ) /iE

coming from i, which is right adjoint to the functor

a/E : Psh∞ (C ) /iE → E/E

induced by a. Since a is left exact, it readily follows that a/E is.

Remark 2.2.5. Let 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞ and let E be an n-topos. It follows from Proposition 2.2.1 that for
any object E of E, the slice category E/E is an n-topos, called the slice n-topos of E.
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2.3 Sheaves on ∞-categories of ∞-topoi.

Let U be the ambient Grothendieck universe of small sets. Fix V a larger Grothendieck universe
such that U ∈ V, whose elements are to be thought of as large sets.

Definition 2.3.1. Denote by Ĝpd∞ the ∞-category of large ∞-groupoids (i.e. ∞-groupoids in

the universe V). For C an ∞-category, denote by P̂sh∞ (C ) the ∞-category Fun
(
C op, Ĝpd∞

)
of

large presheaves.

Definition 2.3.2. Let E be an ∞-topos. Denote by Ŝh∞ (E) the full subcategory of P̂sh∞ (E)
consisting of those

F : Eop → Ĝpd∞

which preserve U-small limits. Denote by Sh∞ (E) the full subcategory thereof on those F which
factor through the inclusion of U-small ∞-groupoids

Gpd∞ →֒ Ĝpd∞.

Remark 2.3.1. By Remark 6.3.5.17 of [23], Ŝh∞ (E) may be regarded as an∞-topos in V.Moreover,
the Yoneda embedding

y : E →֒ Sh∞ (E)

is an equivalence, so that in particular, Sh∞ (E) is an ∞-topos in U. If E were instead a 1-topos,
then limit preserving functors

Eop → Ŝet

could be identified with precisely those functors which are sheaves with respect to the epimorphism
topology as in Definition 2.2.5 (which hence must also be the canonical topology). The proof readily
generalizes for functors

Eop → Ĝpdn

when E is instead an n-topos if n < ∞, but not for n = ∞. When n = ∞, we do not know if this
result still holds.

2.4 The (∞, 2)-category of ∞-topoi.

It should be noted that∞-topoi more naturally form an (∞, 2)-category than an (∞, 1)-category, and
in many situations it is useful to speak of non-invertible natural transformations between geometric
morphisms. We will not delve into the technical details of how to make this precise as it would
distract too much from the theme of this manuscript. Instead, we will exploit (∞, 1)-categorical
techniques to get our hands on the non-invertible natural transformations we will need.

In the (∞, 2)-category of ∞-topoi, the ∞-category of morphisms from E to F is the ∞-category
Geom (E,F) of Definition 2.0.6. Fix an ∞-topos B. Notice that the composite

Topop∞
Geom( · ,B)
−−−−−−−−→ Cat∞

( · )op

−−−−−−−→ Cat∞

classifies a Cartesian fibration of ∞-categories

pB : Toplax∞ /B→ Top∞.

The∞-category Toplax∞ /B, as the notation suggest, plays the role of the lax slice∞-category over B
in the (∞, 2)-category ∞-topoi. The objects are ∞-topoi with a distinguished geometric morphism
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to B, i.e. the objects have the form E → B with E an ∞-topos. The morphisms from e : E → B

to f : F → B consist of geometric morphisms ϕ : E → F together with a not necessarily invertible
natural transformation

α : ϕ∗f∗ ⇒ e∗.



Chapter 3

Local Homeomorphisms and Étale

Maps of ∞-Topoi

Topoi and their higher categorical cousins ∞-topoi are, in a precise sense, categorifications of topo-
logical spaces, which allow points to posses intrinsic symmetries, and in the case of ∞-topoi, allow
these symmetries themselves to have symmetries, and so on. In this section, we develop the theory
of local homeomorphisms between such generalized spaces. In Chapter 5, we will describe how to
glue along such morphisms. This will lead naturally to a theory of generalized orbifolds and Deligne-
Mumford stacks. We start with a brief essay on the role of topoi and higher topoi as generalized
spaces, which the pragmatic reader is welcome to skip without harm.

3.1 Topoi as Generalized Spaces

The concept of a topos arose out of Grothendieck’s work in algebraic geometry in the 1960s. The
word “topos” itself is derived from the French word “topologie.” To quote Grothendieck and Verdier
themselves:

“Hence, one can say that the notion of a topos arose naturally from the perspective of
sheaves in topology, and constitutes a substantial broadening of the notion of a topolog-
ical space, encompassing many concepts that were once not seen as part of topological
intuition... As the term “topos” itself is specifically intended to suggest, it seems reason-
able and legitimate to the authors of this seminar to consider the aim of topology to be
the study of topoi (not only topological spaces).”(Grothendieck and Verdier [1], p. 302).

In a precise sense, topoi may be seen as a categorification of the concept of a topological space. For
every 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞ there is a concept of an n-topos (see e.g. [23]), and each level is a categorification
of the previous. In particular, for each pair of integers m > n, the (n+ 1, 1)-category of n-topoi
embeds full and faithfully into the (m+ 1, 1)-category of m-topoi by a functor

νn : Topn →֒ Topm.

Moreover, this functor has a left adjoint τn−1, which should be thought of as “decategorification.”
To understand n-topoi properly for small values of n, it helps to do a bit of “negative thinking.,” in
the sense of [2]. In particular, it turns out that 0-topoi are essentially the same thing as topological
spaces.

21
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More precisely, 0-topoi are the same thing as locales. Locales are the objects of study in the
playfully named field of “pointless topology,” a phrase first coined by John Von Neumann [3]. It
was realized that all reasonable topological spaces, specifically sober ones (which is quite a large
class of spaces, including virtually all spaces considered in practice), are completely determined by
their lattice of open sets; the underlying set of points can be recovered up to isomorphism as the
set of prime elements of this lattice. The concept of a locale is the essence of space one arrives
at after stripping away from the definition of a topological space the requirement for it to have an
underlying set of points. Liberating a space from its need for points has many categorical benefits, as
the category of locales is much better behaved that the category of topological spaces, particularly
in the way subspaces and limits behave. Moreover, locales are merely a mild generalization of
topological spaces, as every locale is a sublocale of a topological space [16].

At the first level of categorification, namely that of 1-topoi, the situation becomes an even
more non-trivial generalization of topological spaces than locales provide. Indeed, expanding the
of the notion of “space” to include topoi, was indispensable to the inception of the infamous étale
cohomology of arithmetic schemes, used to prove the Weil conjectures. Given a scheme X, the
“space” whose cohomology is the étale cohomology of X is actually a topos. From the mouth of
Grothendieck:

“The crucial thing here, from the viewpoint of the Weil conjectures, is that the new
notion [of space] is vast enough, that we can associate to each scheme a ‘generalized
space’ or ‘topos’ (called the ‘étale topos’ of the scheme in question). Certain ‘cohomology
invariants’ of this topos (‘childish’ in their simplicity!) seemed to have a good chance
of offering ‘what it takes’ to give the conjectures their full meaning, and (who knows!)
perhaps to give the means of proving them.” [12] p. 41

Indeed, for étale cohomology, one needs to compute cohomology with respect to étale covers, and
étale covers of a scheme X may viewed, in a precise sense, as local homeomorphisms into the small
étale topos Sh (Xét) . This would be impossible to achieve if the role of Sh (Xét) was played by a
topological space, or locale.

Topoi however contain much more information than merely their cohomology, just like spaces.
Indeed, the functor

Sh = ν0 : Top0 →֒ Top1

from locales to topoi, restricts to a full and faithful embedding of the category of (sober) topological
spaces into the (2, 1)-category of topoi. Moreover, it was shown in [19] that every topos arises as
the quotient of a locale by certain local symmetries (encoded by a groupoid), where the quotient
is taken “up to homotopy.” Hence, one may think of a topos E as a generalized locale, such that
generalized points, i.e. morphisms

L→ E

from a locale L, can have automorphisms. Similarly, an ∞-topos should be regarded as a categorifi-
cation of a topological space (or locale) in which not only generalized points can have automorphisms,
but also these automorphisms themselves can have automorphisms, as well as the automorphisms
between these automorphisms and so on.

Remark 3.1.1. The (2, 1)-category of topoi is equivalent to “étale complete localic stacks” as shown
in [27] and [6].
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3.2 Local homeomorphisms, sheaves, and étale maps

Recall that for a given topological space X, the étalé space construction yields an equivalence

Sh (X)
L

// Toploc.h. /X
Γoo , (3.1)

between the category of sheaves over X and the category of local homeomorphisms over X . If we
choose to identify the spaceX with the same space viewed as a topos, namely Sh (X), the equivalence
(3.1) in particular tells us that local homeomorphisms into Sh (X) are in bijection with objects of
Sh (X) . Moreover, ones has that for a sheaf

F ∈ Sh (X) ,

there is a canonical equivalence
Sh (L (F )) ≃ Sh (X) /F,

where Sh (L (F )) is the topos of sheaves over the étalé space of F and Sh (X) /F is the slice topos
over F. Furthermore, for any topos E (or any higher topos), for each object E ∈ E, E/E is again a
(higher) topos and there is a canonically induced geometric morphism π : E/E → E,

E/E
π∗

// E
π∗

oo ,

such that π∗ has a left adjoint

π! : E/E → E

f : F → E 7→ F

(see [23], Proposition 6.3.5.1). In the case above, this geometric morphism is the one induced by the
local homeomorphism L (F )→ X.

This motivates the following definitions:

Definition 3.2.1. A geometric morphism F → E between n-topoi, with 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞ is étale, if it is
equivalent to one of the form

E/F → E

for some object F ∈ E. We denote the subcategory of Topn of all n-topoi whose morphisms are
étale geometric morphisms by Topétn . If m ≤ n − 1 we will call such a morphism m-étale if, it is
equivalent to an étale morphism of the form

E/E → E,

with E an m-truncated object. We denote the subcategory of Topn of all n-topoi whose morphisms
are m-étale geometric morphisms by Topm−ét

n .

It is clear that there are intimate connections between the concepts of sheaves, étale maps, and
local homeomorphisms.

Remark 3.2.1. An étale morphism
E→ Sh∞ (X) ,

with X a topological space, represents a sheaf of sets if and only if E is equivalent to a space, if and
only if the morphism is 0-étale. A completely analogous statement holds for locales.
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Remark 3.2.2. Every object E of an n-topos is (n− 1)-truncated. It follows that if F → E is an
étale map of n-topoi, then it must be (n− 1)-étale.

Proposition 3.2.1. ([22] Proposition 2.3.16)
Let E be an n-localic ∞-topos and let E be an object of E. Then E/E is n-localic if and only if E is
n-truncated.

The word “étale” has enjoyed interchangeable use with the phrase “local homeomorphism” for
quite some time, motivated mathematically by the étalé-space construction. Johnstone points out in
[17] that the same construction etymologically gave rise to the phrasing “étale,” due to a mistrans-
lation of the French word “étalé,” and he hence prefers to obliterate its usage and refer only to local
homeomorphisms. Despite this, the definition (and terminology) of an étale geometric morphism of
n-topoi in Definition 3.2.1 is already standard for n = 1 (notwithstanding Johnstone’s protest) and
n = ∞ [23]. Although, we do agree with Johnstone that it is unfortunate that the exact phrasing
“étale” arose as a linguistic error, we do believe the that the concept of an étale morphism of topoi
should stand on its own as an important concept (particularly due to Proposition 3.2.2), indepen-
dently from the concept of a local homeomorphism, and hence deserves its own name. This is largely
due to the fact that we not believe that an étale morphism is the correct embodiment of the concept
of a local homeomorphism of n-topoi (or even 1-topoi!) unless n =∞.

For example, if L is a 0-topos (i.e. a locale), as a category, L is a poset of “open sets.” An
étale map of 0-topoi is a map induced by slicing, so it can only correspond to an inclusion of an
open sublocale. Although such maps are local homeomorphisms, there are many more local homeo-
morphisms than open inclusions! The problem here is that a local homeomorphism of locales is one
induced by slicing their associated 1 -topoi. This problem persists in higher categorical dimensions.
Let E be an n-topos and let E be an n-truncated object of the associated n-localic (n+ 1)-topos
νn (E) , which is not (n− 1)-truncated. (So in particular, E cannot be identified with an element of
E). The étale map

νn (E) /E → νn (E) , (3.2)

by virtue of Proposition 3.2.1, is a geometric morphism between n-localic (n+ 1)-topoi. Since the
functor

νn : Topn →֒ Topn+1 (3.3)

is full and faithful (with essential image the n-localic (n+ 1)-topoi), it follows that the morphism
(3.2) corresponds to a geometric morphism

F → E

of n-topoi, which is not étale as a map of n-topoi (since it is not induced by slicing). This implies
that the term “local homeomorphism” is unfitting to describe étale maps, since the point of the
functor (3.3) is to view n-topoi as (n+ 1)-topoi, and if we are to view higher topoi as generalized
spaces, the concept of a local homeomorphism of higher topoi should not depend on how we choose
to “view” a higher topos. We hence make the following non-standard definition:

Definition 3.2.2. A geometric morphism

f : F → E

between n-topoi is a local homeomorphism if

νn (f) : νn (F)→ νn (E)

is étale.
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We are of the opinion that such a map is the correct categorification of a local homeomorphism,
since in particular this reproduces the correct notion when n = 0. Moreover, this definition is invari-
ant under the embeddings νm. For n = 1, every étale geometric morphism is a local homeomorphism
of 1-topoi, but the converse is not true. However, we think that the broader class of geometric mor-
phisms introduced do deserved to be called local homeomorphisms. We also propose the terminology
n-étale map. There is no danger here, since in Definition 3.2.1 we only defined m-étale maps of
n-topoi for m ≤ n − 1. Moreover, with this convention, there is a bijection between equivalence
classes of n-étale morphisms into E and n-étale morphisms into the ∞-topos ν∞n (E) in the sense of
Definition 3.2.1. Finally, notice that étale morphisms and local homeomorphisms of infinity topoi
are one and the same.

Remark 3.2.3. When E is a topological étendue (a special type of 1-topos), the concept of a local
homeomorphism in Definition 3.2.2 agrees with that of [6].

Remark 3.2.4. A (sober) topological space is determined by its lattice of open subsets. A similar
statement holds for ∞-topoi, once “open subset” is correctly interpreted. One can already see from
the notion of Grothendieck topology that for topoi, more general notions of cover exist than ones
generated by the inclusion of open subsets. For X a (sober) topological space, open subsets are in
bijection with (−1)-étale morphisms into Sh∞ (X) , so it follows that one can reconstruct X from
knowing all such (−1)-étale morphisms. However, if E is an ∞-topos, then one can only reconstruct
the localic reflection of E from its collection of (−1)-étale morphisms- that is, one can only find the
best approximation of E by a locale. One needs more general notions of “open subset” in order to
reconstruct E from its open subsets. If E happens to be 1-localic, then one can reconstruct E out of
all the 0-étale maps into E, but if not, this would only allow one to reconstruct its 1-localic reflection.
This pattern continues. For a general ∞-topos E, one would need to consider all étale morphisms
into E as “open subsets.”

Definition 3.2.3. Given an ∞-topos E, there is a canonical map

χE : E→ Topét∞/E

which sends an object E ∈ E to the canonical étale morphism E/E → E.

The following lemma generalizes the equivalence (3.1):

Proposition 3.2.2. ([23] Remark 6.3.5.10) For every ∞-topos E, the functor χE is an equivalence.

For an n-topos E, one may analogously define a functor

χnE : E→ Topétn /E.

Corollary 3.2.1. For every n-topos E, the functor χnE is an equivalence.

Proof. E is equivalent to the full subcategory of its associated ∞-topos ν∞n (E) spanned by the
(n− 1)-truncated objects, and the full subcategory of Topét∞/E spanned by the (n− 1)-truncated
objects is equivalent to Topétn /E, so the result follows from Proposition 3.2.2.

Corollary 3.2.2. For any ∞-topos E, the slice category Top(n−1)−ét
∞ /E is canonically equivalent to

the n-localic reflection of E.

Remark 3.2.5. By an analogous proof, one has that for any n-topos E,

νn+1
n (E) ≃ Toploc h.

n /E, (3.4)
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where Toploc h.
n is the subcategory of Topn spanned by local homeomorphisms, and νn+1

n is as in
Definition 2.0.7. Note that for n = 0 we have

ν0 = Sh : Top0 = Loc→ Top1

is the inclusion of locales into topoi by taking sheaves, so (3.4) collapses to the classical “étalé-
space” equivalence. Therefore, Corollary 3.2.2 may be viewed as a categorification of the étalé-space
equivalence for topoi which are not spatial; that is to say: the underlying (n+ 1, 1)-category of the
embodiment of an n-topos E as an (n+ 1) topos is equivalent to the (n+ 1, 1)-category of local
homeomorphisms over E.

The equivalence (3.4) also implies the equivalence of Corollary 3.2.1. For n =∞, these are both
the same statement. When n 6=∞, then we have that E ≃ τn−1

(
νn+1
n E

)
which in turn is equivalent

to the full subcategory of νn+1
n (E) ≃ Topn−étn /E spanned by (n− 1)-truncated objects, and the

(n− 1)-truncated objects in Topn−étn /E are precisely the étale ones, so this recovers Corollary 3.2.1.
This also explains the “miracle” that Topétn /E (which a priori should be an (n+ 1, 1)-category) is
actually an (n, 1)-category, since it consists of (n− 1)-truncated objects.

Example 3.2.1. Let X be topological space or locale (i.e. a 0-topos). The embodiment of X as an
∞-topos is Sh∞ (X) . Let

f : F → Sh∞ (X)

be an étale map. In light of Proposition 3.2.2, we may identify f with a sheaf F of ∞-groupoids on
X. The étale map f is n-étale if and only if F is actually a sheaf of n-groupoids. When n = 0, this
is explained by Remark 3.2.1.

Remark 3.2.6. Let E be an n-topos for n < ∞, and let F be a sheaf of ∞-groupoids on the
canonical site (E, can) . Then F is representable by a local homeomorphism

f : F → E

with F an n-topos if and only if F is a sheaf of n-groupoids. When n = 0, this is explained by
Remark 3.2.1.

Proposition 3.2.3. ([23] Proposition 6.3.5.8) Let E ∈ E be an object in an ∞-topos and let

g : F → E

be a geometric morphism. Then the following is a pullback diagram in Top∞:

F/g∗ (E) //

��

E/E

��

F
g

// E.

Corollary 3.2.3. Étale geometric morphisms are stable under pullback in Top∞.

Lemma 3.2.1. Suppose that C is an ∞-category and f : C → D is in C1. Then the canonical map

π : (C /D) /f → C /C

is a trivial Kan fibration.
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Proof. Note that (C /C)n is by definition the set of (n+ 1)-simplices

τ : ∆n+1 → C

such that τ (n+ 1) = C. We may identify ((C /D) /f)n with the set of (n+ 2)-simplices

σ : ∆n+2 → C

such that dn+2 (σ) ∈ (C /C)n and σ|∆{n+1,n+2} = f. The canonical map π at level n sends σ to
dn+2 (σ) . Suppose that we have a diagram

∂∆n

��

β
// (C /D) /f

π

��

∆n
α

// C /C.

We we want to show there exists a diagonal filler. Notice that α corresponds to an (n+ 1)-simplex

α̃ : ∆n+1 → C .

Furthermore, each face of α,
di (α) : ∆

n−1 → C /C

has a lift induced by β,
βi : ∆

n−1 → (C /D) /f,

and each of these lifts are compatible on their overlap, by construction. Each βi corresponds to an
(n+ 1)-simplex

β̃i : ∆
n+1 → C .

Observe that the collection of (n+ 1)-simplices
(
α̃, β̃0, . . . , β̃n

)
assembles to a Λn+2

n+1 horn in C . Let

H be any filler to a (n+ 2)-simplex. Then H can be identified with an n-simplex of (C /D) /f which
is a lift of α.

Corollary 3.2.4. The composition of two étale geometric morphisms is again étale.

Proposition 3.2.4. ([23], Corollary 6.3.5.9) Suppose that a composite of geometric morphisms

E
f
→ F

g
→ G

is étale, and that g étale. Then f is étale.

3.3 The étale topology on ∞-topoi.

We will now show that the (necessarily large) ∞-category Top∞ of ∞-topoi caries a natural sub-
canonical Grothendieck topology. The role of this Grothendieck topology will be to have an elegant
framework in which to speak about gluing together ∞-topoi along local homeomorphisms.

Definition 3.3.1. Let E be an ∞-topos. Suppose that

(fα : Eα → E)
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is a collection of étale geometric morphisms, which under the equivalence

Topét∞/E ≃ E,

correspond to objects (Eα) of E. Declare the collection of maps to be an étale covering family of

E if the essentially unique morphism ∐

α

Eα → 1E

is an effective epimorphism. We will call it an n-étale covering family of E if each of the morphisms
fα are n-étale.

Proposition 3.3.1. The assignment to each ∞-topos E its étale covering families defines a Groth-
endieck pretopology on Top∞. Similarly for n-étale covering families.

Proof.

i) Every equivalence is clearly a singleton covering family.

ii) Suppose now that g : F → E and that

(fα : Eα → E)

is an étale covering family, which each fα corresponding to objects Eα of E. Then by Propo-
sition 3.2.3, each induced étale morphism

g∗ (fα) : F ×E Eα → F

corresponds to the object g∗ (Eα) of F. By [23] 6.5.1.16, g∗ preserves effective epimorphisms.
Hence

g∗

(∐

α

Eα → 1E

)
≃ g∗

(∐

α

Eα

)
→ g∗ (1E)

≃
∐

α

g∗ (Eα)→ 1F

is an effective epimorphism. It follows that the collection

(g∗ (fα) : F ×E Eα → F)

is an étale covering family. For the case of n-étale covering families, one only needs to observe
that g∗ preserves n-truncated objects, since it is left exact ([23] Proposition 5.5.6.16).

iii) Suppose that

(fα : Eα → E)

is an étale covering family and that for each α, we have an étale covering family

(
fβα : Eβα → Eα

)
.

We want to show that the composite (
Eβα → E

)
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is an étale covering family. Now, each fα corresponds to an object Eα ∈ E such that E/Eα ≃
Eα, and each fβα corresponds to an object of E/Eα, i.e. a map gβα : Eβα → Eα in E. Since by
Lemma 3.2.1,

(E/Eα) /g
β
α ≃ E/Eβα,

it suffices to show that the canonical map

∐

β,α

Eβα → 1E

is an effective epimorphism. Notice that the canonical map

∐

β

gβα → idEα

in E/Eα is an effective epimorphism, and since the forgetful functor

E/Eα → E

preserves colimits, by Lemma 6.2.3.13 of [23], it follows that, for all α,

∐

β

gβα :
∐

β

Eβα → Eα

is an effective epimorphism. By Lemma 6.2.3.13 of [23], it follows that

∐

α,β

gβα :
∐

α,β

Eβα →
∐

α

Eα

is an effective epimorphism. Since composites of effective epimorphisms are effective epimor-
phisms (Corollary 6.2.3.12 in [23]) we are done. For the n-étale topology, observe that if each
Eα are n-truncated, and each

gβα : Eβα → Eα

are as well, then by [23], Lemma 5.5.6.14, it follows that each Eβα are n-truncated.

Definition 3.3.2. The Grothendieck topology on Top∞ generated by étale covering families is
called the étale topology. We will denote the Grothendieck site by (Top∞, ét) . Similarly, the
Grothendieck topology generated by n-étale covering families will be called the n-étale topology,
and will be denoted by (Top∞, n-ét) .

Proposition 3.3.2. The étale topology is subcanonical.

Proof. Let (Eα → E) be an étale covering family of an ∞-topos E. It suffices to show that E is the
colimit of the Čech nerve

C• : ∆op → Top∞

of the induced map ∐

α

Eα → E, (3.5)
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i.e. it suffices to show that (3.5) is an effective epimorphism. Notice that by Corollary 3.2.3 there is
a canonical lift

∆op C• //

C̃•

""❉
❉

❉
❉

❉
❉ Top∞

Topét∞

OO

Topét∞/E.

OO

Under the equivalence Topét∞/E ≃ E, C̃• corresponds to the Čech nerve of
∐

α

Eα → 1E, (3.6)

where each Eα is the element of E corresponding to

Eα → E.

By assumption, (3.6) is an effective epimorphism, hence

colim
−−−→

C̃• ≃ idE.

The forgetful functor Topét∞/E→ Topét∞ is colimit preserving, and so is the canonical functor

Topét∞ → Top∞,

by [23] Theorem 6.3.5.13. It follows that

colim
−−−→

C• ≃ E

as desired.

Corollary 3.3.1. The n-étale topology on Top∞ is subcanonical for any n.

Remark 3.3.1. The étale topology on Top∞ naturally restricts to Topét∞. It is again subcanonical
by virtue of [23], Theorem 6.3.5.13. Moreover, for any ∞-topos E, the étale topology induces a
Grothendieck topology on Topét∞/E, which under the equivalence

Topét∞/E ≃ E

coincides with the epimorphism topology on E.

Remark 3.3.2. One may restrict the n-étale Grothendieck pretopology on Top∞ to m-localic ∞-
topoi in the obvious way and get an induced n-étale Grothendieck topology on Topm. For m = n−1,
this topology can be described by declaring a collection of étale geometric morphisms of m-topoi

(fα : Eα → E) ,

which under the equivalence
Topét∞/E ≃ E,

correspond to objects (Eα) of E, to be a covering family if
∐

α

Eα → 1E

is an effective epimorphism. Call this Grothendieck topology the étale topology on Topm. Notice
that the étale topology on the category Top0 of locales is the standard topology whose covering
families are given by open coverings.
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Lemma 3.3.1. Let n < ∞ and let E be an n-localic ∞-topos and F ∈ E any object. The E/F
admits an étale covering family (Fβ → E/F ) such that each composite

Fβ → E/F → E

is (n− 1)-étale.

Proof. Choose an n-site (C , J) for E. Then, by [23] Proposition 5.1.5.3, F is the colimit of

C /F → C
y
−→ E,

where y denotes the Yoneda functor into ∞-sheaves. By Proposition 6.2.3.13 of [23], it follows that
the canonical map ∐

y(Cβ)→F

y (Cβ)→ F

is an effective epimorphism. Notice that each object y (Cβ) is (n− 1)-truncated, since C is an (n, 1)-
category. The collection of maps (E/y (Cβ)→ E/F ) now constitutes an étale covering family of E/F
with the desired property.

Proposition 3.3.3. For any m ≥ n − 1, the m-étale topology on Topn is the same as the étale
topology.

Proof. It suffices to show that for any n-localic ∞-topos E, any étale covering family

(fα : Eα → E) ,

can be refined by an (n− 1)-étale covering family. Each map fα corresponds to an object Eα ∈ E. By
Lemma 3.3.1, for each α, there exists an étale covering family

(
Fβα → Eα

)
such that each composite

Fβα → Eα → E is (n− 1) étale. By Proposition 3.3.1,

(
Fβα → E

)
α,β

is now an (n− 1)-étale covering family refining

(fα : Eα → E)α .

We conclude that the étale topology on Topn is the natural Grothendieck topology to use when
viewing n-topoi as generalized spaces.





Chapter 4

Structured ∞-Topoi

This section is meant to give some intuition behind the definitions of geometries and geometric
structures as defined in [22]. These serve as a means to provide a general framework for describing
the appropriate ambient∞-categories of∞-topoi with structure sheaves of various types of algebraic
objects (e.g. commutative rings, differential graded commutative algebras, commutative ring spectra,
etc.), and a suitable notion of such a structure sheaf having “local stalks.” This framework will be
used in an essential way in the rest of this manuscript. However, if the reader is already familiar
with the framework of geometries and geometric structure, or is uninterested in pedagogical text,
they may simply skip to Section 4.3.

4.1 Structure Sheaves and Classifying Topoi

In geometry, one studies objects which have more structure than merely that of a topological space.
Typically this extra structure can be encoded succinctly by a structure sheaf. For example, in
algebraic geometry, the classical approach to schemes is by modeling them as locally ringed spaces,
i.e. topological spaces with a sheaf of rings (with local stalks). Although typically smooth manifolds
are described by local charts, the category of smooth manifolds may also be realized as a full
subcategory of locally ringed spaces, and this sheaf theoretic point of view becomes more essential
when working with complex manifolds or supermanifolds. Still more exotic variants exist for the
modern derived geometer, where they can study various flavors of derived schemes which can be
described by topological spaces with a sheaf of differential graded algebras, simplicial rings, or E∞-
ring spectra, etc.

When using the étale topology on affine schemes, one should not think of a scheme as a locally
ringed space, at least not in the naive sense; the “space” underlying the affine scheme associated to a
commutative ring A whose cohomology yields étale cohomology is actually a topos— the small étale
topos Sh (Aét) of A. Moreover, the small étale topos Sh (Aét) of A carries a canonical ring object, i.e.
a sheaf OA of rings, which may be interpreted as a structure sheaf. Indeed, the appropriate category
of such ringed topoi of the form (Sh (Aét) ,OA) is equivalent to the category of affine schemes, and
the assignment

A 7→ (Sh (Aét) ,OA)

should be thought of as a replacement of the classical spectrum functor Spec appropriate for working
with the étale topology. A similar such spectrum functor exists for the étale topology for various
flavors of derived affine schemes, except in order to properly encode the structure sheaves, it is most
convenient to replace the role of topoi with that of ∞-topoi, see e.g. [22].

33
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A common theme in studying spaces with geometric structure as spaces with a structure sheaf
is that all the structure sheaves we use are sheaves with some sort of “algebraic structure”. To
make this statement precise, one can speak of models for theories; quite a versatile sea of possible
“algebraic structures” is provided by geometric theories (and their higher categorical analogues).
Roughly speaking, a geometric theory T is a certain first-order theory in logic (but possibly with
infinitary disjunctions), and it can have models in any topos. E.g., there is a geometric theory of
rings, and the category of models for this theory in the topos Set is the classical category of rings.
This framework allows one to easily speak about structure sheaves with algebraic structure. For
example, specifying a model for the geometric theory of rings in Sh (X) , the topos of sheaves on a
topological space, is the same as specifying a sheaf of rings on X.

Moreover, given a model M of a geometric theory T in a topos E, and a geometric morphism

f : F → E,

f∗ (M) is a model in F, in other words the assignment to each topos the category of models for T

is functorial. The functoriality of the assignment of models can more precisely be stated as follows:

Given a geometric theory T, it determines a functor

Topop → Cat

E 7→ ModT (E)

from the 2-category of topoi to the 2-category of (possibly large) categories, which sends a topos to
the category of models for the theory T in E. In fact, geometric theories are precisely those first order
theories which enjoy this functoriality of models with respect to geometric morphisms. Moreover,
for any geometric theory T, it turns out that the functor ModT ( · ) is always representable by a topos
CT, called the classifying topos of T. Put more concretely, there is a unique topos CT such that for
any other topos E, models for T in E are the same as geometric morphisms

E→ CT.

In particular, for a topological space X , geometric morphisms

Sh (X)→ CT

are the same as “sheaves of T-models” on X . Moreover, for two geometric theories S and T,
morphisms of geometric theories

S→ T

are the same as morphisms of topoi

CT → CS,

which in turn are the same as S-models in CT. Conversely, given any topos F, there is a unique
geometric theory TF with the property that maps into to F classify TF-models. In a nutshell: there
is a duality between the 2-category of geometric theories and the 2-category of topoi. (See e.g. [17],
Section D.1.)

Let us return to geometry with an important illustrative example:

Example 4.1.1. Consider the opposite category (fp–rings)
op

of finitely presented commutative
rings. In general, for any small category C with small limits and any topos E, there is a canonical
equivalence of categories between the category of left exact functors F : C → E and the category
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of geometric morphisms Geom
(
E, SetC

op
)
. Indeed, given such a left exact functor F , its left Kan

extension along the Yoneda embedding y : C → SetC
op

,

Lany F : SetC
op

→ E

is left exact and has a right adjoint, and conversely, given a geometric morphism f : E → SetC
op

,
f∗ ◦ y : C → E is left exact. Now, the category (fp–rings)

op
is the category freely generated under

finite limits by its canonical commutative ring object Z[X ], so that for any category D with finite
limits (for instance a topos), there is an equivalence of categories between left exact functors

(fp–rings)
op → D

and the category of commutative ring objects in D . Putting this all together, what this means is,
the presheaf topos Set(fp–rings) is the classifying topos for the theory of commutative rings.

In particular, we know that for any topological space X , a geometric morphism

Sh (X)→ Set(fp–rings)

is the same thing as a sheaf of commutative rings on X . Suppose we want more, namely that we
want that X is locally ringed.

Let us return again to the category (fp–rings)
op
. It comes equipped with the Zariski Grothen-

dieck topology ZAR. A covering family of a ring A in (fp–rings)
op

is determined by a collection
elements a1, a2, ..., an of A which generate the unit ideal. To such a collection, one may consider the
associated localizations of rings

A→ A

[
1

ai

]
.

The dual maps

A

[
1

ai

]
→ A

in (fp–rings)
op

constitute a cover. Now, the Zariski Grothendieck topology ZAR induces a geometric
morphism (in fact geometric embedding)

ShZAR ((fp–rings)
op
) →֒ Setfp–rings

and composition with it produces from any geometric morphism

E→ ShZAR ((fp–rings)
op
)

a commutative ring object in E. In fact, the commutative ring objects in E whose classifying maps

E→ Set(fp–rings)

factor through ShZAR ((fp–rings)op) are precisely the ones which are local ring objects with respect
to the internal logic of E. In particular, local rings internal to the topos Sh (X) are precisely sheaves
of commutative rings with local stalks. In other words, the topos ShZAR ((fp–rings)

op
) is the

classifying topos for the theory of local rings. (See e.g. Chapter VIII, Section 5.5 of [25].)
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4.2 Geometries and Geometric Structures

Consider Example 4.1.1, and consider the lax slice 2-category Toplax/ Set(fp–rings) . The objects may
be identified with pairs (E,OE) , with OE a commutative ring object in E. An arrow

(F,OF)→ (E,OE) ,

is a pair (f, ϕ) with
f : F → E

a geometric morphism and
ϕ : f∗ (OE)→ OF

a homomorphism of ring objects. One easily sees that the full subcategory thereof consisting of
geometric morphisms with domain of the form Sh (X) for X a space is equivalent to the category of
ringed-spaces1. However, the full subcategory of the lax slice 2-categoryToplax/ ShZAR ((fp–rings)

op
)

consisting of geometric morphisms with domain of the form Sh (X) is not equivalent to the category
of locally-ringed spaces; the morphisms need not induce a map of local rings at the level of stalks.
In order to remedy this situation, one must turn to a certain factorization system on the category
CRings of commutative rings.

Definition 4.2.1. A map of commutative rings

ϕ : A→ B

is a localization if there exists a set S ⊂ A such that ϕ is isomorphic to the morphism

A→ A
[
S−1

]
,

where A
[
S−1

]
is the ring A localized at the set S.

Definition 4.2.2. A map of commutative rings

ϕ : A→ B

is conservative if for all a ∈ A, a is invertible if and only if ϕ (a) is.

Remark 4.2.1. A ring homomorphism

ϕ : A→ B

between local rings is conservative if and only if it is a map of local rings (i.e. respects the unique
maximal ideals).

The localizations and conservative morphisms pair together to form the left and right set of a fac-
torization system on CRings respectively. Moreover, these classes of morphisms readily generalize
to the category MCRings (E) of internal commutative rings in any topos E, and again form a factor-
ization system. In fact, this factorization system is even functorial in the sense that if f : F → E is
any geometric morphism, then the induced functor

ModCRings (E)→ModCRings (F)

sends localizations to localizations, and conservative maps to conservative maps. With this in mind,
by Remark 4.2.1, ones sees that for two locally ringed spaces (X,OX) and (Y,OY ) , a map of ringed
spaces (f, ϕ) is a map of locally ringed spaces if and only if ϕ is conservative.

This motivates the following definition in [22]:

1when restricting to sober topological spaces.
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Definition 4.2.3. ([22] Definition 1.4.3) Let B be an ∞-topos. A geometric structure G on B is
an assignment to every ∞-topos E a factorization system

G (E) = (GE
L,G

E
R),

on Geom(E,B), where GE
L is the left set of the factorization system (in the sense of [23], Section

5.2.8), and GE
R the right set, which depends functorially on E in the following sense:

For every geometric morphism f : E→ F, the induced functor

Geom(F,B)→ Geom(E,B)

(given by composition) carries GF
L to GE

L and GF
R to GE

R.

Remark 4.2.2. To fully see the analogy, note that Geom(E,B) should be thought of as the ∞-
category of TB-models in E, where TB is the geometric ∞-theory classified by B. At this moment
however, the concept of a geometric ∞-theory has not been truly developed, so at present, this is
only a philosophical remark.

Definition 4.2.4. Let B be an ∞-topos equipped with a geometric structure G. A G-structured

∞-topos is a geometric morphism
OE : E→ B.

We will sometimes call this a G-structure on E. The ∞-category of G-structured ∞-topoi is the
subcategory of Toplax∞ /B, (as defined in Section 2.4) which has the same objects as the whole
∞-category, but whose morphisms

(ϕ, α) : e→ f

must have the natural transformation

α : ϕ∗f∗ ⇒ e∗,

which is an arrow in Geom (E,B) , be in GE
R. Denote this ∞-category by Str (G) .

If (E,OE) is an object of Str (G) , the morphism

OE : E→ B

should be thought of as a structure sheaf on the ∞-topos E, with values in models for the geometric
∞-theory classified by B.When the geometric structure comes from a geometry (as will be explained
in the next section) this philosophical remark can be made precise.

4.2.1 Geometries

A wealth of examples of geometric structures arise from geometries, as defined in [22]. We will only
provide the basic idea here.

Definition 4.2.5. An essentially algebraic ∞-theory is a small∞-category T with finite limits.
A model for such a theory in an ∞-category C with finite limits, is a finite limit preserving functor

M : T→ C .

Such a theory T will be called idempotent complete if T is an idempotent complete ∞-category.

Remark 4.2.3. The terminology “essentially algebraic ∞-theory” is our own.
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Remark 4.2.4. The requirement that T be idempotent complete is superfluous if T is an n-category
for any finite n (Lemma 1.5.12 of [22]).

Remark 4.2.5. It follows immediately from Proposition 6.1.5.2 of [23] that the ∞-category of
models for T in an ∞-topos E, ModT (E) is canonically equivalent to the ∞-category of geometric
morphisms

Geom (E,Psh∞ (T)) .

Example 4.2.1. The category (fp–rings)
op
, from Example 4.1.1, is such an idempotent complete

essentially algebraic (∞-)theory.

A geometry G consists two sets of data.

i) an idempotent complete essentially algebraic ∞-theory T, and

ii) an admissibility structure on T.

We refer the reader to [22] for the precise definition of an admissibility structure. For our
purposes, it will suffice to remark that it consists of a Grothendieck pretopology J generated by
a class of morphisms, called admissible morphisms, which are closed under retracts and pullbacks,
satisfy a left-cancellation property, and have the property that pullbacks along them exist. The role
of the pretopology J is that, just as the∞-topos Psh∞ (T) classifies models for T (Remark 4.2.5) the
∞-topos Sh∞ (T, J) classifies local T-models; its instructive to think of these as “generalized local
rings.” The axioms which the admissible morphisms must satisfy are designed in such a way that
they canonically give rise to a functorial factorization system on each ∞-category of local T-models
in any ∞-topos, and hence they induce a geometric structure G (G ) on the ∞-topos Sh∞ (T, J) .

For each ∞-topos E, it is instructive to view G (G )
E

L as “generalized localizations” and G (G )
E

R as
“generalized conservative maps” between local T-models in E.

The following table illustrates the Zariski and Étale geometry for ordinary commutative rings
introduced by Lurie:

Geometry algebras local algebras admissible morphisms “Localizations” “Conservative maps”

Zariski commutative rings local rings maps of the form A→ A
[
a−1

]
localizations conservative maps

Étale commutative rings strict Henselian local rings étale maps ind-étale maps Henselian maps

There are analogues of the Zariski and Étale geometries for simplicial commutative rings and
E∞-ring spectra. We refer the reader to [22] and [24] respectively.

Example 4.2.2. The Grothendieck site associated to the Zariski geometry is (fp–rings)
op

equipped
with the Zariski Grothendieck topology ZAR as in Example 4.1.1. In particular, the classifying topos
for the geometry is the classifying topos for local rings.

Notice that if (E,OE) is a G (G )-structured∞-topos, since T is an essentially algebraic∞-theory,
OE may be identified with a finite limit preserving functor

OE : T→ E.

Composing with the essentially unique map to the terminal∞-topos, one gets a finite limit preserving
functor

T
OE

−−−−−−−→ E→ Gpd∞,
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i.e. a model for T in Gpd∞. Since T has finite limits, the ∞-category ModT (Gpd∞) can be canon-
ically identified with Ind (Top) . Since morphisms of G (G )-structured ∞-topoi induce morphisms of
structure sheaves in the opposite direction, one gets a global section functor

ΓG : StrG(G ) → Ind (Top)
op

=: Pro (G ) .

It is shown in [22] that for any geometry, the global sections functor ΓG has a full and faithful left
adjoint

SpecG : Pro (G )→ StrG(G )

- a spectrum functor of G . For example, when G is the Zariski geometry, Pro (G ) is the opposite
category of commutative rings and SpecG is the classical spectrum functor, sending each ring A to
its associated affine scheme modeled as a locally ringed space (viewed as a locally ringed ∞-topos).

Definition 4.2.6. [22] An affine G -scheme is a G (G )-structured ∞-topos in the essential image
of SpecG . Denote the corresponding ∞-category by AffG .

In op. cit., Lurie goes on to develop the theory of general G -schemes, by using affine G -schemes
as local models and gluing them together along local homeomorphisms of ∞-topoi. When G is the
étale geometry, this produces a theory of higher Deligne-Mumford stacks. In this manuscript, we
generalize this theory, to allow for the starting local models to be of any form. This, for example,
allows one to start with smooth manifolds as local models, and get a theory of higher smooth
orbifolds (see Section 6.1).

4.3 Étale Morphisms of Structured ∞-Topoi

Definition 4.3.1. Fix a geometric structure G on an ∞-topos B. Denote by Strét (G) the subcate-
gory of Top∞/B, on the same objects, whose morphisms are étale geometric morphisms. Similarly,
for any subcategory L of Str (G) , denote by L ét the full subcategory of Strét (G) whose objects
are in L .

Proposition 4.3.1. The ∞-category Strét (G) is cocomplete and the inclusion

Strét (G)→ Str (G)

preserves colimits. Moreover, a cocone

K⊲ µ
// Strét (G)

K
?�

OO

F

::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉

is colimiting if and only if the induced cocone

K⊲ µ
−→ Strét (G)→ Topét∞

is, where Topét∞ is as in Definition 3.2.1.

Proof. This is proven in [22] Proposition 2.3.5 for the case when G comes from a geometry. However,
the same proof caries over verbatim for any geometric structure.
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Remark 4.3.1. The morphisms from e : E → B to f : F → B in Top∞/B consist of geometric
morphisms ϕ : E→ F together with a natural equivalence

α : ϕ∗f∗ ⇒ e∗.

Since every equivalence is in GR, Strét (G) may be seen as a (faithful but not full) subcategory of
Str (G) .

By Remark 2.3.4 of [22], we have the following proposition:

Proposition 4.3.2. Let (E,OE) and (F,OF) be G-structured ∞-topoi and let E ∈ E0 be an object.
Then the following is a pullback diagram of ∞-groupoids:

HomStr(G) ((E/E,OE|E) , (F,OF)) //

��

HomStr(G) ((E,OE) , (F,OF))

��

HomTop∞
(E/E,F) // HomTop∞

(E,F) ,

where OE|E denotes the composite

E/E −→ E
OE

−−−−−−−→ B.

By Remark 2.3.20 of [22], the following corollary follows:

Corollary 4.3.1. Let (E,OE) and (F,OF) be G-structured∞-topoi and let E ∈ E0 be an object, and

(f, ϕ) : (F,OF)→ (E,OE)

a morphism in Str (G) Then the following is a pullback diagram in Str (G):

(
F/f∗ (E) ,OF|f∗(E)

)

��

// (E/E,OE|E)

��

(F,OF) // (E,OE) .

We now show that the étale topology on Top∞ naturally extends to Str (G) .

Definition 4.3.2. We say that a family of morphisms

((fα, ϕα) : (Eα,OEα
)→ (E,OE))

inStr (G) is an étale covering family if (fα : Eα → E) is one in Top∞. Similarly for n-étale covering
families.

Proposition 4.3.3. The assignment of each G -structured∞-topos (E,OE) its étale covering families
define a Grothendieck pretopology on Str (G) . Similarly for n-étale covering families.

Proof. In light of Corollary 4.3.1, the proof of Proposition 3.3.1 carries over verbatim.

Remark 4.3.2. We shall again call the Grothendieck topology onStr (G) generated by étale covering
families and n-étale covering families respectively the étale topology, and the n-étale topology.

Proposition 4.3.4. For any geometric structure G , the étale topology on Str (G) is subcanonical.
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Proof. In light of Corollary 3.2.3 and Corollary 4.3.1, if

((fα, ϕα) (Eα,OEα
)→ (E,OE))

is an étale covering family, the Čech nerve C• of

∐

α

(Eα,OEα
)→ (E,OE) ,

has a canonical lift

∆op C• //

C̃• $$❍
❍

❍
❍

❍ Str (G)

Strét (G)

OO

In light of Proposition 4.3.1 and Corollary 4.3.1, it follows that the étale topology on Str (G) is
subcanonical if and only if the étale topology on Top∞ is. So we are done by Proposition 3.3.2.

Corollary 4.3.2. The n-étale topology on Str (G) is subcanonical.

Corollary 4.3.3. The étale topology on Str (G) naturally restricts to a subcanonical topology on
Strét (G) .

Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.3.1.

The following proposition follows by an analogous argument as the proof of Proposition 3.3.3:

Proposition 4.3.5. The restriction of each m-étale topology to the full subcategory of Str (G)
spanned by objects of the form (E,OE) , with E n-localic, are all equivalent for m ≥ n− 1.

Proposition 4.3.6. Let E be an object of Strét (G) . Then the induced map

Strét (G) / (E,OE)→ Topét∞/E

is a trivial Kan fibration.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.2.1 so we omit it.

Corollary 4.3.4. For each G -structured ∞-topos (E,OE) in Strét (G) ,
Strét (G) / (E,OE) is equivalent to the underlying ∞-category of the ∞-topos E.

Proof. Strét (G) / (E,OE) is equivalent to Topét∞/E by Proposition 4.3.6, and by Proposition 3.2.2,
this is in turn equivalent to E.

Remark 4.3.3. This is proven in the case of geometric structures arising from geometries in [22]
Proposition 2.3.5.

Remark 4.3.4. For any G -structured ∞-topos (E,OE) , the étale topology on Strét (G) induces a
Grothendieck topology on Strét (G) / (E,OE) , which under the equivalence given by Corollary 4.3.4,
agrees with the epimorphism topology on E.





Chapter 5

Étendues: Gluing Local Models

In this section, we will make precise what is means to glue structured ∞-topoi along local homeo-
morphisms (i.e. étale maps) starting from a collection of local models. This parallels the way one
builds manifolds out of Euclidean spaces, or schemes out of affine schemes. Since we are allowing
our “spaces” to be∞-topoi however, in these two instances we get much richer theories than just the
theory of smooth manifolds, or the theory of schemes, but rather get a theory of higher generalized
orbifolds and a theory of higher Deligne-Mumford stacks respectively. This same framework extends
to the setting of derived and spectral geometry as well. This will be spelled out in Chapter 6.

5.1 Étendues

Notation. If L is a full subcategory of Str (G) for some geometric structure G, we will denote by
L ét the subcategory of L whose morphisms are all the étale morphisms.

Definition 5.1.1. Let L be a full subcategory of Str (G) for some geometric structure G. L is
said to be n-localic if every object (L,OL) of L has L an n-localic ∞-topos.

Definition 5.1.2. Let L be a full subcategory of Str (G) for some geometric structure G. Define
Sl (L ) to be the full subcategory of Str (G) consisting of those objects of the form

(E, f∗
OL) ,

where
f : E→ L

is an étale geometric morphism, with L ∈ L .

Remark 5.1.1. Any object of Sl (L ) is equivalent to one of the form

(E/E,OE|E) ,

where (E,OE) is an object of L . Moreover, since the composition of two étale morphisms is again
étale, it follows that Sl (Sl (L )) = Sl (L ) .

Remark 5.1.2. In light of Remark 3.2.4, Sl (L ) should be regarded as the ∞-category of all
generalized open subsets of elements of L . These will form the basic building blocks for scheme or
manifold theory based on L . For example, if L consists of the single object Cn with is holomorphic
structure sheaf, a general n-dimensional complex manifold is not locally holomorphic to Cn, but is

43
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rather locally holomorphic to open subspaces of Cn. This is why when starting with a collection of
generalized spaces L that we wish to glue together, we first expand the collection to include all
generalized open subsets. This is the role of the ∞-category Sl (L ) .

The following is an immediate consequence of Corollary 4.3.4:

Corollary 5.1.1. For L any subcategory of Str (G) , and (E,OE) any object of Sl (L ) , Sl (L )
ét
/ (E,OE)

is equivalent to the underlying ∞-category of E.

Proof. Any object of F of Str (G) which admits an étale map F → E over B is in the subcategory

Sl (L ) by Remark 5.1.1. Hence Strét (G) /E = Sl (L )
ét
/E and the result follows from Corollary

4.3.4.

Remark 5.1.3. From now on, when there is no risk of confusion, we will often abuse notation and
denote an object (E,OE) of L by E and similarly for morphisms. Furthermore, if E ∈ E, and (E,OE)
is an object of Str (G) , we will often write E/E to mean (E/E,OE|E) .

Remark 5.1.4. The initial∞-topos ∅ (which itself, as an∞-category is a contractible∞-groupoid)
has Hom (∅,B) a contractible ∞-groupoid for each ∞-topos B. Hence, up to a contractible space of
ambiguity, ∅ has a unique and canonical G-structure. We will call ∅ with this G-structure the initial
G-topos. Note that since for any (E,OE)

∅

��
❃❃

❃❃
❃❃

❃
// E

OE
����
��
��
�

B

commutes up to a contractible choice of homotopies, it follows that the initial G-topos is an initial
object in Str (G) .

Definition 5.1.3. Let L be a full subcategory of Str (G) for some geometric structure G. Define
CoSl (L ) to be the full subcategory of Str (G) consisting of the initial G-topos, together with those
objects F which admit an étale covering family (Fα → F) such that each Fα is in L .

Remark 5.1.5. As étale morphisms are to be regarded as local homeomorphisms, or “the inclusions
of generalized open subsets,” the ∞-category CoSl (L ) can be thought of as the collection of all
structured ∞-topoi which are “locally equivalent” to an object in L .

Example 5.1.1. If G comes from a geometry G , and L is the full subcategory of Str (G) spanned
by affine G -schemes in the sense of [22], then CoSl (L ) is the ∞-category of G -schemes.

Definition 5.1.4. For a fixed L , the ∞-category CoSl (Sl (L )) =: L is called the étale closure

of L . Objects (E,OE) are called L -étendues.

Remark 5.1.6. Combining Remark 5.1.2 and 5.1.5, the ∞-category L of L -étendues is the ∞-
category consisting of those structured ∞-topoi which can be glued together along local homeomor-
phisms out of generalized open subsets of elements of L . I.e, the objects of L are the “manifolds”
or “schemes” that one can build starting with objects in L .

Proposition 5.1.1. For any full subcategory L of Str (G) , CoSl (CoSl (L )) = CoSl (L )

Proof. Suppose that E is such that it admits an étale covering family

(Eα → E)α
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with each Eα admitting an étale covering family
(
E
β
α → Eα

)
β

with each Eβα ∈ L . Then by Proposition 3.3.1, the composite
(
E
β
α → E

)
α,β

is an étale covering family, so we are done.

Corollary 5.1.2. CoSl
(
L
)
= L

Proposition 5.1.2. ([22] 2.3.10) If G arises from a geometry G and F → E is an étale morphism
in Str (G) with E is a G -scheme, then F is a G -scheme.

Corollary 5.1.3. If G is a geometry and L is the ∞-category of affine G -schemes viewed as a
subcategory of G (G )-structured ∞-topoi, then L is the ∞-category of G -schemes.

Proof. Notice that one always has the inclusion

CoSl (L ) ⊆ CoSl (Sl (L )) = L .

From Proposition 5.1.2,
Sl (L ) ⊆ CoSl (L ) .

It follows then that
L = CoSl (Sl (L )) ⊆ CoSl (CoSl (L )) = CoSl (L ) .

Proposition 5.1.3. Sl (CoSl (L )) ⊆ CoSl (Sl (L )) .

Proof. Suppose that L ∈ CoSl (L ) and T ∈ L0. Let (Tα)α∈A be a set of objects such that

∐

α

Tα → 1

is an effective epimorphism and such that each L/Tα is in L . Then, since effective epimorphisms
are stable under pullback, the projection map

T ×
∐

α

Tα → T

is an effective epimorphism. Each projection

pr1α : T × Tα → T

is an object Vα in the slice ∞-topos L/T and it follows that the canonical map
∐

α

Vα → 1L/T = idT

is an effective epimorphism. Note that we also have the projections

pr2α : T × Tα → Tα,

which are objects Wα in the slice topos (L/Tα) . By Lemma 3.2.1, for each α, one has

(L/T ) /Vα ≃ L/ (T × Tα) ≃ (L/Tα) /Wα.

So each (L/T ) /Vα ∈ Sl (L ) , showing that L/T is in CoSl (Sl (L )) .
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Corollary 5.1.4. Sl
(
L
)
= L .

Corollary 5.1.5. The étale closure of L is L itself.

Remark 5.1.7. By Corollary 5.1.1, it follows that for each object (E,OE) in L , L
ét
/E is equivalent

to the underlying ∞-category of E.

Proposition 5.1.4. For any subcategory D of Str (G) , the following are equivalent:

1) CoSl (D) = D

2) Sl (CoSl (D)) = CoSl (D) .

3) Sl (D) ⊆ CoSl (D)

Proof. By Corollary 5.1.5, 1) =⇒ 2). 2 =⇒ 3) is obvious. Suppose 3) holds. Then by Proposition
5.1.1

CoSl (D) = CoSl (CoSl (L )) ⊇ CoSl (Sl (D)) = D .

So 3) =⇒ 1).

Definition 5.1.5. For any subcategory D of Str (G) satisfying any of the equivalent conditions of
Proposition 5.1.4, D is said to be an étale blossom. If L is another subcategory such that

L = D ,

D is said to be an étale blossom for L .

Remark 5.1.8. For any L , Sl (L ) is an étale blossom for L .

The following proposition is a special case of Proposition 1.2.13.8 of [23]:

Proposition 5.1.5. Let C be an object in an ∞-category C and suppose that

p : K → C /C

is a functor such that the composite p0 of

K
p
−→ C /C → C

has a colimit. Then

i) A colimit for p exists and this colimit is preserved by the projection

C /C → C .

ii) A cocone

K⊲ µ
// C /C

K
?�

OO

p

<<②②②②②②②②

is colimiting if and only if the composite

K⊲ µ
// C /C // C

K
?�

OO

p0

66❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧

is.
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Proposition 5.1.6. Let F : K → C be a functor between ∞-categories and

K⊲ ρ
// C

K
?�

OO

F

==⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤

a colimiting cocone for F with vertex ρ (∞) = C. Then ρ induces a canonical lift of F to

K
ρ̃

//

F
!!❉

❉❉
❉❉

❉❉
❉❉

C /C

π

��

C

and the colimit of ρ̃ exists and is a terminal object.

Proof. Note by [18], for every simplicial set X, the functor

( · ) ⋆ X : Set∆
op

→ X/ Set∆
op

has a right adjoint sl which associates a map p : X → Y to a simplicial set Y/p. In the case that

X = ∆0, X/ Set∆
op

= Set∆
op

∗ is the category of pointed simplicial sets and if v : ∆0 → C is an
object of an ∞-category C , the simplicial set sl (C , v) is the ∞-slice category C /v. In this case, the
left adjoint ( · ) ⋆∆0 is best denoted ( · )⊲ as it associates a simplicial set to its right cone. Denote
the co-unit of this adjunction by ε. The cocone

ρ : K⊲ → C

by definition corresponds to a map
ρ : K ⋆∆0 → C

such that ρ|∆0 = C, i.e. a map of pointed simplicial sets

(K⊲,∞)→ (C , C) .

By adjunction, this corresponds to a map ρ̃ : K → sl (C , C) = C /C such that π ◦ p = F, where
π : C /C → C is the canonical projection. Consider the terminal object idC ∈ C /C. Since it is
terminal, the canonical projection

λ : (C /C) /idC → C /C

is a trivial Kan fibration, so we can choose a section σ. Composition with σ induces a map

K
ρ̃
−→ C /C

σ
−→ (C /C) /idC = sl ((C /C) , idC)

which, by adjunction corresponds to a map of pointed simplicial sets

ρ̂ : (K⊲,∞)→ (C /C, idC) ,

such that the following diagram commutes:

K⊲ ρ̂
// C /C,

K
?�

OO

ρ̃

<<①①①①①①①①
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i.e. it corresponds to a cocone for ρ̃ with vertex idC . Notice that λ is the functor sl applied to the
map of pointed simplicial sets

π : (C /C, idC)→ (C , C) .

Since σ is a section of λ, the naturality square for the co-unit ε shows that π ◦ ρ̂ = ρ, which is
colimiting. Now, Proposition 5.1.5 implies that ρ̂ is also colimiting.

Lemma 5.1.1. Let L be any full subcategory of Strét (G) . Then CoSl (L )
ét

is cocomplete and the
inclusion

CoSl (L )ét →֒ Strét (G)

preserves colimits. Moreover, a cocone

K⊲ µ
// CoSl (L )

ét

K
?�

OO

F

::tttttttttt

is colimiting if and only if the induced cocone

K⊲ −→ Strét (G)

is.

Proof. By definition, CoSl (L )
ét

contains the initial G-topos. Notice that the canonical map ∅ → E

is always étale since it is induced by slicing over the initial object of E, hence the initial G-topos
is an initial object in CoSl (L )ét . Now, suppose that F : J → CoSl (L )ét is any functor from a
non-empty small ∞-category J . Denote by E the colimit of the functor

J
F
−→ CoSl (L )ét → Strét (G)

(which exists by Proposition 4.3.1). Let

ρ : J⊲ → Strét (G)

be a colimiting cocone on E. Then by Proposition 5.1.6, there exist a lift

F̃ : J → Strét (G) /E

of F over the canonical projection

Strét (G) /E→ Strét (G) ,

such that
colim
−−−→

F̃ ≃ idE.

Under the equivalence Strét (G) /E ≃ E, the colimit of F̃ is the terminal object 1 and the components

of the cocone for F̃ ,
ρ (i) : F (i)→ E

correspond to objects Fi ∈ E, such that each E/Fi ≃ F (i) is in CoSl (L )
ét
. By [23], Lemma

6.2.3.13, it follows that the induced map
∐
i∈J0

Fi → 1 is an effective epimorphism. Hence E ∈

CoSl
(
CoSl (L )

ét
)
= CoSl (L )

ét
and is a colimit for F .
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Corollary 5.1.6. For any full subcategory L of Str (G) , L
ét

is cocomplete.

Definition 5.1.6. A full subcategory C of an∞-category D is said to generate D under colimits

if the smallest subcategory of D containing C and closed under taking small colimits in D is D itself.

Proposition 5.1.7. If D is a full subcategory of L such that D ét generates L
ét

under colimits,
then D is an étale blossom for L . Similarly, if D is a full subcategory of Sl (L ) such that D ét

generates Sl (L )ét under colimits, then D is an étale blossom for L .

Proof. Suppose D ét generates L
ét

under colimits. The inclusion

CoSl (D)
ét →֒ CoSl

(
L
)ét

= L
ét

preserves and reflects colimits and CoSl (D)ét is cocomplete. Since D ét generates L
ét
under colimits,

this implies CoSl (D)
ét

contains L
ét
. The other case is analogous.

Proposition 5.1.8. Denote by
(
Sl (L )

ét
)∐

the full subcategory of L
ét

generated by Sl (L )
ét

under

arbitrary coproducts. Then every object of L
ét

is the colimit of a diagram of the form

∆op
G•

−−−−−−−→
(
Sl (L )

ét
)∐
→֒ L

ét
.

In particular, L
ét

is generated under colimits by Sl (L )
ét
.

Proof. Let E be an object in L . Then there exists a set of objects (Eα ∈ E)α∈A such that

ρ :
∐

Eα → 1E

is an effective epimorphism, and such that each E/Eα ∈ Sl (L ) . Since 1E is the colimit of the Čech
nerve of ρ, and the composite

E ≃ L
ét
/E→ L

ét

is colimit preserving, it follows that E is the colimit of the Čech nerve C• of
∐

E/Eα → E.

Since E ≃ L
ét
/E, and colimits are universal in E, we have for each n,

Cn ≃
(∐

E/Eα

)
×E · · · ×E

(∐
E/Eα

)

≃ E/
(∐

Eα × · · · ×
∐

Eα

)

≃ E/


 ∐

(α1,··· ,αn)∈An

(Eα1
× · · · × Eαn

)




≃
∐

(α1,··· ,αn)∈An

E/ (Eα1
× · · · × Eαn

) .

Consider the map pr1 : Eα1
× · · · × Eαn

→ Eα1
. Under the equivalence E ≃ L

ét
/E, it corresponds

to an étale map
E/ (Eα1

× · · · × Eαn
)→ E/Eα1

.
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Since each E/Eαi
is in Sl (L )

ét
, so is each E/ (Eα1

× · · · × Eαn
) by Remark 5.1.1. Hence, each

Cn ≃
∐

E/ (Eα1
× · · · × Eαn

) ∈
(
Sl (L )

ét
)∐

, and E ≃ colim
−−−→

C•.

Theorem 5.1.2. Let D be an étale blossom. Then CoSl (D)
ét

is the smallest subcategory of Str (G)
ét

containing Sl (D) such that its inclusion into Str (G)ét preserves and reflects colimits.

Proof. Suppose i : K ét →֒ Str (G)
ét

preserves and reflects colimits and K ét contains Sl (D) . It

suffices to show that each object E of Str (G)
ét

which lies in CoSl (D) is also in K ét. Since i reflects

colimits and Str (G)
ét

is cocomplete, K ét is cocomplete. Hence, K ét contains
(
Sl (D)

ét
)∐

. Let

j : CoSl (D) = D →֒ Str (G)
ét

denote the inclusion. Then Proposition 5.1.8 together with Lemma
5.1.1 implies that for any object E of D = CoSl (D) , j (E) can be written as a colimit of a diagram
of the form

∆op →
(
Sl (D)

ét
)∐
→ Str (G)

ét
.

Since K ét contains
(
Sl (D)

ét
)∐

and i reflects colimits, it follows that E ∈ K ét.

Corollary 5.1.7. Suppose that D ⊆ Sl (L ) is any full subcategory. Then

CoSl (D) = L

if and only if
CoSl (D) ⊇ Sl (L ) .

Proof. Suppose that CoSl (D) ⊇ Sl (L ) . Then since

Sl (L ) ⊇ D ,

by Remark 5.1.1
Sl (L ) = Sl (Sl (L )) ⊇ Sl (D) ,

and hence D is an étale blossom. Hence, CoSl (D) = D . On one hand, since

Sl (L ) ⊆ D ,

one has that
L = CoSl (Sl (D)) ⊆ CoSl (D) .

On the other hand, L
ét
→֒ Str (G)

ét
preserves and reflects colimits and contains Sl (L ) , which in

turn contains Sl (D) . Hence, by Theorem 5.1.2,

CoSl (D) ⊆ L .

The converse is trivial.

We now will define a technical, yet highly important concept for this manuscript, namely that
of a strong étale blossom. A general subcategory L of StrG may not be rich enough so that L -
étendues are faithfully represented by the ∞-sheaves they induce over L , even if L is an étale
blossom. Heuristically, the main problem is that for L in L , L may “fail to contain enough of the
open sets” of L. Strong étale blossoms are defined in such a way as to avoid such a pathology. It
will turn out that strong étale blossoms are in abundant enough supply that for any subcategory L

of StrG, there exists a strong étale blossom D ⊃ L , such that a structured∞-topos (E,OE) in StrG
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is an L -étendue if and only if it is a D-étendue. The principal difference is only that the canonical
functor

L → Psh∞ (L )

may not be fully faithful, whereas the functor

L → Psh∞ (D)

will be. However, this will not be proven until the end of Section 5.2.

Suppose that D is a locally small full subcategory of Str (G) and let D be an object of D . Let

i : D
ét →֒ D

ét

denote the full and faithful inclusion. Denote by ĩ/D the induced full and faithful inclusion

D
ét/D

i/D
−֒−→ D

ét
/D

∼
−→ D.

Suppose that

rD : CD →֒ D
ét/D

is the inclusion of a small full subcategory. Then there exists a left Kan extension

LD := Lany

(
ĩ/D ◦ rD

)
: Psh∞ (CD)→ D,

where y denotes the Yoneda embedding of CD. This functor has a right adjoint RD; If D is an object
of D and f : E → D is an étale morphism in D belonging to CD, then it corresponds to an object
E in D and

RD (D) (f) = HomD (E,D) .

Definition 5.1.7. A locally small full subcategory D of Str (G) as above is said to be a strong

étale blossom (for D) if for each object (D,OD) of D , the slice category D ét/D admits a small
full subcategory CD as above such that the induced adjunction

D � �

RD

// Psh∞ (CD)
LDoo ,

exhibits D as an accessible left exact localization of Psh∞ (CD) , i.e. RD is full and faithful and LD

is left exact and accessible.

Remark 5.1.9. If D →֒ D ′ →֒ D are fully faithful inclusions of locally small full subcategory of
Str (G) and D is a strong étale blossom for D , then so is D ′.

Proposition 5.1.9. Let D be an object of a strong étale blossom D . Then the functor iD defined
as the composite

D
y
−֒→ Psh∞ (D)

∼
−→ Psh∞

(
D
ét
/D
) (i/D)∗

−−−−−−−→ Psh∞
(
D
ét/D

)
, (5.1)

admits a left exact left adjoint aD.
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Proof. Choose a site CD for D, with a full and faithful inclusion

rD : CD →֒ D
ét/D

as in Definition 5.1.7. Consider the functor

r∗D : Psh∞
(
D
ét/D

)
→ Psh∞ (CD)

given by restriction along rD. Denote the composite

CD

rD
−֒−→ D

ét/D
i/D
−֒−→ D

ét
/D

θ
−→ D,

with θ the canonical equivalence, by ψD. Consider the left exact localization

D � �

RD

// Psh∞ (CD)
LDoo .

Notice that LD = Lany (ψD) . Let f be an object of CD and D an object of D. On one hand, one
has

RD (D) (f) ≃ Hom(y (f) , RD (D))

≃ Hom(ψD (f) , D) .

On the other hand, if ϕ is in D ét/D, one has

r∗Dy (ϕ) (f) ≃ Hom(rD (f) , ϕ)

≃ Hom(ψD (f) , θ ◦ i/D (ϕ)) .

One concludes that
r∗Dy (ϕ) ≃ RD (θ ◦ i/D (ϕ)) ,

and hence
LDr

∗
Dy (ϕ) ≃ θ ◦ i/D (ϕ) . (5.2)

Notice that the restriction functor

r̂D
∗
: P̂sh∞

(
D
ét/cD

)
→ P̂sh∞ (CD)

between presheaves of large ∞-groupoids has a right adjoint r̂D∗ given by the formula

r̂D∗F (ϕ) ≃ Hom
(
r̂D

∗
y (ϕ) , F

)
,

which takes values in small ∞-groupoids if F does, and hence we have an induced adjunction

Psh∞ (CD) � �
rD∗

// Psh∞
(
D ét/D

)
.

r∗Doo

The functor r∗D preserves all limits since they are compute point-wise, and a standard argument
shows that since rD is full and faithful so is rD∗. Combining the two localizations exhibits D as a
left exact localization of Psh∞

(
D ét/D

)
:

D � �

iD
// Psh∞

(
D ét/D

)
.

aDoo
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We know wish to identify iD = rD∗ ◦RD, with the functor (5.1). Let D be an object of D and ϕ an
object of D ét/D. Notice that

rD∗RD (D) (ϕ) ≃ Hom(r∗Dy (ϕ) , RD (D))

≃ Hom(LDr
∗
Dy (ϕ) , D)

≃ Hom(θ ◦ i/D (ϕ) , D)

≃
(
θ∗ (i/D)∗ y (D)

)
(ϕ) .

with the second to last equivalence following from (5.2).

It is not clear from the definition that a strong étale blossom is in fact an étale blossom. However,
the following proposition shows that this is indeed the case:

Proposition 5.1.10. If D is a strong étale blossom, then D is an étale blossom for D .

Proof. By Proposition 5.1.7, it suffices to show that each object in Sl (D)
ét

can be obtained as the
colimit of a diagram in D ét. Since D is a strong étale blossom, choose for each D in D a small
subcategory

rD : CD →֒ D
ét/D

satisfying the conditions of Definition 5.1.7, and let

D � �

RD

// Psh∞ (CD)
LDoo

denote the corresponding localization. Suppose that E ∈ Sl (D)
ét
0 . Then E ≃ D/D for some D ∈ D,

for some D ∈ D . Now, by [23] Proposition 5.1.5.3, it follows that RD (D) is the colimit of

CD/RD (D)→ CD

y
−֒→ Psh∞ (CD) ,

where y denotes the Yoneda embedding. So D itself is the colimit of the composite

CD/RD (D)→ CD

y
−֒→ Psh∞ (CD)

LD

−−−−−−−→ D.

Under the equivalence D ≃ Sl (D)ét /D, this implies that

D/D → D

is the colimit of the functor

CD/RD (D) → Sl (D)
ét
/D

(C → D) 7→ (D/LDy (C)→ D) .

Each C in CD corresponds to an étale map

rD (C) : DC → D,

with DC in D . Since LD = Lany (i/D ◦ rD) (with notation as in Definition 5.1.7), this implies that
for each C

D/LDy (C) ≃
(
D
ét/D

)
/rD (C) .
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By Lemma 3.2.1, this in turn implies

D/LDy (C) ≃ D
ét/DC ≃ DC ∈ D .

Since the canonical functor
Sl (D)

ét
/D→ Sl (D)

ét

preserves colimits, and each D/LDy (C) is in D , this shows that E is a colimit of a diagram in
D ét.

Corollary 5.1.8. If D is a strong étale blossom, then D ét generates D
ét

under colimits.

Proof. By the proof of Proposition 5.1.10, D ét generates Sl (D)
ét

under colimits, which in turn, by

Proposition 5.1.8, generates D
ét
.

Since the definition of a strong étale blossom, on its surface, may seem complicated, one may
be forgiven for asking whether or not strong étale blossoms exist, and if they are easy to construct.
The following proposition (and its proof) shows that they indeed are in abundant supply:

Proposition 5.1.11. If L is any full subcategory of Str (G) , then there exists a strong étale blossom
D for L . If L is small, D may be chosen small. If L is n-localic, D may be chosen n-localic. If
L is both n-localic and small, D may be chosen to be also.

Proof. For each ∞-topos L in L , one may choose a small ∞-category CL such that L is obtained
as a left exact localization

L � �

iL
//Psh∞ (CL)

aLoo ,

and such that the induced functor

CL

y
−֒→ Psh∞ (CL)

aL
−−−−−−−→ L

is full and faithful. If L is n-localic, we may arrange each of the CL to be (n, 1)-categories. Let D

the subcategory of Sl (L ) spanned by objects of the form

L/aLy (C)

for some C ∈ CL. Notice that if L is small, so is D . Notice further that if CL is an (n, 1)-category,
each object C is (n− 1)-truncated, so L/aLy (C) is n-localic by Proposition 3.2.1. We claim that
D is a strong étale blossom. Indeed, let

D = L/aLy (C)

be an arbitrary object of D . The ∞-category D ét/D can be identified with the full subcategory of
D = L/aLy (C) spanned by those morphisms

f : e→ aLy (C)

such that D/f ≃ L/e is in D . Under this identification and the equivalence in Remark 2.2.4, the
functor

CL/C
y
−֒→ Psh∞ (CL/C)

∼
−→ Psh∞ (CL) /y (C) →֒ L/aLy (C) = D (5.3)

identifies CL/C as a full subcategory

rD : CL/C →֒ D
ét/D
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in such a way that, in the notation of Definition 5.1.7, i/D ◦ rD is equivalent to the above functor
(5.3). By the proof of Proposition 2.2.1 and the uniqueness of left adjoints, the left Kan extension
Lany (i/D ◦ rD) is a left exact (accessible) left adjoint since its right adjoint can be identified with
the canonical fully faithful functor

D = L/aLy (C) →֒ Psh∞ (CL) /y (C) .

This proposition combined with Remark 5.1.9 immediately implies the following:

Corollary 5.1.9. For any full subcategory L of Str (G) , L is a strong étale blossom.

Proposition 5.1.12. Suppose that D is a strong étale blossom and E is an object of D . Then there
exists small full subcategory DE →֒ D such that DE is a small strong étale blossom, and E is in DE.

Proof. Since E is in D = CoSl (D) , there exists a set of objects

(Eα ∈ E0)α∈AE
,

such that (E/Eα → E)α∈AE
is an étale covering family, and each E/Eα ≃ Dα for some Dα in D .

Since D is a strong étale blossom, for each α, one can find a small full subcategory

rDα
: CDα

→֒ D
ét/Dα

such that, in the notation of Definition 5.1.7,

Dα �
�

RDα

//Psh∞ (CDα
)

LDα
oo ,

is a left exact accessible localization. Let DE be the full subcategory of D on those objects F of the
form Dα/LDα

(y (C)) , for some α, with C in CDα
. By the proof of Proposition 5.1.11, DE is a small

strong étale blossom, and since each Dα is in DE, it follows that E is in DE. Finally, observe that if
C is in CDα

, then rDα
(C) is an étale map of the form

Dα/D → Dα

with Dα/D an object of D , and LDα
(y (C)) is equivalent to the object D. It follows that DE is in

fact a full subcategory of D .

Example 5.1.2. Let G is a geometry in the sense of [22] and let L = AffG be the ∞-category
of affine G -schemes viewed as a subcategory of G (G )-structured ∞-topoi. Each object L has its

underlying ∞-topos of the form Sh∞

(
Pro (G )

ad
/X
)
(in the sense of Notation 2.2.6 of [22]) where

X is an object of Pro (G ), so letting CL = Pro (G )ad /X gives a canonical choice of site. Moreover,

for every object f : Y → X of Pro (G )ad /X,

L/y (f) ≃ SpecG (Y ) .

It follows from the proof of Proposition 5.1.11 that L is a strong étale blossom. Moreover, if E is a
G -scheme, then one can find an étale covering family

(SpecG (Xα)→ E)α ,
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and the ∞-category AffE
G of affine schemes of the form

SpecG (Y )

where Y is any object of Pro (G ) admitting an admissible morphism

Y → Xα,

for some Xα, is a small strong étale blossom such that E is in AffE
G .

5.2 The functor of points approach

In this subsection, we will explain how to represent étendues by sheaves over their basic building
blocks. Many ideas for the proofs in this section come from Section 2.4 of [22], however we develop
these results in a more general setting.

Given a locally small subcategory L of Str (G) , one may expect that it should be possible to
represent L -étendues by the sheaves they induce over L . This will not work in full generality
however, as one may have to add to L “more open subsets,” i.e. one can embed the ∞-category
of L into an ∞-category of sheaves over a strong étale blossom D for L . In fact, we will need
something a bit stronger than local smallness for this to work:

Definition 5.2.1. A subcategory L of StrG is said to be strongly locally small if Sl (L ) is
locally small.

Remark 5.2.1. One can rephrase strong local smallness by a sheaf theoretic condition: A subcat-
egory L of StrG is strongly locally small if and only if for all L and L′ in L , the functor

Lop × L′ ∼
−→

(
L

ét
/L
)op
×L

ét
/L′ →

(
L
)op
×L

Hom
L

( · , · )

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Ĝpd∞,

i.e. the functor sending (L,L′) to Hom
L

(L/L,L′/L) factors through the inclusion

Gpd∞ →֒ Ĝpd∞

of essentially small ∞-groupoids into large ∞-groupoids.

Example 5.2.1. It follows from Proposition 2.3.12 of [22] that if L is affine G -schemes as in
Example 5.1.2, that L is strongly locally small.

Example 5.2.2. If L is small and locally small, then it does not follow that it is strongly locally
small. We would like to thank Anton Fetisov for explaining to us how to construct counterexamples.
For simplicity, we will provide a counterexample for the case of trivial geometric structure. For
example, suppose that M is a locale with no points (e.g. the locale of regular open subsets of R),
and let B be the classifying topos for abelian groups. Consider the product (in the 2-category of
topoi)

E := Sh (M)×B.

Notice that there exists no geometric morphism

Set→ E
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as such a morphism would induce a geometric morphism Set = Sh (∗) → Sh (M) , which would
correspond to a point of the locale M . By [19], there exists an open surjection Sh (L) → E with L
a locale. Let F denote the topos

F := Sh
(
L
∐
∗
)
≃ Sh (L)

∐
Set .

Notice that the there cannot exist a geometric morphism F → E, as this would induce a geometric
morphism

Set→ E

which we just proved cannot exist. Since F is localic, the category of geometric morphisms from
E to F is equivalent to the poset of continuous maps from the localic reflection of E to L

∐
∗, and

hence is essentially small. It follows that if L is the full subcategory of topoi on F and E (which we
may identify with a full subcategory of ∞-topoi), then L is locally small. Observe that the étale
map of locales L→ L

∐
∗ corresponds to an étale geometric morphism

Sh (L)→ F,

hence Sh (L) (or rather Sh∞ (L)) is in Sl (L ) . However, the category of geometric morphism from
Sh (L) to E is equivalent to the product

Geom (Sh (L) , Sh (M))×Ab (Sh (L)) ,

where Ab (Sh (L)) is the category of sheaves of abelian groups on L. Consider the composite

Sh (L)→ Sh (M)×B→ Sh (M)

where the map Sh (L)→ Sh (M)×B = E is the open surjection. The existence of this map implies
that Geom (Sh (L) , Sh (M)) is non-empty, and hence one concludes that Geom (Sh (L) ,E) is not
essentially small, as the category of abelian sheaves can easily be shown to not be essentially small.
It follows that L is not strongly locally small.

Proposition 5.2.1. For G any geometric structure, StrétG is locally small.

Proof. We will first prove that Topét∞ is locally small. We would like to thank Zhen Lin for pointing
out a proof of this for 1-topoi, whose proof readily generalizes as follows: Let E and F be two ∞-
topoi. We may choose a regular cardinal κ such that both E and F are κ-accessible. If f : E → F

is an étale geometric morphism, since f∗ is a left adjoint, it preserves all colimits, and since E is
generated under colimits by its κ-compact objects, it follows that f∗ is uniquely determined (up to
equivalence) by what it does on κ-compact objects. Notice that since f is étale, there is a further
adjunction

f! ⊣ f
∗,

and so it follows from Proposition 5.4.7.7 of [23] that f! (and also f∗) is κ-accessible. Combining
this observation with Proposition 5.5.1.4 of [23], we conclude that f∗ must carry κ-compact objects
to κ-compact objects. Since the subcategory of κ-compact objects in either ∞-topos is essentially

small, one concludes that π0

(
HomTopét

∞
(E,F)

)
is small. Since the∞-category Geomét (E,F) of étale

geometric morphisms from E to F is a full subcategory of Geom (E,F) which is locally essentially
small by Remark 2.0.3, we conclude that the former ∞-category is also locally essentially small, so
the result now follows.

Now consider the case where G is not trivial and let B be the base ∞-topos for G. Suppose that
(E,OE) and (F,OF) are objects of StrG. Up to equivalence, the projection

HomStrét
G
((E,OE) , (F,OF))→ HomTopét

∞
(E,F)
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can be identified with the left fibration classifying the functor

HomTopét
∞
(E,F)

op → Ĝpd∞

f : E→ F 7→ HomHomTop∞
(E,B) (OF ◦ f,OE) .

It suffices to show the above functor factors through the inclusion

Gpd∞ →֒ Ĝpd∞.

Since HomTop∞
(E,B) is locally small by Remark 2.0.3, we are done.

Proposition 5.2.2. If L is strongly locally small, then there exists a locally small strong étale
blossom D for L , which can be chosen to be small if L is small, and can be chosen to be n-localic
if L is.

Proof. The construction of the strong étale blossom in Proposition 5.1.11 is a subcategory of Sl (L ) .

Let E and D be two objects in StrG. Consider the functor

Dop × E
∼
−→

(
StrétG /D

)op
×StrétG /E→ (StrG)

op ×StrG

HomStrG
( · , · )

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Ĝpd∞.

By adjunction, it determines a functor

τ̃ED : E→ P̂sh∞ (D) ,

such that for all E in E and D in D,

τ̃ED (E) (D) ≃ Hom
D
(D/D,E/E) .

Observe that for all E in E, τED (E) : Dop → Ĝpd∞ preserves small limits, hence is a sheaf in the
sense of Definition 2.3.2. Denote the induced functor by

τED : E→ Ŝh∞ (D) .

Analogously, consider the functor

Dop × E
∼
−→

(
StrétG /D

)op
×StrétG /E→

(
StrétG

)op
×D

ét
Hom

Strét
G

( · , · )

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Ĝpd∞,

which induces a functor
τE,ét
D

: E→ Ŝh∞ (D) .

Lemma 5.2.1. Let E and D be two objects in StrG. Then both functors τED and τE,ét
D

preserve small
colimits.

Proof. This proof is based off of the proof of Proposition 2.3.12 in [22]. We will prove both cases

at once, and denote by τ a functor which could represent either τED or τE,ét
D

, and distinguish when
necessary. Let

J⊲
ρ
−→ E

be a colimit for a functor
F : J → E
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with J a small ∞-category. We will informally write this colimit as E = colim
−−−→

Eα, and the compo-

nents of the cocone as
ρα : Eα → E.

We wish to show that
colim
−−−→

τ (Eα) ≃ τ
(
colim
−−−→

Eα

)
.

Since colimits in Ŝh∞ (D) are universal, this holds if and only if for each map from a representable
ϕ : y (D)→ τ (E) , one has

colim
−−−→

y (D)×τ(E) τ (Eα) ≃ y (D) .

By the Yoneda lemma, such a map ϕ corresponds to a morphism ϕ̃ : D/D→ E/E (which is étale if

τ = τE,ét
D

). Denote the inverse image functor of the underlying geometric morphism by

ϕ∗ : E/E → D/D.

Suppose that f : D′ → D is a morphism in D. Since we have a pullback diagram

y (D)×τ(E) τ (Eα) //

prα

��

τ (Eα)

τ(ρα)

��

y (D)
ϕ

// τ (E) ,

there is a canonical equivalence

Hom
Ŝh∞(D)/y(D)

(y (f) , prα) ≃ Hom
Ŝh∞(D)/τ(E)

(ϕ ◦ y (f) , τ (ρα)) .

By the Yoneda lemma, we have

Hom
Ŝh∞(D)/τ(E)

(ϕ ◦ y (f) , τ (ρα)) ≃ HomStrG/(E/E)

(
(D/D) /f → D/D

ϕ̃
→ E/E,E/Eα → E/E

)
,

which in turn is equivalent to

HomStrG/(D/D) ((D/D) /f → D/D, (D/D) /ϕ∗ρα → D/D)

by Corollary 4.3.1. Since étale maps are stable under pullback, each of the morphisms are étale,
therefore any morphism between them is étale (Proposition 3.2.4) and hence this ∞-groupoid is
equivalent to

HomStrét
G
/(D/D) ((D/D) /f → D/D, (D/D) /ϕ∗ρα → D/D) .

Finally, under the equivalence StrétG / (D/D) ≃ D/D, one has

HomStrét
G
/(D/D) ((D/D) /f → D/D, (D/D)ϕ∗ρα → D/D) ≃ HomD/D (f, ϕ∗ (ρα)) .

Let
πD : D/D→ D

be the canonical projection. By Remark 2.2.4,

P̂sh∞ (D) /y (D) ≃ P̂sh∞ (D/D)

so from the equivalence

Hom
Ŝh∞(D)/y(D)

(y (f) , prα) ≃ HomD/D (f, ϕ∗ (ρα))
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it follows that one has
prα ≃ yD/D (ϕ∗ρα)

and hence
y (D)×τ(E) τ (Eα) ≃ y (πDϕ

∗ρα) .

By Remark 6.3.5.17 of [23], the Yoneda embedding

y : D/D →֒ Ŝh∞ (D)

preserves small colimits, and ϕ∗ and πD do as well as they are left adjoint. By Proposition 5.1.6,

colim
−−−→

ρα ≃ idE ,

so that
colim
−−−→

πDϕ
∗ρα ≃ E.

It follows that

colim
−−−→

(
y (D)×τ(E) τ (Eα)

)
≃ colim
−−−→

y (πDϕ
∗ρα)

≃ y
(
πDϕ

∗colim
−−−→

ρα

)

≃ y (πDidD)

≃ y (D)

as desired.

Proposition 5.2.3. If D is a locally small strong étale blossom, then D is locally small.

Proof. First, suppose that D is in D and let ZD be full subcategory of D
ét

on those E such that
Hom (E,D) is essentially small. Notice that ZD is closed under colimits, and since D is locally

small, it also contains D ét. By Corollary 5.1.8, D ét generates D
ét

under colimits, so it follows that

ZD = D
ét
, and hence Hom (E,D) is essentially small for all E in D .

Now suppose that E and F are arbitrary objects of D . Again by Corollary 5.1.8, F be written

as an iterative colimit in D
ét

using objects in D . This observation combined with Proposition 5.1.6

implies that idF may be written as an iterative colimit in D
ét
/F using objects in D ét/F. Under

the equivalence D
ét
/F ≃ F, this implies that 1F may be written as an iterative colimit in F using

objects F such that F/F is in D . Consider the functor

τFE : F → Ŝh∞ (E) ,

which preserves colimits by Lemma 5.2.1. It follows that the ∞-sheaf τFE (1F) may be written as an
iterative colimit of ∞-sheaves of the form τFE (F ) , with F/F in D . Notice that for all E in E,

τFE (F ) (E) = Hom (E/E,F/F ) ,

hence is a small ∞-groupoid. So, τFE (F ) may be written as an iterative colimit of small ∞-sheaves,
hence is again a small sheaf by Proposition 6.3.5.17 of [23]. Therefore

τFE (1F) (1E) = Hom(E,F)

is an essentially small ∞-groupoid as desired.
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For the rest of section, unless otherwise noted, D will be a locally small strong étale blossom. By
Proposition 5.2.3, both functors τED and τE,ét

D
restrict to functors (which we will write by the same

symbols)

τED : E→ Sh∞ (D) ,

and

τE,ét
D

: E→ Sh∞ (D) .

Definition 5.2.2. Recall from Proposition 5.1.9 that given an object D of a strong étale blossom
D , the underlying ∞-topos of D can be written canonically as a left exact localization

D � �

iD

// Psh∞
(
D ét/D

)
.

aDoo

A functor F : D ét/D → Gpd∞ is an ∞-sheaf if it is in the essential image of iD. Equivalently, F
is an ∞-sheaf if and only if the co-unit F → iDaD (F ) is an equivalence. Denote by Sh∞

(
D ét/D

)

the full subcategory of Psh∞
(
D ét/D

)
on the sheaves.

Remark 5.2.2. It follows immediately that Sh∞

(
D ét/D

)
is canonically equivalent to D.

Definition 5.2.3. Let D be an object of a strong étale blossom D . Denote by SD the collection of
morphisms f in Psh∞

(
D ét/D

)
such that aD (f) is an equivalence, and denote by ŜD its saturation

in the ∞-category P̂sh∞
(
D ét/D

)
. A presheaf of large ∞-groupoids F : D ét/D → Ĝpd∞ is an

∞-sheaf if it is ŜD-local. Denote by Ŝh∞
(
D ét/D

)
the full subcategory of Ŝh∞

(
D ét/D

)
on the

sheaves, and denote the corresponding localization by

Ŝh∞
(
D ét/D

)
� �

îD

// P̂sh∞
(
D ét/D

)
.

âDoo

Proposition 5.2.4. For D an object of a strong étale blossom D , the is a canonical equivalence

Ŝh∞

(
D
ét/D

)
≃ Ŝh∞ (D) ,

where Ŝh∞ (D) is the ∞-category of functors F : Dop → Ĝpd∞ which preserve small limits.

Proof. Choose a small subcategory

rD : CD →֒ D
ét/D

satisfying the conditions of Definition 5.1.7, and let

D � �

RD

// Psh∞ (CD)
LDoo

denote the corresponding localization. Let SC denote the collection of morphisms f in Psh∞ (CD)

such that LD (f) is an equivalence. Denote by ŜC the saturation of this class of morphisms in

P̂sh∞ (CD) . Denote by

P̂sh∞ (CD) � �

(̂rD)∗

// P̂sh∞
(
D ét/D

)(̂rD)
∗

oo
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the geometric morphism of∞-topoi in the universe of large sets induced by rD. Since (̂rD)
∗
preserves

colimits, one can identify ŜD with the collection of morphisms g in P̂sh∞
(
D ét/D

)
such that (̂rD)

∗
(g)

is in ŜC . It follows that
Ŝh∞

(
D
ét/D

)
≃ Ŝ−1

C
P̂sh∞ (CD) .

By the proof of Remark 6.3.5.17 of [23],

Ŝ−1
C

P̂sh∞ (CD) ≃ Ŝh∞ (D) ,

so we are done.

Definition 5.2.4. For D an object of a strong étale blossom D , consider the canonical projection

πD : D
ét/D→ D

ét.

A functor
F :

(
D
ét
)op
→ Gpd∞

is an ∞-sheaf if for all objects D of D , π∗
D (F ) is an ∞-sheaf on D. Denote the full subcate-

gory of Psh∞
(
D ét

)
on the sheaves by Sh∞

(
D ét

)
. Denote the analogously defined subcategory of

P̂sh∞
(
D ét

)
of sheaves by Ŝh∞

(
D ét

)
.

Definition 5.2.5. Let D be a strong étale blossom and denote by j : D ét → D the canonical
functor. A functor

F : D
op → Gpd∞

is an ∞-sheaf if j∗F is an ∞-sheaf over D ét. Denote the full subcategory of Psh∞ (D) on the

sheaves by Sh∞ (D) and the analogously defined subcategory of P̂sh∞ (D) of sheaves by Ŝh∞ (D) .

Remark 5.2.3. If D is the strong étale blossom of affine G -schemes as in Example 5.1.2, by
unwinding the definitions, one sees that the equivalence

SpecG : Pro (G )
∼

−−−−−−−→ AffG

induces a canonical equivalence

Sh∞ (AffG )
∼

−−−−−−−→ Sh∞ (Pro (G )) ,

where Sh∞ (Pro (G )) is as in Definition 2.4.3 of [22] (where it is denoted Shv (Pro (G ))).

Proposition 5.2.5. Consider the strong étale blossom D . For a presheaf

F :
(
D
ét
)op
→ Gpd∞,

the following conditions are equivalent:

i) F is an ∞-sheaf.

ii) For all objects E of D ,

(
D
ét
/E
)op πop

E

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(
D
ét
)op F
−→ Gpd∞

preserves small limits.
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iii) For all objects E of D , the above functor π∗
E (F ) is representable.

Proof. A presheaf F is an ∞-sheaf if and only if π∗
E (F ) is an ∞-sheaf for all E in D . An ∞-sheaf

on D
ét
/E, by definition, is a presheaf in the essential image of

E
y
−֒→ Psh∞ (E)

θ∗
−→ Psh∞

(
D
ét
/E
)
,

where
θ : D

ét
/E

∼
−→ E

is the equivalence. Since θ∗ sends representables to representables, one concludes that i) ⇔ iii).
Notice that ii)⇔ iii) follows from Remark 2.3.1.

Proposition 5.2.6. Denote by
iD : D →֒ D

and
iétD : D

ét →֒ D
ét

the canonical inclusions. Then, the functors

D
y
−֒→ Psh∞

(
D
) i∗

D

−−−−−−−→ Psh∞ (D)

and

D
ét yét

−֒−→ Psh∞

(
D
ét
) (iétD )∗

−−−−−−−→ Psh∞
(
D
ét
)

factor through the inclusions
i : Sh∞ (D) →֒ Psh∞ (D)

and
iét : Sh∞

(
D
ét
)
→֒ Psh∞

(
D
ét
)

respectively, where y and yét are the appropriate Yoneda embeddings.

Proof. Suppose that E is in D . We want to show that y (E) and yét (E) are sheaves. Therefore, using
the notation of Definitions 5.2.4 and 5.2.5 we need to show for all D in D , j∗π∗

Dy (E) and π
∗
Dy

ét (E)
are sheaves on D ét/D. Suppose that

f : D/D→ D

is an étale map, with D/D in D . Notice that

(j∗π∗
Di

∗
Dy (E)) (f) ≃ Hom

D
(D/D,E)

and (
π∗
D

(
iétD
)∗
yét (E)

)
(f) ≃ Hom

D
ét (D/D,E) .

Denote by θ : D
ét
/D

∼
−→ D, and denote by

q : Sh∞ (D) →֒ Psh∞ (D)

the canonical inclusion. Notice that

πD (f) ≃ D ≃ θ ◦ i/D (f) ,
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so that one has canonical equivalences

j∗π∗
Di

∗
Dy (E) ≃

(
(i/D)∗ θ∗q

(
τED (1E)

))

and

π∗
D

(
iétD
)∗
yét (E) ≃

(
(i/D)

∗
θ∗q

(
τE,ét
D

(1E)
))

.

By Proposition 6.3.5.17 of [23], there exists an equivalence

D
∼
−→ Sh∞ (D)

such that the following diagram commutes:

Sh∞ (D)
s�

q

&&▼
▼▼

▼▼
▼▼

▼▼
▼

D
� � y

//

∼

OO

Psh∞ (D) .

Therefore, there exists DE and D′
E in D such that for all D in D,

Hom (D,DE) ≃ τ
E
D (1E) (D)

and

Hom (D,D′
E) ≃ τ

E,ét
D

(1E) (D) .

This implies that both j∗π∗
Dy (E) and π

∗
Dy

ét (E) are in the image of

iD = (i/D)
∗ ◦ θ∗ ◦ y.

Corollary 5.2.1. Every representable presheaf on D and D ét is an ∞-sheaf.

Remark 5.2.4. Notice that nowhere in the proof of Proposition 5.2.6 is it needed that E is actually
in D ; any object in StrG would do, so there are induced functors

StrG → Sh∞ (D)

and

StrétG → Sh∞
(
D
ét
)
.

Definition 5.2.6. Let f : D→ D′ be a morphism in D . Denote by f̃ the functor

f̃ : D
ét/D′ → D

ét/D (5.4)

induced by pulling back along f, i.e. an étale map E′ → D′ is sent to the map D×D′ E′ → D, which
is étale since étale maps are stable under pullback.

Proposition 5.2.7. Suppose that f : D → D′ in D has an underlying geometric morphism of
∞-topoi

D
f∗

// D′
f∗

oo .
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Then the following square

D
� � iD //

f∗

��

Psh∞
(
D ét/D

)

f̃∗

��

D′ �
� i′D // Psh∞

(
D ét/D′

)

commutes up to canonical homotopy.

Proof. Let D be an object of D. On one hand, if E is an object of D′ such that D′/E is in D , one
has that

iDf∗ (D) (D′/E → D
′) ≃ Hom(E, f∗D)

≃ Hom(f∗E,D) .

On the other hand, one has the following string of equivalences:

f̃∗ (iD (D)) (D′/E → D′) ≃ iD (D) (D/f∗E → D)

≃ Hom(f∗E,D) .

Definition 5.2.7. Let ϕ : E→ D be an étale map in D . Denote by ϕ
˜
the functor

D
ét/E → D

ét/D

λ 7→ ϕ ◦ λ.

Proposition 5.2.8. Let ϕ : E → D be an étale map in D . Then, the following diagram commutes
up to canonical homotopy:

D
ϕ∗

//
� _

iD

��

E� _

iE

��

Psh∞
(
D ét/D

) ϕ
˜
∗

// Psh∞
(
D ét/E

)
.

Proof. Let E ∈ D be the object corresponding to ϕ : E→ D under the equivalence D
ét
/D ≃ D. Let

D be an object of D and let x : E′ → E be an object of D/E ≃ E such that E/x is in D . On one
hand, one has the following:

iEϕ
∗ (D) (E/x→ E) ≃ Hom(x, ϕ∗D)

≃ Hom(ϕ!x,D)

≃ Hom(E′, D) ,

where ϕ! is the left adjoint to ϕ∗ (See Chapter 3). On the other hand:

ϕ
˜
∗ (iD (D)) (E/x→ E) ≃ Hom

(
ϕ
˜
(E/x→ E) ,D/D→ D

)

≃ Hom((D/E) /x→ D/E → D,D/D→ D)

≃ Hom(D/E′ → D,D/D→ D)

≃ Hom(E′, D) ,

with the last equivalence following from the equivalence D
ét
/D ≃ D.
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Remark 5.2.5. If ϕ : E → D is an étale map in D , then it follows by the universal property for
pullbacks that ϕ

˜
is left adjoint to ϕ̃, and ϕ

˜
∗ is left adjoint to ϕ̃∗.

Proposition 5.2.9. Let ϕ : E → D be an étale map in D . Then, the following diagram commutes
up to canonical homotopy:

Psh∞
(
D ét/D

)

aD

��

ϕ
˜
∗

// Psh∞
(
D ét/E

)

aE

��

D
ϕ∗

// E.

Proof. As both composites ϕ∗ ◦ aD and aE ◦ ϕ
˜
∗ are colimit preserving, it suffices to show that they

agree on representables. Let E ∈ D be the object corresponding to ϕ : E→ D under the equivalence

D
ét
/D ≃ D. Let D be an object of D such that D/D is in D , and let x : E′ → E be an object of

D/E ≃ E such that E/x is in D . Since

aDy (D/D→ D) ≃ D,

by the proof of Proposition 5.2.8, one has that

(iEϕ
∗aDy (D/D → D)) (E/x→ E) ≃ Hom(E′, D) .

Also by the proof of Proposition 5.2.8, since

y (D/D → D) = iD (D) ,

it follows that (
ϕ
˜
∗y (D/D → D)

)
(E/x→ E) ≃ Hom(E′, D) .

Hence one has that

ϕ
˜
∗y (D/D → D) ≃ iEϕ

∗aDy (D/D → D) ,

so that

aEϕ
˜
∗y (D/D→ D) ≃ aEiEϕ

∗aDy (D/D → D)

≃ ϕ∗aDy (D/D→ D) .

Proposition 5.2.10. The inclusion

i : Psh∞ (D) →֒ Sh∞ (D)

has a left exact left adjoint a. Moreover, if D is small, Sh∞ (D) is an ∞-topos.

Proof. The proof is similar in spirit to Proposition 2.4.4 of [22] and Lemma 6.3.5.21 of [23]. Let
Funét

(
∆1,D

)
denote the full subcategory of the functor ∞-category Fun

(
∆1,D

)
on the étale
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morphisms. We will denote morphisms in this category vertically, that is, if ϕ : E → D and
ϕ : E′ → D′ are étale morphisms, a homotopy commutative square

E
ϕ

//

��

D

��

D′ ϕ′

// D′

will be regarded as a morphism ϕ→ ϕ′ in Funét
(
∆1,D

)
. Consider the functor given by evaluation

at {1} ∈ ∆1,
q : Funét

(
∆1,D

)
→ D .

Since étale maps are stable under pullback, this is a Cartesian fibration classifying the functor

D
op → Ĉat∞

which on objects sends each object D of D to the ∞-category D ét/D, and on arrows sends a map

f : D→ D′ to the functor f̃ of Definition 5.2.6 induced by pulling back along f. The corresponding
functor

qop : Funét
(
∆1,D

)op
→ D

op

is a coCartesian fibration. Consider the projection functor

r : D
op ×Gpd∞ → D

op,

which may be regarded as the Cartesian fibration classifying the constant functor into Ĉat∞ on Dop

with value Gpd∞. Consider the simplicial set K together with a map

p : K→ D
op,

satisfying the universal property that for every j : X → Dop,

HomSet∆
op
/Dop (j, p) ∼= HomSet∆

op

(
X ×Dop Funét

(
∆1,D

)op
,Gpd∞

)
. (5.5)

By [23], Corollary 3.2.2.13, p is a Cartesian fibration. It classifies the functor

(Dop)
op

= D → Ĉat∞

which on objects sends D to Psh∞
(
D ét/D

)
, and to arrows f : D→ D′, associates the functor

f̃∗ : Psh∞
(
D
ét/D

)
→ Psh∞

(
D
ét/D′

)
,

where f̃ is as in Definition 5.2.6. To get a handle on what K looks like as an ∞-category, it is
conceptually easier to describe Kop. The objects of Kop are pairs (D, F ) with D an object of D and

F :
(
D
ét/D

)op
→ Gpd∞,

and morphisms (D, F )→ (D′, F ′) correspond to pairs (f, α) , with f : D→ D′ in D and

α : F ′ → f̃∗ (F )

in Psh∞
(
D ét/D′

)
.
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LetM denote the∞-category of sections of p. From equation (5.5), it follows that it is canonically
equivalent to the ∞-category

Fun
(
Funét

(
∆1,D

)op
,Gpd∞

)
= Psh∞

(
Funét

(
∆1,D

))
.

Notice that if D is an object of D , then D ét/D can be canonically identified with the fiber of q over

∆0 D
−→ D ,

and hence one has a canonical functor

ξD : D
ét/D→ Funét

(
∆1,D

)

for each D. Concretely, one has that an object f : E → D of D ét/D is sent to itself, whereas a
morphism, regarded as a triangle

E

ϕ
��
✶✶
✶✶
✶

ψ
// E′

ϕ′

��☛☛
☛☛
☛

D

is sent to the square

E
ϕ

//

ψ

��

D

idD

��

E′ ϕ′

// D,

regarded as a morphism in Funét
(
∆1,D

)
. Notice that there is a natural bijection between sections

of p and sections of pop. Unwinding definitions, one sees that given an object H in M, that is a
presheaf H on Funét

(
∆1,D

)
, the section

σH : D → K
op

of p corresponding to H sends each object D to the pair (D, ξ∗D (H)) , and each morphism f : D→ D′

(of D) to the morphism
(f, α (f)) : (D, ξ∗D (H))→ (D′, ξ′∗D (H)) ,

where α (f) can be described as follows:
Given an object ϕ : E′ → D′ of D ét/D′, the homotopy commutative square

E′ ×D′ D

pr1

��

f̃(ϕ′)
// D

f

��

E′ ϕ′

// D′,

may be regarded as an arrow
(pr1, f) : f̃ (ϕ

′)→ ϕ′

in Funét
(
∆1,D

)
. The morphism

α (f) : ξ′∗D (H)→ f̃∗ξ∗D (H)
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is the natural transformation whose component along ϕ′ is given by H (pr1, f) .
Denote by

∇ : D → Funét
(
∆1,D

)

the full and faithful inclusion which associates to each object D its identity morphism. Notice that
the functor ∇ is in fact left adjoint to the functor

ev0 : Funét
(
∆1,D

)
→ D

given by evaluation at the vertex {0} ∈ ∆1. We claim that ∇∗ is left adjoint to

ev∗0 : Psh∞ (D)→ Psh∞

(
Funét

(
∆1,D

))
.

Consider the corresponding functors

∇̂∗ : P̂sh∞

(
Funét

(
∆1,D

))
→ P̂sh∞ (D)

êv0
∗
: P̂sh∞ (D)→ P̂sh∞

(
Funét

(
∆1,D

))
,

between the ∞-categories of large presheaves. Since these restrict to ∇∗ and ev∗0 respectively on

the subcategories of small presheaves, it suffices to show that ∇̂∗ is left adjoint to êv0
∗
. Since D is

V-small, where V is the universe of large sets, there exists a global right Kan extension functor

∇̂∗ : P̂sh∞ (D)→ P̂sh∞

(
Funét

(
∆1,D

))

which is right adjoint to ∇̂∗. Let ϕ : E→ D be an étale morphism, and let F be a large presheaf on
D . Then

∇̂∗ (F ) (ϕ) ≃ Hom
(
y (ϕ) , ∇̂∗ (F )

)

≃ Hom
(
∇̂∗y (ϕ) , F

)
.

Notice that if E′ is in D , one has

∇̂∗y (ϕ) (E′) ≃ y (ϕ) (∇ (E))

= Hom (∇ (E′) , ϕ)

≃ Hom(E′, ev0 (ϕ))

= Hom (E′,E) .

It follows that ∇̂∗y (ϕ) = y (E) . Notice that

êv0
∗
(F ) (ϕ) = F (E)

≃ Hom(y (E) , F ) .

Therefore, there is a natural equivalence êv0
∗ ≃ ∇̂∗ and since êv0

∗
is right adjoint to ∇̂∗, it follows

that ev∗0 is right adjoint to ∇∗. Since ∇ is full and faithful, it follows that êv0
∗ and hence ev∗0 are as

well, and therefore

Psh∞ (D) � �

ev∗0

// Psh∞

(
Funét

(
∆1,D

))
= M

∇∗
oo
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is a localization. Denote by M′ the essential image of ev∗0 .
In particular, ev∗0 preserves small limits, however, since colimits are computed point-wise, it

follows that it also preserves small colimits. Notice further that ∇ also has a left adjoint given by
q = ev1. By a similar argument for the adjunction ∇∗ ⊢ ev∗0 , one can deduce that ev∗1 is left adjoint
to ∇∗ so that likewise ∇∗ preserves all small limits and colimits.

Denote by K0 the full subcategory of K on those (D, F ) such that F is an ∞-sheaf. Suppose
that f : D→ D′ in D has an underlying geometric morphism of ∞-topoi

D
f∗

// D′
f∗

oo .

It follows immediately from Proposition 5.2.7 that p restricts to a Cartesian fibration

p0 : K0 → D
op.

Denote by M0 the full subcategory of M on those sections factoring through the inclusion

K0 →֒ K.

This is the full subcategory on those presheaves H such that for each D, ξ∗D (H) is an ∞-sheaf. Fix
an object D of D and consider the following diagram of functors:

D ét/D

πD

��

ξD
// Funét

(
∆1,D

)

D ét j
// D .
?�

∇

OO

This diagram does not commute but, denoting the composite j ◦ πD =: χD, there is a canonical
non-invertible natural transformation

ωD : ∇ ◦ χD ⇒ ξD,

whose component along an étale map ϕ : E→ D is given by the morphism

E

idE

��

idE
// E

ϕ

��

E
ϕ

// D

in Funét
(
∆1,D

)
. Now suppose that H is in M′. Then, we have an equivalence H ≃ ev∗0∇

∗H. The
component of the natural transformation

(ev∗0∇
∗H) ◦ ∇ ◦ χD ⇒ (ev∗0∇

∗H) ◦ ξD

is then
ev∗0∇

∗H (ωD (ϕ)) = H (∇ev0ωD (ϕ)) = (H ◦ ∇) (idE) ,

hence an equivalence. It follows that if H is in M′, then the following diagram commutes up to
natural homotopy:

(
D ét/D

)op ξop
D //

χop

D ((◗◗
◗◗◗

◗◗◗
◗◗◗

◗◗
Funét

(
∆1,D

)op H // Gpd∞.

Dop

∇∗H

77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
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Hence, for H in M′ ≃ Psh∞ (D) , ξ∗DH is an ∞-sheaf if and only if χ∗
D (∇∗H) is an ∞-sheaf. Let

M′
0 denote the ∞-category M′ ∩M0. It follows that ∇∗ restricts to an equivalence

∇∗|M′
0
: M′

0

∼
−−−−−−−→ Sh∞ (D) .

By [22], Lemma 2.4.9, since both p and p0 are Cartesian fibrations, one has the following assertion:

• The inclusion M0 →֒ M admits a left adjoint L. Moreover, a morphism f : X → X ′ in M

exhibits X ′ as a M0-localization of X if and only if for each D,

ξ∗Df : ξ∗DX → ξ∗DX
′

exhibits ξ∗DX
′ as the sheafification of ξ∗DX in Psh∞

(
D ét/D

)
.

To show that the inclusion

i : Sh∞ (D) →֒ Psh∞ (D)

admits a left adjoint, it suffices to show that the functor L carries M′ to M′. To prove this, we first
make the following claim:
Claim: If H is in M′, then for each étale map ϕ : E→ D in D ,

ϕ
˜
∗ξ∗DH ≃ ξ

∗
EH, (5.6)

where ϕ
˜
is the functor in Definition 5.2.7. To see this, let λ : E′ → E be étale, then, on one hand,

one has the following string of equivalences:

ϕ
˜
∗ξ∗DH (λ) ≃ H

(
ξDϕ

˜
(λ)

)

≃ H (ϕ ◦ λ)

≃ ev∗0∇
∗H (ϕ ◦ λ)

≃ H (∇ev0 (ϕ ◦ λ))

≃ H (id′E) .

On the other hand:

ξ∗EH (λ) = H (λ)

≃ ev∗0∇
∗H (λ)

≃ H (id′E) .

We will now show that if H is in M′, then LH is too. Let ϕ : E→ D be étale in D . Then, by [22],
Lemma 2.4.9, one has

LH (ϕ) ≃ (iDaDξ
∗
DH) (ϕ) .

Notice that

(iDaDξ
∗
DH) (ϕ) ≃

(
ϕ
˜
∗iDaDξ

∗
DH

)
(idE) .

Moreover, by Proposition 5.2.8, one has

ϕ
˜
∗iDaDξ

∗
DH ≃ iEϕ

∗aDξ
∗
DH,
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and by Proposition 5.2.9, one has

iEϕ
∗aDξ

∗
DH ≃ iEaEϕ

˜
∗ξ∗DH.

Furthermore by (5.6), it follows that

iEaEϕ
˜
∗ξ∗DH ≃ iEaEξ

∗
EH.

Putting all this together, one has:

LH (ϕ) ≃ (iDaDξ
∗
DH) (ϕ)

≃ (iEaEξ
∗
EH) (idE)

≃ LH (idE)

≃ (ev∗0∇
∗LH) (ϕ) ,

so that LH is in M′. It follows that the composite

a := ∇∗ ◦ L ◦ ev∗0

is left adjoint to i. Since both ∇∗ and ev∗0 preserve all small limits, to deduce that a is left exact,
it suffices to show that L is. To this end, let lim

←−
Hi be a finite limit, and let ϕ : E → D be an

étale map. Notice that since limits in presheaf ∞-category are computed point wise, for all D, ξ∗D
preserves all limits. Hence

L
(
lim
←−

Hi

)
(ϕ) ≃

(
aDξ

∗
D lim
←−

Hi

)
(ϕ)

≃ lim
←−

aDξ
∗
DHi (ϕ)

≃ lim
←−

LHi (ϕ) ,

since aD is left exact.
Suppose now that D is small. Since Sh∞ (D) is a left exact localization of Psh∞ (D) , to show

that it is an ∞-topos, we only need to show that this localization is accessible, that is, we need to
show that there exists a regular cardinal κ for which Psh∞ (D) is κ-accessible, and such that the
composite

Psh∞ (D)
a
−→ Sh∞ (D)

i
−→ Psh∞ (D)

preserves κ-filtered colimits. Since D is small, Psh∞ (D) is κ0-accessible for some regular cardinal
κ0. Moreover, for each D in D , there exists regular cardinals κD such that each Psh∞

(
D ét/D

)
is

κD-accessible and the composite

Psh∞
(
D
ét/D

) aD
−−−−−−−→ Sh∞

(
D
ét/D

) iD
−−−−−−−→ Psh∞

(
D
ét/D

)

preserves κD-filtered colimits. Choose a large enough regular cardinal κ greater than κ0 and each
κD, and let

colim
−−−→

Fα

be a κ-filtered colimit in Psh∞ (D) . It suffices to show that ia preserves this colimit. Since colimits
in Psh∞ (D) are computed point wise, it suffices to show that for each D, one has

(
iacolim
−−−→

Fα

)
(D) ≃ colim

−−−→
Fα (D) .
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It follows from the construction of a that
(
iacolim
−−−→

Fα

)
(D) ≃

(
aDξ

∗
Dev

∗
0colim−−−→

Fα

)
(idD) .

Notice that (
aDξ

∗
Dev

∗
0colim−−−→

Fα

)
(idD) ≃

(
aDcolim
−−−→

ξ∗Dev
∗
0Fα

)
(idD) ,

and since the colimit is in particular κD-filtered, one has further that
(
aDcolim
−−−→

ξ∗Dev
∗
0Fα

)
(idD) ≃

(
colim
−−−→

ξ∗Dev
∗
0Fα

)
(idD) .

Notice finally that
(
colim
−−−→

ξ∗Dev
∗
0Fα

)
(idD) ≃ colim

−−−→
Fα (ev0ξDidD)

≃ colim
−−−→

Fα (D) .

Corollary 5.2.2. If F : J → Sh∞ (D) is a functor with J small, then it has a colimit, and a cocone

ρ : J⊲ → Sh∞ (D)

for F is colimiting if and only if for all D in D , the composite

J⊲
ρ
−→ Sh∞ (D)

χ∗
D

−−−−−−−→ Sh∞
(
D
ét/D

)
≃ D

is, where χD : D ét/D→ D is the canonical projection functor j ◦ πD.

Proof. We will freely use notation introduced in the proof of Proposition 5.2.10. Since P̂sh∞ (D)

has all (large) colimits, and Psh∞ (D) is stable under small colimits in P̂sh∞ (D) , it follows that
Psh∞ (D) has all small colimits. Hence, Sh∞ (D) does as well, since a preserves small colimits. Since
p0 is a Cartesian fibration, by Proposition 5.1.2.2 of [23], it follows that if µ : J⊲ →M0, is a cocone,
then it is colimiting if and only if for each D in D , the composite

J⊲
µ
−→M0

ξ∗D
−−−−−−−→ Sh∞

(
D
ét/D

)

is. Notice that if F is an ∞-sheaf in Sh∞ (D) , then ev∗0 (iF ) is in M0. To see this, note that for all
D in D , by the proof of Proposition 5.2.10 it follows that

ξ∗Dev
∗
0 (iF ) ≃ χ

∗
D∇

∗ev∗0 (iF ) ≃ χ
∗
DF.

It follows that ev∗0 restricts to a functor

ẽv∗0 : Sh∞ (D)→M0.

Consider the following string of equivalences:

colim
−−−→

Fα ≃ a
(
colim
−−−→

iFα

)

≃ ∇∗ ◦ L ◦ ev∗0

(
colim
−−−→

iFα

)

≃ ∇∗
(
colim
−−−→

Lev∗0iFα

)

≃ ∇∗
(
colim
−−−→

ẽv∗0Fα

)
,
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from whence it follows that

ẽv∗0

(
colim
−−−→

Fα

)
≃ ev∗0∇

∗
(
colim
−−−→

ẽv∗0Fα

)
≃ colim
−−−→

ẽv∗0Fα.

Putting this all together, it follows that ρ is colimiting if and only if the composite

J⊲
ρ
−→ Sh∞ (D)

ẽv∗0
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→M0

is, which in turn is if and only if each composite

J⊲
ρ
−→ Sh∞ (D)

ẽv∗0
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→M0

ξ∗D
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Sh∞

(
D
ét/D

)

is. However, from the proof of Proposition 5.2.10, it follows that this final composite is equivalent
to the composite

J⊲
ρ
−→ Sh∞ (D)

χ∗
D

−−−−−−−→ Sh∞
(
D
ét/D

)
.

Corollary 5.2.3. The inclusion

î : P̂sh∞ (D) →֒ Ŝh∞ (D)

has a left exact left adjoint â, and Ŝh∞ (D) is an ∞-topos in the Grothendieck universe V of large

sets. If F : J → Ŝh∞ (D) is a functor with J a V-small ∞-category, then it has a colimit, and a
cocone

ρ : J⊲ → Ŝh∞ (D)

for F is colimiting if and only if for all D in D , the composite

J⊲
ρ
−→ Ŝh∞ (D)

χ∗
D

−−−−−−−→ Ŝh∞
(
D
ét/D

)

is.

Proof. The proof is completely analogous to that of Proposition 5.2.10 and Corollary 5.2.2, with the

role of Gpd∞ replaced with that of Ĝpd∞.

Corollary 5.2.4. The inclusion

iét : Psh∞
(
D
ét
)
→֒ Sh∞

(
D
ét
)

has a left exact left adjoint aét, and if D is small, Sh∞
(
D ét

)
is an ∞-topos. If F : J → Sh∞

(
D ét

)

is a functor with J small, then it has a colimit, and a cocone

ρ : J⊲ → Sh∞
(
D
ét
)

for F is colimiting if and only if for all D in D , the composite

J⊲
ρ
−→ Sh∞

(
D
ét
) π∗

D

−−−−−−−→ Sh∞
(
D
ét/D

)

is. Finally, the obvious adaptation of these two statement for large ∞-sheaves also holds.
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Proof. The proof of the first statement is analogous to that of Proposition 5.2.10, with the role of
the Cartesian fibration

q : Funét
(
∆1,D

)
→ D

replaced by the Cartesian fibration

ev1 : Fun
(
∆1,D ét

)
→ D

ét

given by evaluation on the vertex {1} ∈ ∆1, and the role of χD replaced by that of πD. The rest
of the proof is entirely the same. The second statement follows almost verbatim from the proof of
Corollary 5.2.2. The third statement is trivial.

Proposition 5.2.11. With the notation of Proposition 5.2.6, both functors

D
ét j
−→ D

i∗
D
◦y

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Sh∞ (D)

and

D
ét (iétD )∗◦yét

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Sh∞
(
D
ét
)

preserve small colimits.

Proof. Let

J⊲
ρ
−→ D

ét

be a small colimiting cocone, with vertex E. By Corollary 5.2.2 and Corollary 5.2.4, we need to show
that for all D in D , the composites

J⊲
ρ
→ D

ét j
−→ D

i∗
D
◦y

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Sh∞ (D)
(j◦πD)∗

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Sh∞
(
D
ét/D

)

and

J⊲
ρ
→ D

ét (iétD )
∗
◦yét

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Sh∞
(
D
ét
) π∗

D

−−−−−−−→ Sh∞
(
D
ét/D

)

are colimiting cocones. Notice that, by the proof of Proposition 5.1.6, there exists a colimiting
cocone

J⊲
ρ̂
−→ D

ét
/E

with vertex idE such that the composition

J⊲
ρ̂
−→ D

ét
/E→ D

ét

is equivalent to ρ. It therefore suffices to show that

J⊲
ρ̂

−−−−−−−→ D
ét
/E→ D

ét j
−→ D

i∗
D
◦y

−−−−−−−→ Sh∞ (D)
(j◦πD)∗

−−−−−−−→ Sh∞
(
D
ét/D

)

and

J⊲
ρ̂

−−−−−−−→ D
ét
/E→ D

ét (iétD )∗◦yét

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Sh∞
(
D
ét
) π∗

D

−−−−−−−→ Sh∞
(
D
ét/D

)

are colimiting cocones. However, observe that the composites

E
∼
−→ D

ét
/E→ D

ét j
−→ D

i∗
D
◦y

−−−−−−−→ Sh∞ (D)
(j◦πD)∗

−−−−−−−→ Sh∞
(
D ét/D

) ∼
−→ Sh∞ (D)

and

E
∼
−→ D

ét
/E→ D

ét (iétD )∗◦yét

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Sh∞
(
D ét

) π∗
D−→ Sh∞

(
D ét/D

) ∼
−→ Sh∞ (D)

are equivalent to τED and τE,ét
D

respectively, which preserve small colimits by Lemma 5.2.1.
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Theorem 5.2.2. With the notation of Proposition 5.2.6, both functors

D
i∗
D
◦y

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Sh∞ (D) (5.7)

and

D
ét (iétD )∗◦yét

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Sh∞
(
D
ét
)

(5.8)

are full and faithful.

Proof. We will prove that (5.7) is full and faithful. The proof for (5.8) is completely analogous. Let
E be an object of D . We wish show that for all F in D , the canonical map

Hom(F,E)→ Hom(i∗Dy (F) , i
∗
Dy (E))

is an equivalence. Denote by D ét
′
the full subcategory of D

ét
on those objects F for which this

holds. Notice that if D is in D , then

i∗Dy (D) ≃ y (D) ,

where on the left hand side y is the Yoneda embedding for D , and on the right hand side it is the
Yoneda embedding for D . By the Yoneda lemma if follows that

Hom (i∗Dy (D) , i∗Dy (E)) ≃ Hom(y (D) , i∗Dy (E))

≃ i∗Dy (E) (D)

≃ Hom(D,E) ,

so D ét is contained in D ét
′
. Suppose that F ≃ colim

−−−→
Fα is a colimit in D

ét
, with each Fα in D ét

′
.

Notice that by Lemma 5.1.1 and Proposition 4.3.1, this is also a colimit in D . Furthermore, by
Proposition 5.2.11,

i∗Dy
(
colim
−−−→

Fα

)
≃ colim
−−−→

i∗Dy (Fα) ,

so one has that

Hom
(
i∗Dy

(
colim
−−−→

Fα

)
, i∗Dy (E)

)
≃ lim
←−

Hom(i∗Dy (Fα) , i
∗
Dy (E))

≃ lim
←−

Hom(Fα,E)

≃ Hom(F,E) .

Hence D ét
′
is stable under colimits and contains the strong étale blossom D , so we are done by

Corollary 5.1.8.

5.3 A classification of the functor of points.

By Theorem 5.2.2, for a small and locally small strong étale blossom D , one can equivalently view
the ∞-category D of D-étendues via their functor of points:

Definition 5.3.1. An∞-sheaf X on D is called a Deligne-Mumford stack if it is in the essential
image of i∗

D
◦ y, where

y : D →֒ Sh∞
(
D
)
,

is the Yoneda embedding and
i∗D : Sh∞

(
D
)
→ Sh∞ (D)

is the canonical restriction functor. Denote the corresponding ∞-category by D-MSt (D) . A
Deligne-Mumford stack is called a Deligne-Mumford n-stack, if it is n-truncated.
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Remark 5.3.1. It follows immediately that D-MSt (D) ≃ D .

We now wish to give a categorical representability criteria for Deligne-Mumford stacks, that is,
we wish to characterize categorically precisely which∞-sheaves on D are Deligne-Mumford. We will
show that the ∞-category of Deligne-Mumford stacks on D is determined entirely by the canonical
functor

j : D
ét → D

and the Yoneda embedding
y : D →֒ Sh∞ (D) .

First, we will need an important concept:

Definition 5.3.2. A subcategory C
i
−֒→ E of a ∞-category E is said to be strongly generating

if the left Kan extension
Lani (i) ≃ idE .

A cocomplete ∞-category E is said to be of small generation if it admits a small strongly gener-
ating subcategory.

Remark 5.3.2. If E in Definition 5.3.2 is cocomplete, such a Kan extension is computed point wise
by assigning an object E of E the colimit of the canonical projection

C /E → E ,

where C /E is the full subcategory of the slice category E /E on arrows with domain in C . This can
be expressed more informally by the formula

Lani (i) (E) ≃ colim
−−−→
C→E

C.

Proposition 5.3.1. ([23] Remark 5.2.9.4) A small subcategory C
i
−֒→ E of a cocomplete locally

small ∞-category E is strongly generating if and only if the composite

E
y
−֒→ Psh∞ (E )

i∗
−→ Psh∞ (C )

is full and faithful.

Proof. Let
L = Lany (i) : Psh∞ (C )→ E .

This is a colimit preserving functor whose right adjoint can be identified with i∗ ◦ y. Hence, i∗ ◦ y is
full and faithful if and only if the co-unit of the adjunction

L ⊣ i∗ ◦ y

is an equivalence. Notice that for E an object of E , one has that

(Lany i) (i
∗y (E)) ≃ colim

−−−→
y(C)→ i∗y(E)

C

≃ colim
−−−→
C→E

C

≃ Lani (i) (E) ,
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and the component of the co-unit along E can be identified with the canonical map

Lani (i) (E)→ E.

It follows that i∗ ◦ y is full and faithful if and only if

Lani (i) ≃ idE .

Corollary 5.3.1. If a small subcategory C
i
−֒→ E of a cocomplete locally small ∞-category E is

strongly generating, then E is a reflective subcategory of Psh∞ (C ) .

The following corollary follows from Theorem 5.2.2:

Corollary 5.3.2. If D is a small strong étale blossom, then D ét strongly generates D
ét
.

Lemma 5.3.1. For any locally small strong étale blossom D , there are canonical equivalences

Sh∞ (D) ≃ Sh∞
(
D
)
, (5.9)

Ŝh∞ (D) ≃ Ŝh∞
(
D
)
, (5.10)

Sh∞
(
D
ét
)
≃ Sh∞

(
D
ét
)
, (5.11)

and
Ŝh∞

(
D
ét
)
≃ Ŝh∞

(
D
ét
)
. (5.12)

Proof. We will prove the equivalences (5.11) and (5.12). The proof of the other equivalences are
analogous. To ease notation, denote by

l : D
ét →֒ D

ét

the canonical functor. If V is the universe of large sets, then both D ét and D
ét
are V-small. Denote by

ŷét and ŷét the Yoneda embeddings into presheaves of large∞-groupoids of D ét and D
ét
respectively.

Let l̃! denote the left Kan extension

l̃! = Lan
ŷét

(
ŷét ◦ l

)
: P̂sh∞

(
D
ét
)
→ P̂sh∞

(
D
ét
)
.

It is left adjoint to the obvious restriction functor l̃∗. We claim that l̃∗ sends sheaves to sheaves. To
see this, let D be an object of D . Then we can choose a small full subcategory

rD : CD →֒ D
ét/D

such that, with the same notation as in Definition 5.1.7,

D � �

RD

// Psh∞ (CD)
LDoo

is an accessible left exact localization. By the proof of Proposition 5.2.6 (where D is regarded as the
strong étale blossom in the proposition), one concludes that (using the notation of Definition 5.2.3
and the proof of Proposition 5.2.4) the localization

Ŝh∞
(
D ét/D

)
� �

îD

// P̂sh∞
(
D ét/D

)âDoo
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factors as

Ŝh∞
(
D ét/D

)
≃ Ŝ−1

C
P̂sh∞ (CD) � � // P̂sh∞ (CD)oo

� �

(r̂D)∗

// P̂sh∞
(
D ét/D

)(r̂D)∗
oo

� �

(l/D)∗

// P̂sh∞

(
D
ét
/D
)
.

(l/D)∗
oo (5.13)

Moreover, notice that for all D in D , the following diagram commutes up to canonical homotopy

D ét/D

��

� � l/D // D
ét
/D

��

D ét �
� l // D

ét
.

(5.14)

It follows that l̃∗ restricts to a functor

l∗ : Ŝh∞

(
D
ét
)
→ Ŝh∞

(
D
ét
)
,

which is right adjoint to

l! := â
ét
◦ l̃!,

where â
ét

denotes sheafification. We claim that

l! ⊣ l
∗

is an adjoint equivalence. To prove this, one needs to show that the unit and the co-unit are
equivalences. Consider the unit

η : id
Ŝh∞(D ét)

→ l∗l!.

The domain and codomain of η are colimit preserving functors, and by Proposition 5.5.4.20 and
Theorem 5.1.5.6 of [23], composition with

âD ◦ ŷ
ét

induces a full and faithful functor

FunL
(
Ŝh∞

(
D
ét
)
, Ŝh∞

(
D
ét
))
→֒ Fun

(
D
ét, Ŝh∞

(
D
ét
))
,

where FunL
(
Ŝh∞

(
D ét

)
, Ŝh∞

(
D ét

))
is the full subcategory of the functor category on all functors

which preserve small colimits. It therefore suffices to check that the components of η along rep-
resentable sheaves are equivalences, which is clear by the definitions. We will now show that the
co-unit

ε : l!l
∗ → id

Ŝh∞

(
D

ét
)

is an equivalence. By an analogous argument, it suffices to check that the components of it along
representable sheaves are equivalences. Let E be an object of D . By Proposition 5.1.12, there exists
a small strong étale blossom DE contained in D such that E is DE. By Corollary 5.3.2 combined
with Lemma 5.1.1, one concludes that E is the colimit of the canonical functor

(DE)
ét
/E→ (DE)

ét →֒ D
ét
.

In particular, we can write, in a canonical way, E as a colimit

E ≃ colim
−−−→

Dα
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with each Dα in D . Notice that Proposition 5.2.11 applied to the strong étale blossom D , implies
that

aét ◦ yét

preserves small colimits. By the proof of Proposition 6.3.5.17 of [23], it follows that the inclusion

Sh∞

(
D
ét
)
→֒ Ŝh∞

(
D
ét
)

preserves small colimits, and we conclude that

â
ét
◦ ŷ

ét

preserve small colimits as well. Moreover, notice that the factorization (5.13) implies that the
induced map

(l/D)∗ : Ŝh∞

(
D
ét
/D
)
→ Ŝh∞

(
D
ét/D

)

is an equivalence. This observation combined with the homotopy commutative square (5.14) implies
that the following diagram commutes up to canonical homotopy

Ŝh∞

(
D
ét
)

l∗ //

��

Ŝh∞
(
D ét

)

��

Ŝh∞

(
D
ét
/D
)

(l/D)∗
// Ŝh∞

(
D ét/D

)
,

and hence, by Corollary 5.2.4, it follows that l∗ preserves V-small colimits. It follows that the
composite

l! ◦ l
∗ ◦ â

D

ét ◦ ŷ
ét

preserves small colimits. Finally, the following string of equivalences

l!l
∗â
ét
ŷ
ét
(E) ≃ colim

−−−→
l!l

∗â
ét
ŷ
ét
(lDα)

≃ colim
−−−→

l!â
étŷét (Dα)

≃ colim
−−−→

â
ét
ŷ
ét
(lDα)

≃ â
ét
ŷ
ét
(
colim
−−−→

lDα

)

≃ â
ét
ŷ
ét
(E)

show that the component of ε along â
ét
ŷ
ét
(E) is an equivalence. It follows that

l! ⊣ l
∗ (5.15)

is an adjoint equivalence.
We now wish to show that the adjoint equivalence (5.15) restricts to an adjoint equivalence of

the form (5.11). It follows immediately from definitions that l∗ restricts to a functor

l∗ : Sh∞

(
D
ét
)
→ Sh∞

(
D
ét
)
.
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We wish to show the same is true for l!. Since both the unit η and the co-unit ε have been shown to
be equivalences, this implies that l! is also right adjoint to l∗. Now suppose that G is in Sh∞

(
D ét

)
.

We wish to show that l! (G) (E) is essentially small for all E in D . We can again write E as a small
colimit

E ≃ colim
−−−→

Dα

in D
ét

of objects in D . By the Yoneda lemma, one then has

l! (G) (E) ≃ Hom
(
â
ét
ŷ
ét
(E) , l!G

)

≃ Hom
(
l∗â

ét
ŷ
ét
(E) , G

)

≃ Hom
(
colim
−−−→

l∗â
ét
ŷ
ét
(lDα) , G

)

≃ lim
←−

Hom
(
â
ét
ŷét (Dα) , G

)

≃ lim
←−

G (Dα) ,

which is essentially small.

Corollary 5.3.3. If D and D ′ are two locally small strong étale blossoms for L , then there are
canonical equivalences

Sh∞ (D) ≃ Sh∞ (D ′) ,

Ŝh∞ (D) ≃ Ŝh∞ (D ′) ,

Sh∞
(
D
ét
)
≃ Sh∞

(
D

′ét
)
,

and
Ŝh∞

(
D
ét
)
≃ Ŝh∞

(
D

′ét
)
.

We learned the proof of the following lemma from Gijs Heuts:

Lemma 5.3.2. Let C be an ∞-category and let

ρ : C
⊲ → C

be a cocone for the identity functor, with vertex E. By adjunction, this corresponds to a functor

ρ̄ : C → C /E.

Suppose that
ρ̄ (E) : E → E

is an equivalence in C . Then E is a terminal object.

Proof. We wish to show that the canonical projection functor

C /E → C

is a trivial Kan fibration. By adjunction, the lifting problem

∂∆n //

��

C /E

��

∆n //

;;✇
✇

✇
✇

C
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is equivalent to the lifting problem

∂∆n+1 f
//

��

C

∆n+1

;;①
①

①
①

,

in which f ([n+ 1]) = E. Consider the diagram

ρ̄ ◦ f : ∂∆n+1 → C /E,

which by adjunction corresponds to the diagram

ϕ : Λn+2
n+2
∼=
(
∂∆n+1

)⊲
→ C

such that
ϕ ([n+ 2]) = E.

Note that
ϕ
(
∆{n+2,n+1}

)
= ρ̄ (E) .

By Joyal’s characterization of equivalences, ([23], Proposition 1.2.4.3), since

ϕ
(
∆{n+2,n+1}

)

is an equivalence, there exists an extension

Λn+2
n+2

ϕ
//

��

C

∆n+2

ψ

==④
④

④
④

.

Finally, observe that ψ|∆{0,··· ,n+1} is a solution to the lifting problem for f.

Lemma 5.3.3. If C is an ∞-category and

ρ : C
⊲ → C

is a colimiting cocone for the identity functor, with vertex E, then the component along E of ρ is an
equivalence.

Proof. The cocone ρ induces a functor

ρ̂ : HomC (E,E)→ HomFun(C ,C ) (idC ,∆E)

by composition, uniquely defined up to a contractible spaces of choices, where ∆E is the constant
functor with vertex E. Since ρ is colimiting, ρ̂ is an equivalence of ∞-groupoids, by [23], Lemma
4.2.4.3. Since ρ is a cocone, it follows that ρ̂ (ρ̄ (E)) and ρ = ρ̂ (idE) are equivalent cocones, i.e.
equivalent objects in the ∞-groupoid

HomFun(C ,C ) (idC ,∆E) .

Since ρ̂ is an equivalence, it follows that ρ̄ (E) is equivalent to idE in HomC (E,E) , and in particular,
is an equivalence.
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Corollary 5.3.4. If C is an ∞-category and E ∈ C is a colimit for the identity functor, then E is
a terminal object.

We will now give a more Yoneda-like formulation of what it means to be a left Kan extension:

Suppose that we are given a diagram of ∞-categories

A
h //

ω

��

E

B.

Consider the functor

Lωh : Fun (B, E ) → Ĝpd∞

B
ϕ
−→ E 7→ HomFun(A ,E ) (h,w

∗ϕ) .

For each object ψ of Fun (B, E ) denote by

yco (ψ) : Fun (B, E )→ Ĝpd∞

the functor it co-represents. The data of a left Kan extension of h along ω can be identified with
the data of a functor

Lanω (h) : B → E

together with an equivalence

θ : yco (Lanω (h))
∼
−→ Lωh

in Fun
(
Fun (B, E ) , Ĝpd∞

)
. Indeed, by the Yoneda lemma applied to Fun (B, E )

op
, one has

equivalences

HomFun(A ,E ) (h,w
∗ Lanω h) = (Lωh) (Lanω h)

≃ Hom
Fun

(
Fun(B,E ),Ĝpd∞

) (yco (Lanω h) , Lωh)

under which θ corresponds to a morphism

h→ w∗ Lanω h

exhibiting Lanω h as an extension of h; since θ is an equivalence, this extension is in fact a left Kan
extension. We will often abuse notation and suppress the mention of the equivalence θ. In particular,
when B is contractible, it follows that under the identification

Fun (B, E ) ≃ E

the functor Lanω h corresponds to a choice of an object E ∈ E0 and θ corresponds to a colimiting
cocone

h→ ∆E ,

where ∆E is the constant functor with vertex E.
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Lemma 5.3.4. Let

A
w
−→ B

y
−→ C

be a diagram of composable functors between ∞-categories, and suppose that

h : A → E

is another such functor. Suppose that the left Kan extension

Lanw h

exists. Then, if the left Kan extension

Lanyw (h)

also exists, it can be exhibited as a left Kan extension of Lanw h along y, i.e.

Lanyw (h) = Lany (Lanw h) .

Proof. Notice that Lanyw (h) satisfies the following universal property for all

ϕ : C → E :

HomFun(C ,E ) (Lanyw h, ϕ) ≃ HomFun(A ,E )

(
h, (yw)

∗
h
)

≃ HomFun(A ,E ) (h,w
∗ (y∗h))

≃ HomFun(B,E ) (Lanw h, y
∗h) ,

which is the universal property uniquely defining a left Kan extension of Lanw h along y.

Lemma 5.3.5. If E is a cocomplete ∞-category such that there exists a full and faithful inclusion

i : C →֒ E

from a small subcategory C which is strongly generating, then E has a terminal object.

Proof. Denote by

t : E → 1

the essentially unique functor to the terminal ∞-category. Since E is cocomplete and C is small, a
colimit for i exists. Such a colimit, colim

−−−→
i is a left Kan extension of i along t ◦ i. Observe that by

Lemma 5.3.4 colim
−−−→

i is a left Kan extension of

Lani i ≃ idE

along t, i.e. a colimit for idE . By Corollary 5.3.4, this must be a terminal object.

Corollary 5.3.5. If L is a small subcategory of StrG, L
ét

has a terminal object U.

Proof. Since L is a small, by Proposition 5.1.11 there exists a small strong étale blossom D for L .
Moreover, by Proposition 5.2.1, D ét is locally small. Corollary 5.3.2 and Lemma 5.1.1 then imply

that D ét strongly generates L
ét
, and hence we are done by Lemma 5.3.5.
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Theorem 5.3.6. If L is a small subcategory of StrG, L
ét

is an ∞-topos. Moreover, this ∞-topos
comes equipped with a canonical G-structure

(
L

ét
,OU

)

making it an object of L . When viewed as an object of L
ét
, this object is terminal.

Proof. Let (U,OU) denote the terminal object of L
ét
. Then, on one hand, since it is terminal,

L
ét
/U ≃ L

ét
.

On the other hand, by Remark 5.1.7,

L
ét
/ (U,OU) ≃ U.

Hence,

L
ét
≃ U (5.16)

is an ∞-topos and under the identification (5.16),

OU : U→ B

is a canonical G-structure on L
ét
, and L

ét
with this G-structure is a terminal object of L

ét
.

Definition 5.3.3. For L a small subcategory of StrG, the G-structured ∞-topos

(
L

ét
= U,OU

)

is the universal L -étendue.

Theorem 5.3.7. For D a small strong étale blossom, the functor

D
ét (iétD )∗◦yét

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Sh∞
(
D
ét
)

is an equivalence.

Proof. By Lemma 5.3.1, it suffices to show that the Yoneda embedding

yét : D
ét
→֒ Sh∞

(
D
ét
)

is an equivalence. Since the Yoneda embedding is full and faithful, it suffices to show it is essentially

surjective. Let F be an ∞-sheaf on D
ét
. We wish to show that F is representable. Since F is an

∞-sheaf on D
ét
, by Proposition 5.2.5, π∗

U (F ) is representable, where

πU : D
ét
/U→ D

ét

is the canonical projection, which is an equivalence. Hence, F is representable.

The following proposition gives an explicit inverse functor for
(
iét
D

)∗
◦ yét:
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Proposition 5.3.2. For D a small strong étale blossom, the functor

Sh∞
(
D
ét
)
= U → D

ét

F 7→ (U/F,OU|F )

is right adjoint to
(
iét
D

)∗
◦ yét. In particular, it is an equivalence.

Proof. Let F be an ∞-sheaf on D ét and let E be an object of D
ét
. Notice that by Theorem 5.3.7

and Remark 5.1.7, there is a canonical equivalence

U/
((
iétD
)∗
yét (E)

)
≃ E,

hence there is a canonical equivalence

Hom
D

ét (E,U/F ) ≃ Hom
D

ét

(
U/
((
iétD
)∗
yét (E)

)
,U/F

)
.

Since U is terminal in D
ét
, it follows that one has a canonical equivalence

Hom
D

ét

(
U/
((
iétD
)∗
yét (E)

)
,U/F

)
≃ Hom

D
ét
/U

(
U/
((
iétD
)∗
yét (E)

)
→ U,U/F → U

)
.

By Proposition 4.3.6, one finally has the equivalence

Hom
D

ét
/U

(
U/
((
iétD
)∗
yét (E)

)
→ U,U/F → U

)
≃ HomSh∞(D ét)

((
iétD
)∗
yét (E) , F

)
.

Remark 5.3.3. It follows from the Yoneda lemma that for a given ∞-sheaf F, (U/F,OU|F ) is
uniquely determined by the property that for each object (D,OD) in D , there is a equivalence of
∞-groupoids

Hom
D

ét ((D,OD) , (U/F,OU|F )) ≃ F ((D,OD))

natural in (D,OD) .

Lemma 5.3.8. If (B,G) is a geometric structure, with B n-localic, then any n-localic object (E,OE)
in Str (G) is n-truncated.

Proof. We will closely follow the proof of Lemma 2.6.19 of [23]. Let (F,OF) be an arbitrary object
of Str (G). Let

φ : Hom ((F,OF) , (E,OE))→ Hom(F,E)

be the obvious map. Since E is n-localic, the right hand side is equivalent to Hom (τ≤n−1F, τ≤n−1E)
which is an n-groupoid, i.e. an n-truncated object of the ∞-category of ∞-groupoids. By [23],
Proposition 5.5.6.14, Hom ((F,OF) , (E,OE)) is n-truncated if and only if φ is. We therefore must
prove that each homotopy fiber of φ is n-truncated. An arbitrary point of Hom (F,E) is given by a
geometric morphism

f : F → E.

The homotopy fiber of φ over such a point can be identified with the full subcategory of

HomGeom(F,B) (f
∗OE,OE)

spanned by those morphisms in GF
R. Since B is n-localic, this is n-truncated so we are done.
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Corollary 5.3.6. If (B,G) is the underlying geometric structure, with B n-localic, and L is a
small subcategory of StrG all of whose objects are n-localic, then the universal L -étendue U is
(n+ 1)-localic.

Proof. By Theorem 5.3.7,

L
ét
≃ Sh∞

(
D
ét
)
,

for a small and locally small strong étale blossom D , which we moreover may assume consists of
n-localic objects by Proposition 5.2.2. It follows from Lemma 5.3.8 that D ét is an (n+ 1)-category,

so hence L
ét

is (n+ 1)-localic, as desired.

Suppose that D is a small and locally small strong étale blossom. Consider the inclusion

j : D
ét → D .

The left Kan extension
Lanéty (y ◦ j) : Psh∞

(
D
ét
)
→ Sh∞ (D) ,

has a right adjoint Rj , which by the Yoneda lemma is given by the formula

Rj (F ) (D) ≃ j∗F (D) .

By Definition 5.2.5, this implies that the essential image of Rj = j∗ lands in sheaves. Hence, there
is an induced functor

j! : Sh∞
(
D
ét
)
→ Sh∞ (D) ,

which is left adjoint to j∗.

Definition 5.3.4. We call the functor j! above the étale prolongation functor of D .

Theorem 5.3.9. An ∞-sheaf X on a small and locally small strong étale blossom D is a Deligne-
Mumford stack if and only if it is in the essential image of the étale prolongation functor j!.

Proof. By Corollary 5.3.2 and Corollary 5.3.1, D
ét

is a reflective subcategory of Psh∞
(
D ét

)
. The

reflector may be identified with the reflector

a : Psh∞
(
D
ét
)
→ Sh∞

(
D
ét
)

via the equivalence

D
ét yét

−֒→
˜

Sh∞

(
D
ét
) (iétD )

∗

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
˜

Sh∞
(
D
ét
)
,

ensured by Theorem 5.3.7 and Lemma 5.3.1, and hence is accessible by Proposition 5.2.10. We claim
that the following diagram commutes up to canonical homotopy:

D
ét j

//
� _

yét ∼

��

D
_�

y

��

Sh∞

(
D
ét
)

(iétD )
∗ ∼

��

Sh∞
(
D
)

(iD)∗∼

��

Sh∞
(
D ét

) j!
// Sh∞ (D) .

(5.17)
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The fact that j! is a left adjoint together with Proposition 5.2.11 implies that both composite functors

D
ét
→ Sh∞ (D)

preserve small colimits. As D
ét

is an accessible localization of Psh∞
(
D ét

)
, by Proposition 5.5.4.20

and Theorem 5.1.5.6 of [23], it suffices to show that both functors agree after being restricted to D ét,
which is true by definition. It follows that the essential image of j! is equivalent to the essential image
of i∗

D
◦y, which is precisely the∞-categoryD-MSt (D) of Deligne-Mumford stacks, by definition.

The following proposition gives a more explicit description of the Deligne-Mumford stack asso-
ciated to an ∞-sheaf on D ét:

Proposition 5.3.3. Let D be a small and locally small strong étale blossom with associated universal
étendue U. Then if F is an ∞-sheaf on D ét, the associated Deligne-Mumford stack j! (F ) is the
functor of points of U/F.

Proof. Denote by ψ the equivalence

Sh∞
(
D
ét
) ∼
−−−−−−−→ D

ét
/U

F 7→ (U/F → U)

which is inverse to the equivalence

D
ét
/U

∼
−−−−−−−→ D

ét (iétD )∗◦yét

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
˜

Sh∞
(
D
ét
)
.

Since the diagram (5.17) commutes, the result follows.

Definition 5.3.5. A geometric morphism f : E → F between n-topoi, with 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞, is con-

nected if the inverse image functor f∗ : F → E is full and faithful.

Proposition 5.3.4. Let D be a small and locally small strong étale blossom. Then the étale pro-
longation functor

j! : Sh∞
(
D
ét
)
→ Sh∞ (D) ,

induces a connected geometric morphism

Λ : Sh∞ (D) /j! (1)→ Sh∞
(
D
ét
)
.

Proof. From the proof of Theorem 5.3.9, it follows that

j! (1) ≃ i
∗
Dy (U) .

Furthermore, the following diagram commutes up to canonical homotopy:

D
ét
/U

∼

��

j/U
// D/U

_�

y/U

��

D
ét
� _

yét ∼

��

Sh∞

(
D
ét
)

(iétD )
∗ ∼

��

Sh∞
(
D
)
/y (U)

(iD)∗/U∼

��

Sh∞
(
D ét

) j!/U
// Sh∞ (D) /j! (1) .
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Notice that furthermore the diagram

D
ét
/U

∼

��

j/U
// D/U

� � y/U
// Sh∞

(
D
)
/U

��

D
ét j

// D
� � y

// Sh∞
(
D
)
,

also commutes up to homotopy. It then follows from Proposition 5.2.11 and Proposition 5.1.5, that
the composite y/U ◦ j/U preserves small colimits. Notice also that it follows from Corollary 4.3.1
that j/U preserves finite limits, and since y/U preserves all small limits, we conclude that y/U◦ j/U
preserves all finite limits. It follows that j!/U is left exact and preserves small colimits. By Corollary
5.5.2.9 of [23], it follows that j!/U has a right adjoint. Let us denote j!/U by Λ∗. It follows from the
Yoneda lemma that its right adjoint can be described as the functor Λ∗ which sends an object

f : F → j! (1)

in Sh∞ (D) /j! (1) to the ∞-sheaf on D ét which assigns each D in D ét the ∞-groupoid

Λ∗ (f : F → j! (1)) (D) ≃ HomSh∞(D)/j!(1)

(
j!y

ét (tD) , f
)
,

where tD : D → U is the essentially unique map to the terminal object. Since Λ∗ is left exact, the
adjoint pair

Λ∗ ⊣ Λ∗

constitute a geometric morphism

Sh∞ (D) /j! (1)
Λ∗

// Sh∞
(
D ét

)Λ∗
oo .

It suffices to show that Λ∗ is full and faithful. Notice that for G and G′ in Sh∞
(
D ét

)
, under slight

abuse of notation induced by the equivalence

U ≃ Sh∞
(
D
ét
)
,

one has
HomSh∞(D)/j!(1) (j! (tG) , j! (tG′)) ≃ Hom

D/U (U/G→ U,U/G′ → U) .

Since both of the maps in question are étale, it follows from Proposition 3.2.4 that this ∞-groupoid
is equivalent to

Hom
D

ét
/U

(U/G→ U,U/G′ → U) ≃ HomU (G,G′) .

Theorem 5.3.10. Suppose that (B,G) is the underlying geometric structure, with B n-localic. Let
L be a small and strongly locally small subcategory of StrG and suppose that L has a small and
locally small strong étale blossom D which is equivalent to an n-category. Denote by

yn : D →֒ Shn (D)

and
yétn : D →֒ Shn

(
D
ét
)
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the Yoneda embeddings into n-sheaves (i.e. sheaves of n-groupoids), where Shn (D) denotes the n-
truncated objects of Sh∞ (D) , and similarly for Shn

(
D ét

)
, and denote by jn! the left Kan extension

Lanyétn (yn ◦ j) : Shn
(
D
ét
)
→ Shn (D)

- call it the n-truncated étale prolongation functor. An n-stack in Shn (D) is Deligne-Mumford
if and only if it is in the essential image of jn! .

Proof. Notice that j! (1) ≃ i∗
D
y (U) , and U ≃ Sh∞

(
D ét

)
is n-localic, so by Lemma 5.3.8 it is n-

truncated, when regarded as an object of D
ét
. Therefore, j! (1) is n-truncated, so may be regarded

as an object of Shn (D) . Suppose that X is a Deligne-Mumford n-stack. By Theorem 5.3.9, there
exists (an essentially unique) G in Sh∞

(
D ét

)
, such that j! (G) ≃X . By Proposition 5.3.3,

j! (G) ≃ i
∗
Dy (U/G) ,

so it follows that U/G is n-truncated as an object of D . By Theorem 5.3.7, it follows that G ≃(
iét
D

)∗
yét (U/G) , and hence G is also n-truncated. Conversely, suppose that G is n-truncated, then

by Proposition 3.2.1, U/G is n-localic, and hence n-truncated by Lemma 5.3.8. It follows that
X = j! (G) is n-truncated.

So far, we have shown that the Deligne-Mumford n-stacks are precisely the ∞-sheaves in the
essential image of the restriction of j! to Shn

(
D ét

)
. In other words, the functor j! restricts to a

functor
τ≤nj! : Shn

(
D
ét
)
→ Shn (D) ,

the essential image of which is the Deligne-Mumford n-stacks. Moreover, by construction, this
functor agrees with jn! on representables. It suffices to show it preserves colimits. Notice that j!
factors as

Sh∞
(
D
ét
) Λ∗

−−−−−−−→ Sh∞ (D) /j! (1)→ Sh∞ (D) .

Since Λ∗ is left exact, it preserves n-truncated objects by Proposition 5.5.6.16 of [23]. Observe that
since j! (1) is n-truncated, by Lemma 5.5.6.14 of [23], an object

f : F → j! (1)

in Sh∞ (D) /j! (1) is n-truncated if and only if F is. Since D is an n-category, by Proposition
3.2.1, Sh∞ (D) /j! (1) is n-localic, hence in particular (n+ 1)-localic. Its associated (n+ 1)-topos is
just the full subcategory on the n-truncated objects of Sh∞ (D) /j! (1) , and the latter we have just
argued can be identified with Shn (D) /j! (1) . Since D ét is also an n-category, both the domain and
codomain of the geometric morphism

Λ : Sh∞ (D) /j! (1)→ Sh∞
(
D
ét
)

are n-localic, hence also (n+ 1)-localic. Since the functor

νn+1 : Topn+1 →֒ Top∞

is full and faithful (see Definition 2.0.7), Λ corresponds to a geometric morphism

Λn+1 : Shn (D) /j! (1)→ Shn
(
D
ét
)

of (n+ 1)-topoi, such that the following diagram commutes:

Sh∞
(
D ét

) Λ∗
// Sh∞ (D) /j! (1) // Sh∞ (D)

Shn
(
D ét

)� ?

OO

Λ∗
n+1

// Shn (D) /j! (1)
� ?

OO

// Shn (D) .
?�

OO
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Since the composite of the top row is j!, the composite of the bottom is its restriction to Shn
(
D ét

)
.

However, we have factored this bottom row by two functors which preserve small colimits, so we are
done.

Proposition 5.3.5. Suppose that U is a small and locally small strong étale blossom which is a
subcategory of a locally small strong étale blossom D , which need not be small. Denote the full and
faithful inclusion by

λU : U →֒ D .

Then the restriction functors

λét∗U : Psh∞
(
D
ét
)
→ Psh∞

(
U

ét
)

and
λ∗U : Psh∞ (D)→ Psh∞ (U )

send sheaves to sheaves.

Proof. For every D in U , the following diagram commutes up to canonical homotopy:

D
� � y

// Psh∞ (D)
∼ //

∼
&&▼

▼▼
▼▼

▼▼
▼▼

▼▼
▼

Psh∞

(
D
ét
/D
)

∼
��

// Psh∞
(
D ét/D

)

λét∗
U

��

Psh∞

(
U

ét
/D
)

// Psh∞
(
U ét/D

)
,

where the unlabeled functors are the obvious ones. This implies that
(
λét

U
/D
)∗

restricts to a functor

(
λétU /D

)∗
: Sh∞

(
D
ét/D

)
→ Sh∞

(
U

ét/D
)
.

The result now follows.

Proposition 5.3.6. With the notation as in Proposition 5.3.5, denote by jU the composite

U
ét

λét
U

−֒−→ D
ét j
−→ D .

Then the restriction functor
Psh∞ (D)→ Psh∞

(
U

ét
)

restricts to a functor
j∗U : Sh∞ (D)→ Sh∞

(
U

ét
)

which has a left adjoint jU
! .

Proof. The restriction functor in question is equivalent to λ∗
U
◦j∗, and j∗ preserves the sheaf condition

by definition, and λ∗
U

does by Proposition 5.3.5. Consider the left Kan extension

Lanyét (y ◦ jU ) : Psh∞
(
U

ét
)
→ Sh∞ (D) .

By the Yoneda lemma, it follows that this is left adjoint to λ∗
U
◦ j∗ ◦ i, where

i : Sh∞ (D) →֒ Psh∞ (D)

is the canonical inclusion. It follows that Lanyét (y ◦ jU ) restricts to a functor

jU

! : Sh∞
(
U

ét
)
→ Sh∞ (D)

which is left adjoint to j∗
U
.
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Definition 5.3.6. We call the functor jU
! above the relative étale prolongation functor of U

with respect to D .

Theorem 5.3.11. Let D be a locally small strong étale blossom. An ∞-sheaf in Sh∞ (D) is a
Deligne-Mumford stack if and only if there exists a small strong étale blossom U which is a subcat-
egory of D such that X is in the essential image of the relative prolongation functor jU

! .

Proof. Let X be a Deligne-Mumford stack. Then X ≃ i∗
D
y (E) for some object E in D . By Propo-

sition 5.1.12, there exists small full subcategory λU : U →֒ D such that U is a small strong étale
blossom, and E is in U . In other words, X ≃ i∗

D
y (jU E) . We claim the following diagram commutes

up to canonical homotopy:

U ét jU
//

� _

(iétU )
∗
◦yét ∼

��

D
_�

i∗
D
◦y

��

Sh∞
(
U ét

) jU

! // Sh∞ (D) .

(5.18)

By definition, i∗
D
◦ y ◦ jU = i∗

D
◦ y ◦ j ◦ λét

U
, so by Corollary 5.3.2 combined with Lemma 5.1.1 and

Proposition 5.2.11, it follows that this composite preserves small colimits. The other composite does
as well by Theorem 5.3.7 and the fact that jU

! is a left adjoint. By the same argument as in the
proof of Theorem 5.3.9, it suffices to check that the restriction of both functors

U
ét
→ Sh∞ (D)

to U ét are equivalent, which is true by definition. It follows that X ≃ jU
!

(
iét
U

)∗
yét (E) . Conversely,

suppose that X is in the essential image of jU
! for some U as in the statement of the theorem.

Then since the square (5.18) commutes up to homotopy, X is also in the essential image of i∗
D
◦ y,

hence a Deligne-Mumford stack.

Theorem 5.3.12. Suppose that (B,G) is the underlying geometric structure, with B n-localic. Let
L be a strongly locally small subcategory of StrG and suppose that L has a small and locally small
strong étale blossom D which is equivalent to an n-category. For each small strong étale blossom U

which is a subcategory of D , denote by

yU ,et
n : U

ét →֒ Shn
(
U

ét
)

the Yoneda embedding into n-sheaves. Denote by jU ,n
! the left Kan extension

LanyU ,et
n

(yn ◦ λU ) : Shn
(
U

ét
)
→ Shn (D)

- call it the n-truncated relative étale prolongation functor of U with respect to D . An n-
stack in Shn (D) is Deligne-Mumford if and only if it is in the essential image of one such n-truncated
relative prolongation functor.

Proof. Given Theorem 5.3.11, the proof is essentially the same as Theorem 5.3.10, only some slight
care must be taken since Sh∞ (D) is not an infinity-topos. However, by essentially the same proof
as Proposition 5.3.4, one can construct a left exact colimit preserving functor

Λ∗
U : Sh∞

(
U

ét
)
→ Sh∞ (D) /jU

! (1) .
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By an analogous argument as in the proof of Theorem 5.3.10, this restricts to a functor

τ≤nΛ
∗
U : Shn

(
U

ét
)
→ Shn (D) /jU

! (1) ,

and one needs only argue this functor preserves colimits. By Corollary 5.2.2 combined with Propo-
sition 5.1.12, it suffices to show that for every small strong étale blossom V such that

U →֒ V →֒ D ,

the composite

Shn
(
U
ét
) Λ∗

U

−−−−−−−→ Shn (D) /jU

! (1)
λ∗

V

−−−−−−−→ Shn (V )

preserves colimits. Now the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 5.3.10 can be applied to the
induced geometric morphism

Sh∞
(
U

ét
)
→ Sh∞ (V ) /λ∗V j

U

! (1) .

We will end this section with a classification of universal étendues and ∞-categories of the form

L
ét
, for L small:

Theorem 5.3.13. For K a full subcategory of StrG the following conditions are equivalent

a) There exists a small subcategory L of StrG such that K = L .

b) There exists a single object (E,OE) in StrG such that K = {(E,OE)}.

c) K ét has a terminal object.

d) K ét is an ∞-topos.

e) K ét is of small generation and cocomplete.

Proof. Clearly one has that b) ⇒ a). Moreover, a) ⇒ c) follows from Corollary 5.3.5. d) ⇒ c) is
immediate. Suppose that K ét has a terminal object (E,OE) . Then the projection functor

K
ét/ (E,OE)→ K

ét

is an equivalence, which implies that one has K = Sl ({(E,OE)}) . It then follows from Corollary
5.1.1 that K ét ≃ E, and hence K ét is an ∞-topos. d)⇒ e) is immediate and e)⇒ c) follows from
Lemma 5.3.5. It now suffices to show that c)⇒ b). Given c) it follows that K ét is an ∞-topos, and
that K = Sl ({(E,OE)}) , where (E,OE) is its terminal object. It follows immediately that

K ⊆ {(E,OE)}.

Notice that K ét is cocomplete and the inclusion

K
ét →֒ StrétG

can be identified with the projection

StrétG / (E,OE)→ StrétG .

The latter preserves colimits by Proposition 4.3.1 and Proposition 6.3.5.14 of [23]. By Theorem
5.1.2, it follows that

{(E,OE)} ⊆ K ,

hence c)⇒ b).
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Theorem 5.3.14. For (E,OE) a G-structured ∞-topos, the following conditions are equivalent:

1) The functor

E → Sl ({(E,OE)})
ét

E 7→ (E/E,OE|E)

is an equivalence.

2) The functor

E → {(E,OE)}
ét

E 7→ (E/E,OE|E)

is an equivalence.

3) The projection StrétG / (E,OE)→ StrétG is full and faithful.

4) (E,OE) is a terminal object K ét for a full subcategory K of StrG satisfying the equivalent
conditions of Theorem 5.3.13.

5) (E,OE) is a subterminal object of StrétG .

Proof. To see that 1)⇒ 3) notice that given 1), one has a factorization

E
∼ //

∼

��

StrétG / (E,OE) // StrétG

Sl ({(E,OE)})
ét
/ (E,OE) // Sl ({(E,OE)})

ét
.

+
�

88qqqqqqqqqqq

Suppose now that 3) holds. Let K ét be the essential image of

StrétG / (E,OE)→ StrétG .

On one hand, it follows that K ét = Sl ({(E,OE)})
ét , so that K ét/ (E,OE) ≃ E is an∞-topos, so K

satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.3.13. On the other hand, the projection K ét/ (E,OE)→ K ét

is an equivalence, from whence it follows that (E,OE) is a terminal object of K ét. Hence, 3)⇒ 4).
To see 4)⇒ 5), suppose that (E,OE) is terminal in K ét for K = L for a small subcategory L of
StrG. Notice that if there exists an étale map

(F,OF)→ (E,OE) ,

it follows that F ∈ Sl
(
K ét

)
= K ét, in which case

HomStrét
G
((F,OF) , (E,OE)) = HomK ét ((F,OF) , (E,OE)) ≃ ∗.

Suppose now that 5) holds, then let K ét be the full subcategory of StrétG on those (F,OF) for which
HomStrét

G
((F,OF) , (E,OE)) is non-empty. It follows immediately that (E,OE) is terminal in K ét,

and moreover K ét can be identified with Sl ({(E,OE)})
ét
, and hence from Corollary 5.1.1 it follows

that K ét is an ∞-topos, so 4) holds. To see that 4) ⇒ 1), observe that Sl ({(E,OE)})
ét

is the
essential image of

StrétG / (E,OE)→ StrétG
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which is the same as the essential image of

K
ét/ (E,OE)→ K

ét,

which is simply K ét, and is also equivalent to E. Notice that 4)⇒ 2) is immediate, whereas 2)⇒ 3)
follows by essentially the same proof as 1)⇒ 3).





Chapter 6

Examples

6.1 Higher Differentiable Orbifolds and Étale Stacks

In this subsection, we will lay out the basic definitions for higher differentiable orbifolds and étale
stacks, and interpret the theorems of Chapter 5 in this context. We will not develop the full theory
here, as this would be deserving of another paper.

We will work in the ambient ∞-category StrG with G = G (GZar (R)) the geometric structure
associated to the Zariski geometry over the reals, as defined in Section 2.5 of [22]. In other words,
StrG will be the ∞-category of ∞-topoi locally ringed in commutative R-algebras.

Remark 6.1.1. It would be more elegant to work with C∞-rings rather than R-algebras, however
it will make no difference in the end, so we will not dwell on this here.

Notice that if M is a smooth manifold, then viewing it as a locally ringed space gives rise to
an induced structure of a locally ringed ∞-topos (Sh∞ (M) ,C∞

M ) . Since this structured ∞-topos is
simply an incarnation of M itself (with its structure sheaf), when no confusion will arise, we reserve
the right to denote (Sh∞ (M) ,C∞

M ) simply by M. We will let LC∞ denote the full subcategory of
StrG on those objects of the form (Sh∞ (Rn) ,C∞

Rn) , for n ≥ 0. For each such n, denote the full
subcategory spanned by only (Sh∞ (Rn) ,C∞

Rn) by L n
C∞ .

Definition 6.1.1. LC∞ is the ∞-category of smooth ∞-étendues, and will be denoted by
C∞-Étendues∞. An étale morphism in this ∞-category will simply be called a local diffeomor-

phism. For each n ≥ 0, L n
C∞ , which is a full subcategory of C∞-Étendues∞, will be denoted

by n-C∞-Étendues∞. If an object E of C∞-Étendues∞ is in n-C∞-Étendues∞, it will be called
n-dimensional.

If E is an n-dimensional smooth ∞-étendue, by definition, it has an étale covering family
(ϕα : Eα → E) with each Eα ≃ Rn. This covering family by local diffeomorphisms plays the role
of a smooth atlas. In other words, E is locally diffeomorphic to Rn. In particular, if M is a smooth
n-manifold, then its atlas gives it the unique structure of a smooth n-dimensional étendue.

Definition 6.1.2. A smooth ∞-étendue E will be called proper if the underlying geometric mor-
phism of its diagonal

E→ E× E

is a proper geometric morphism of ∞-topoi, in the sense of Definition 7.3.1.4 of [23].

Definition 6.1.1 is quite similar to the following existing definition of a smooth étendue (from
Exposé iv, Exercice 9.8.2 of [1]):

97
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Definition 6.1.3. A smooth étendue is a locally ringed topos (E,OE) for which there exists an
object E of E such that

E → 1

is an epimorphism (a so-called well supported object), and such that (E/E,OE|E) is equivalent
to a (possibly non-Hausdorff or 2nd-countable) smooth manifold. Denote the corresponding (2, 1)-

category by C∞-Étendues

Proposition 6.1.1. There is a canonical equivalence of (2, 1)-categories between the subcategory of

C∞-Étendues∞ spanned by its 1-localic objects (which are necessarily 1-truncated), and the (2, 1)-

category C∞-Étendues of smooth étendues as in Definition 6.1.3.

Proof. Notice that the functor
ν∞ : Top →֒ Top∞

induces a full and faithful functor from the (2, 1)-category of locally ringed topoi, to the∞-category
of locally ringed∞-topoi. We will show that this functor restricts to the desired equivalence. Suppose
that E is a smooth étendue, and let E be a well supported object such that

E/E ≃ Sh (M)

for some (possibly non-Hausdorff) manifold M (we are suppressing the structure sheaf from the
notation). For simplicity, assume that M has dimension n. Let

(ϕα : Uα →֒M)

be a smooth atlas for M , with each Uα ∼= Rn. Then

(Sh∞ (Uα)→ Sh∞ (M)→ ν∞ (E))

is an étale covering family, so one concludes that ν∞ (E) is a 1-localic smooth∞-étendue. Conversely,
suppose that F is a 1-localic smooth ∞-étendue. Let (Eα)α be a collection of objects such that

∐

α

Eα → 1

is an epimorphism, and such that each E/Eα is equivalent to Rnα for some nα. By Proposition 3.2.1,
each Eα must be 1-truncated. It follows that for each α there exists an epimorphism

pα : Hα → Eα

from a 0-truncated object such that Eα may be identified with the stack of torsors for the groupoid
object

Hα ×Eα
Hα ⇒ Hα.

Each morphism pα may be identified with a 0-truncated object in

E/Eα ≃ Sh∞ (Rnα) ,

i.e. a sheaf Pα on Rnα . It follows that

E/Hα ≃ Sh∞ (Rnα) /Pα,

and the later is equivalent to Sh∞ (L (Pα)) , where

L (Pα)→ Rnα
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is the étalé space of the sheaf Pα. In particular, each E/Hα is equivalent to a (possibly non-Hausdorff)
smooth manifold. The object H :=

∐
α
Hα is 0-truncated, and hence may be identified with a well-

supported object of the 1-topos associated to E. It follows that this 1-topos (with its structure sheaf)
is a smooth étendue.

Let D denote the full subcategory of C∞-Étendues∞ spanned by open submanifolds of Rn,
for all n ≥ 0. It follows immediately from Proposition 5.1.11 that D is a strong étale blossom for
C∞-Étendues∞. Denote byMfd the category of all smooth manifolds. For convenience, let us assume
that each manifold M in Mfd is 2nd countable and Hausdorff so that Mfd is essentially small by
Whitney’s embedding theorem. It is a proper full subcategory of C∞-Étendues∞ containing D ,
hence also a small and locally small strong étale blossom.

Lemma 6.1.1. An object E of C∞-Étendues∞ is 1-truncated if and only if it is 1-localic. The same
statement also holds in C∞-Étendues ét∞.

Proof. If E is 1-localic, it is 1-truncated in C∞-Étendues∞ (and hence also in C∞-Étendues ét∞) by

Lemma 5.3.8. Conversely, by the proof of Theorem 5.3.10, E is 1-truncated in C∞-Étendues∞ if

and only if i∗y (E) ≃ j! (X ) , for X a 1-truncated object of Sh∞

(
Mfd ét

)
. By Proposition 5.3.2, it

follows that E ≃ U/j! (X ) , and hence by Proposition 3.2.1, E is 1-localic. If instead, E is 1-truncated

in C∞-Étendues ét∞, then since

C∞-Étendues ét∞ ≃ C∞-Étendues ét∞/U,

the essentially unique étale map E→ U is 1-truncated. By Proposition 4.3.6, this corresponds to a
1-truncated object E of U, such that U/E ≃ E. By Theorem 5.3.7,

U ≃ Sh∞

(
Mfd ét

)
,

and hence is 1-localic. The result now follows from Proposition 3.2.1.

Corollary 6.1.1. The (2, 1)-category C∞-Étendues is canonically equivalent to the full subcategory

of C∞-Étendues∞ spanned by the 1-truncated objects. Similarly, the (2, 1)-category C∞-Étendues ét

is equivalent to the full subcategory of C∞-Étendues ét∞ spanned by 1-truncated objects.

The 1-category Mfd carries a canonical Grothendieck topology generated by open covers. An
∞-sheaf F on Mfd in the sense of Definition 5.2.5 is a functor

Mfdop → Gpd∞

which restricted to each manifold M in Mfd is an ∞-sheaf over the topological space M. This
definition of ∞-sheaf is easily seen to be equivalent to an ∞-sheaf for the open cover topology on
Mfd .

Remark 6.1.2. Notice that every smooth manifold M is of finite covering dimension, hence
Sh∞ (M) is hypercomplete. Since hypercompleteness is a local condition, it follows that if (E,C∞ (E))
is a smooth ∞-étendue, E is hypercomplete.

Denote by
i : Mfd →֒ C∞-Étendues∞

the full and faithful inclusion. It follows from Theorem 5.2.2 that the induced functor

C∞-Étendues∞
y
−֒→ Sh∞

(
C∞-Étendues∞

)
i∗
−→ Sh∞ (Mfd)

is full and faithful.
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Definition 6.1.4. An ∞-sheaf X on Mfd is called an étale differentiable ∞-stack if it is in
the essential image of i∗ ◦ y, i.e. if it is the functor of points of a smooth ∞-étendue. Denote the
corresponding ∞-category by EtDiffSt∞. Similarly,

X ≃ i∗y (E)

is said to be n-dimensional if E is. Denote the corresponding ∞-category by n-EtDiffSt∞.

Remark 6.1.3. It follows immediately that there are canonical equivalences of ∞-categories

C∞-Étendues∞ ≃ EtDiffSt∞

and
n-C∞-Étendues∞ ≃ n-EtDiffSt∞.

There is a potential danger of terminology since there is already a well-established definition of
an étale differentiable stack, namely:

Definition 6.1.5. An étale Lie groupoid is a groupoid object G in the category M̃fd
ét

of possibly
non-Hausdorff or 2nd-countable smooth manifolds and local diffeomorphisms between them. Such a
groupoid object induces a presheaf of groupoids on Mfd , by assigning each manifoldM the groupoid

Hom (M,G1) ⇒ Hom(M,G1) .

The stackification of this presheaf to a stack of groupoids is denoted by [G] . An étale differentiable

stack is a stack X on Mfd which is equivalent to a stack of the form [G] for G an étale Lie groupoid.
Denote the corresponding (2, 1)-category by EtDiffSt.

Remark 6.1.4. For G an étale Lie groupoid, the stack [G] may also be described as the stack of
principal G-bundles.

Remark 6.1.5. An equivalent formulation of Definition 6.1.5 is that X is an étale differentiable
stack if and only if there exists a representable local diffeomorphism

p : X →X

from a manifold X, such that p is also an epimorphism. Being a representable local diffeomorphism
means that for any map from a manifold M → X , (viewing M as a representable sheaf), the
pullback M ×X X is equivalent to a (possibly non-Hausdorff or 2nd-countable) manifold, and the
induced map

M ×X X →M

is a local diffeomorphism. Such a map p is called an étale atlas of X . Indeed, given such an atlas,

X ×X X ⇒ X

is an étale Lie groupoid whose associated stack is equivalent to X , and conversely, given an étale
Lie groupoid G, the canonical map

G0 → [G0]

is easily seen to be an étale atlas.

Theorem 6.1.2. An ∞-sheaf X on Mfd is an étale differentiable stack if and only if it is an étale
differentiable ∞-stack, and is 1-truncated (i.e. a stack of groupoids).
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Proof. In Theorem 41 of [30], Pronk constructs a functor

S : C∞-Étendues → EtDiffSt

which she shows to be an equivalence. This functor is easily seen to be nothing but the restriction
of functor

i∗ ◦ y : C∞-Étendues∞ → Sh∞ (Mfd)

to C∞-Étendues along ν∞. The above functor induces an equivalence between 1-truncated objects,
hence it follows from Corollary 6.1.1 that EtDiffSt is equivalent to the full subcategory of EtDiffSt∞
on its 1-truncated objects.

Remark 6.1.6. An Étalé Space Construction for ∞-Sheaves:
Suppose that M is a manifold and F is an ∞-sheaf on M. Then since

Sl
(
C∞-Étendues∞

)
= C∞-Étendues∞,

Sh∞ (M) /F has the canonical structure of a smooth∞-étendue, and it comes equipped with a local
diffeomorphism (étale map)

πF : Sh∞ (M) /F → Sh∞ (M) ,

which should be regarded as a local diffeomorphism with codomain M. Let U be an open subset of
M. Consider the induced étale morphism

iU : Sh∞ (U)→ Sh∞ (M)

corresponding to the open inclusion U →֒M. The ∞-groupoid of sections of πF is equivalent to the
∞-groupoid

Hom
C∞-Étenduesét∞/M (iU , πF ) .

Under the equivalence
C∞-Étendues ét∞/M ≃ Sh∞ (M) ,

this ∞-groupoid is equivalent to

HomSh∞(M) (y (U) , F ) ≃ F (U) .

In summary,
πF : Sh∞ (M) /F → Sh∞ (M)

should be regarded as the “étalé space” of the higher sheaf F. By Remark 6.1.3, πF may be regarded
as a local diffeomorphism into M with domain an étale differentiable ∞-stack. When F is 1-
truncated, i.e. when F is a stack of groupoids, it follows from Theorem 6.1.2 that πF must agree
with the étale realization of F in the sense of [6].

Suppose that E is an arbitrary smooth ∞-étendue. The ∞-topos E, by Remark 5.2.2, is canoni-
cally equivalent to the∞-topos of sheaves over Mfd ét/E. The∞-category Mfd ét/E has as its objects
local diffeomorphisms M → E, with M a manifold, and its morphisms are (homotopy coherent)
commutative triangles. (If E is 1-localic (so we may identify it with an étale differentiable stack),
then Mfd ét/E recovers the site described in the last Remark of Section 3 of [6].) There is a canonical
structure of a Grothendieck site on Mfd ét/E, where the covering sieves are generated by open covers
of manifolds, and

E ≃ Sh∞

(
Mfd ét/E

)
.
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By an ∞-sheaf F on E, we mean an ∞-sheaf over Mfd ét/E. If F is such an ∞-sheaf, it can be
identified canonically with an object E of E. Denote the associated local diffeomorphism by

πF : E/E → E.

By an analogous argument as in the manifold case, if f : M → E is a local diffeomorphism, the
∞-groupoid of sections of πF over f is canonically equivalent to the ∞-groupoid F (f) . Hence πF
plays the role of the étalé space of the ∞-sheaf F. When F is 1-truncated, it follows from Theorem
6.1.2 that πF must agree with the étale realization of F in the sense of [6].

Definition 6.1.6. An∞-sheaf X on Mfd is called a differentiable∞-orbifold if X is the functor
of points of a proper smooth ∞-étendue E.

Remark 6.1.7. If X is a differentiable ∞-orbifold, and X is 1-truncated, it follows immediately
from Corollary 6.1.1 and Theorem 4.1 of [26] that X is an orbifold.

Remark 6.1.8. A general étale differentiable ∞-stack (or smooth ∞-étendue) should be regarded
as a generalized higher orbifold. The principal difference is that for any geometric point p : ∗ →X in
an∞-orbifold, its∞-group of automorphisms is finite, whereas for an arbitrary étale stack, a point’s
automorphism∞-groups are constrained only to be discrete. This is in contrast to a general (Artin-
type) differentiable ∞-stack, where an arbitrary point’s automorphisms can form a Lie ∞-group of
positive dimension.

Denote by M̃fd the subcategory of C∞-Étendues∞ spanned by all smooth manifolds, where we

no longer assume a smooth manifold must be Hausdorff or 2nd-countable. Notice that M̃fd
ét

is
canonically equivalent to the category of such smooth manifolds and their local diffeomorphisms.

Definition 6.1.7. An étale simplicial manifold is a functor

G• : ∆op → M̃fd
ét
.

Notice that since any manifold M in M̃fd is faithfully represented by its induced sheaf on Mfd ,
an étale simplicial manifold G• yields a simplicial ∞-sheaf

G̃• : ∆op → Sh∞ (Mfd) .

Denote by
[G•] := colim

−−−→
G̃•.

Remark 6.1.9. If G• is the nerve of an étale Lie groupoid G, then [G•] is the stack (with values in
groupoids) of principal G-bundles- i.e. the étale differentiable stack associated to G.

Remark 6.1.10. One may replace M̃fd with the categoryMfd ′ consisting of manifolds which can be
obtained by taking arbitrary coproducts of manifolds in Mfd without changing anything essential.
In other words, an arbitrary manifold M in Mfd ′ is of the form

M ∼=
∐

α

Mα,

with each Mα in Mfd . This will of course exclude the enriched-nerve of a non-Hausdorff étale Lie
groupoid N (G)• as an example of an étale simplicial manifold, however, any such nerve can be
refined to a étale simplicial manifold G′

• such that

[G] ≃ [G′
•] .

In fact, N (G)• may even be arranged to be a Lie 2-groupoid.
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Proposition 6.1.2. An ∞-sheaf X on Mfd is an étale differentiable ∞-stack if and only if it is
equivalent to one of the form [G•] with G• an étale simplicial manifold.

Proof. Suppose that G• is an étale simplicial manifold. Then, since C∞-Étendues ét∞ is cocomplete
(Lemma 5.1.1), the colimit

E := colim
−−−→

(
∆op

G•

−−−−−−−→ M̃fd
ét i′ét

−−−−−−−→ C∞-Étendues ét∞

)

exists, where i′ is the canonical inclusion. By Proposition 5.2.11, it follows that i∗y (E) ≃ [G•] .
Conversely, suppose that E is a smooth∞-étendue. SinceMfd is a strong étale blossom, CoSl (Mfd) =

C∞-Étendues∞. It follows from the definition of CoSl (Mfd) that one can construct a hypercover

F• : ∆op → C∞-Étendues ét∞/E ≃ E

such that each F (n) : G (n) → E, has G (n) in M̃fd . By Remark 6.1.2, E is hypercomplete, so this

hypercover converges. Hence if G• : ∆op → M̃fd
ét

is the étale simplicial manifold induced by F•, one
has that E ≃ colim

−−−→

(
G0 ⇔ G1 ←←

←
G2 . . .

)
(with the colimit taken in C∞-Étendues∞). It follows from

Proposition 5.2.11 that i∗y (E) is equivalent to [G•] .

Remark 6.1.11. Morally, an étale simplicial manifold should be thought of as an étale Lie ∞-
groupoid. For this to really be the case, one would want to impose a Kan condition on the simplicial
manifold (see e.g. [38] and [37]). We expect that every étale simplicial manifold can be rectified to
one satisfying a Kan condition which induces the same functor of points, but we will not pursue this
here.

The following theorem is a special case of Theorem 5.3.7 and Proposition 5.3.2:

Theorem 6.1.3. There is an adjoint equivalence

C∞-Étendues ét∞
(iét)∗◦yét

// Sh∞

(
Mfd ét

)Θoo

between the ∞-category of smooth ∞-étendues and local diffeomorphisms and the ∞-category of ∞-
sheaves on the site of smooth manifolds and local diffeomorphisms. Similarly, there is an adjoint
equivalence

n-C∞-Étendues ét∞
(iétn )

∗
◦yétn

// Sh∞

(
n-Mfd ét

)Θnoo

between the ∞-category of smooth n-dimensional ∞-étendues and local diffeomorphisms and the
∞-category of ∞-sheaves on the site of smooth n-manifolds and local diffeomorphisms.

Remark 6.1.12. In particular, since there is a canonical equivalence of ∞-categories between
smooth ∞-étendues and étale differentiable ∞-stacks, one deduces there is an equivalence between
the ∞-category of (n-dimensional) étale differentiable ∞-stacks and local diffeomorphisms and the
∞-category of ∞-sheaves on the site of smooth (n-)manifolds and local diffeomorphisms.

Remark 6.1.13. The ∞-category Sh∞

(
n-Mfd ét

)
is the same as the ∞-category of classical fields

for an n-dimensional field theory as defined by Freed and Teleman in [10]. Therefore, one may inter-
pret Theorem 6.1.3 as saying that n-dimensional smooth ∞-étendues (generalized higher orbifolds)
are geometric incarnations of classical fields for an n-dimensional field theory. In particular, this
gives a way of assigning to a classical field a weak homotopy type. We work out a rather simple
formula for this homotopy type in [8].
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Remark 6.1.14. Let F be any ∞-sheaf on the site of manifolds and local diffeomorphisms. It
follows from Remark 5.3.3 that the smooth ∞-étendue Θ (F ) satisfies the universal property that
for any smooth manifold M, the ∞-groupoid F (M) is canonically equivalent to the ∞-groupoid of
local diffeomorphisms M → Θ(F ) .

Denote by j : Mfd ét → Mfd the canonical functor from the category of smooth manifolds and
local diffeomorphisms to the category of smooth manifolds and all smooth maps. As in Definition
5.3.4, denote the left adjoint to the restriction functor

j∗ : Sh∞ (Mfd)→ Sh∞

(
Mfd ét

)

by j! and call it the étale prolongation functor.
The following theorem is a special case of Theorem 5.3.9:

Theorem 6.1.4. An ∞-sheaf X on Mfd is an étale differentiable ∞-stack if and only if it is in
the essential image of the étale prolongation functor j!.

Notice that the classifying ∞-topos for local rings is 1-localic. By abuse of notation, consider
the induced restriction functor

j∗ : St (Mfd)→ St
(
Mfd ét

)

between stacks of groupoids, which has a left adjoint, which we will also denote by j!. The following
is a special case of Theorem 5.3.10:

Theorem 6.1.5. A stack in St (Mfd) is an étale differentiable stack if and only if it is in the
essential image of j!.

Remark 6.1.15. Theorem 6.1.5 appears in [7] as Corollary 3.4.

Definition 6.1.8. [13] Let M be a smooth manifold. Consider the presheaf

Emb : O (X)
op → Set,

which assigns an open subset U the set of smooth open embeddings of U into M . Denote the étalé
space of the associated sheaf by

s : H (M)1 →M.

The space H (M)1 has an induced structure of a (non-Hausdorff) smooth manifold unique with the
property that it makes the map s a local diffeomorphism. The fiber of s over a point x is the same
as the stalk at x of the sheafification of Emb; concretely it is the set of germs at x of locally defined
diffeomorphisms of M. If germx (f) is one such germ, the element f (x) ∈ M is well-defined. This
assignment produces a smooth map

t : H (M)1 →M

which is also a local diffeomorphism. Composition of such germs induces the natural structure of
an étale Lie groupoid H (M) with objects M , called the Haefliger groupoid of M . The Haefliger
groupoid of Rn, H (Rn) , will also be called the nth Haefliger groupoid. The nth Haefliger stack

is the étale differentiable stack Hn := [H (Rn)] , and the Haefliger stack is the disjoint union

∐

n≥0

Hn.

Remark 6.1.16. By Corollary 3.1 of [7], if M is any n-manifold, one has an equivalence of étale
differentiable stacks

[H (M)] ≃ Hn.
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Theorem 6.1.6. The nth Haefliger stack is the terminal object in n-EtDiffStét∞, and the Haefliger
stack is the terminal object in EtDiffStét∞.

Proof. By Theorem 3.3 of [7], Hn and H are terminal in n-EtDiffStét and EtDiffStét respectively.
However, these (2, 1)-categories are equivalent to the full subcategories of 1-truncated objects of
n-EtDiffStét∞ EtDiffStét∞ respectively by Corollary 6.1.1, Remark 6.1.3, and Theorem 6.1.2. Notice
that n-EtDiffStét∞ EtDiffStét∞ are∞-topoi by Theorem 6.1.3 and Remark 6.1.3, hence in particular,
presentable ∞-categories. The result now follows since the full subcategory of 1-truncated objects
in a presentable ∞-category is a reflective subcategory by Proposition 5.5.6.18 of [23].

If G is an étale Lie groupoid, there is a canonical homomorphism Lie groupoids

iG : G→H (G0) .

On objects, iG is the identity. Given an arrow g, one can find a neighborhood U of g in G1 over
which the source and target maps s and t of the groupoid restrict to smooth open embeddings. The
germ at s (g) of the local diffeomorphism

t ◦ s−1|U

with source s (U) does not depend on the choice of the neighborhood U, and this assignment assem-
bles into smooth map

(iG)1 : G1 →H (G0)1

(which is even a local diffeomorphism). It is easy to check that this is indeed a homomorphism of
Lie groupoids. The image of iG is an open subgroupoid Eff (G) of H (G0) .

Definition 6.1.9. An étale Lie groupoid G is effective if the induced map

G→ Eff (G)

is an isomorphism. An étale differentiable stack X is effective if X ≃ [G] for G an effective étale
Lie groupoid. Similarly, a smooth étendue is called effective if its associated étale differentiable
stack is. (See Section 2 of [7] for a more in depth discussion about effectivity.)

The following proposition is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 of [7]:

Proposition 6.1.3. An étale differentiable stack X is effective if and only if the unique map
X → H is 0-truncated. Equivalently, yét (Θ (X )) is a sheaf.

Definition 6.1.10. Let E be an ∞-topos. An object G in E is an ∞-gerbe if π0 (G ) is terminal,
where π0 is the left adjoint to the inclusion of the full subcategory of 0-truncated objects.

Remark 6.1.17. By Proposition 4.1 of [7], if E is a 1-truncated object of E, then E is an ∞-gerbe
if and only if E is a gerbe in the classical sense of Giraud in [11] (in the 1-localic reflection of E). By
a similar proof, it can be shown that if E is 2-truncated, then it is an ∞-gerbe if and only if it is a
2-gerbe in the sense of Breen in [4]. It should be noted that what Lurie calls an n-gerbe in Definition
7.2.2.20 is a particular case of an ∞-gerbe, but it is much more restrictive; a more descriptive name
for what Lurie calls an n-gerbe would be an Eilenberg-Maclane object, as X is an n-gerbe if and
only if πn (X ) is its only non-trivial homotopy sheaf. For example, a 2-gerbe in the sense of Lurie
is a stack X of 2-groupoids such that π0 (X ) and π1 (X ) are trivial, whereas a 2-gerbe in the sense
of Breen need only have π0 (X ) trivial.
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Definition 6.1.11. Let (E,OE) be a smooth ∞-étendue. An ∞-gerbe on E is an ∞-gerbe in the
underlying ∞-topos E. Given G an ∞-gerbe on E, the étalé space of G is the smooth ∞-étendue
E/G .

Remark 6.1.18. By Remark 6.1.6, an∞-gerbe on E may be identified with an∞-gerbe on the site
Mfd ét/E.

Theorem 6.1.7. If E is a smooth ∞-étendue, E is equivalent to the étalé space of an ∞-gerbe on
an effective smooth étendue.

Proof. Let E be a smooth ∞-étendue. Let F := Θ
(
π0

((
iét
)∗
yét (E)

))
, with the notation as in

Theorem 6.1.3. Then F is 1-localic and effective by Proposition 6.1.3. The canonical map

(
iét
)∗
yét (E)→ π0

((
iét
)∗
yét (E)

)

is 1-connective. It follows that the associated object F in

Sh∞

(
Mfd ét

)
/π0

((
iét
)∗
yét (E)

)

is an ∞-gerbe. The result now follows.

Remark 6.1.19. One could equally easily work with Ck-manifolds for any k, including k = ω.
Also, one can just as easily work with complex manifolds or even supermanifolds by passing to
supercommutative R-algebras. All of the definitions and results in this section easily extend to these
settings.

Remark 6.1.20. As explained in Section 10.1 of [32] and Section 4.4 of [22], the ∞-category of
(quasi-smooth) derived manifolds as defined in loc. cit should embed into an appropriate category
of structured topoi of the form StrG. It should have a small strong étale blossom consisting of all
derived manifolds which can be obtained as the derived zero set of a smooth map

f : Rn → Rk

for some n and k, and hence the definitions and results in this section should easily extend to derived
manifolds.

Remark 6.1.21. One can analogously define topological ∞-étendues and étale topological ∞-
stacks, by working with the trivial geometric structure with base ∞-topos Gpd∞, and letting the
role of smooth manifolds be played by arbitrary topological spaces. Some, but not all of the results
of this section extend to this setting. In particular, there exists topological spaces whose ∞-topoi of
sheaves are not hypercomplete, so in principal, there could exist étale topological ∞-stacks which
do not arise from étale simplicial spaces. Moreover, there certainly does not exist a small strong
étale blossom in this setting so there is no analogue to Theorem 6.1.3, and one can only appeal to
Theorem 5.3.11. The rest of the results easily generalize. We leave the details to the reader as an
easy exercise.

6.2 Deligne-Mumford Stacks for a Geometry

In this section, we will interpret the results of Chapter 5 in the context of classical Deligne-Mumford
stacks, and their higher, derived, and spectral variants as developed in [22] and [24]. In particular,
we will arrive at new categorical characterizations of such Deligne-Mumford stacks.
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Let G be a geometry in the sense of [22], Definition 1.2.5, and let G = G (G ) be its associated
geometric structure (see Example 1.4.4 of op. cit.). To more closely follow the notation introduced in
op. cit., we will denote the underlying ∞-category of the idempotent complete essentially algebraic
∞-theory (in the sense of Definition 4.2.5) also by G . Recall from Section 4.2.1, there exists a full
and faithful spectrum functor

SpecG : Pro (G ) →֒ StrG,

which is left adjoint to the global sections functor

ΓG : StrG → Pro (G ) .

(See Section 2 of [22] for more detail). Structured ∞-topoi in the essential image of SpecG are
called affine G -schemes. Let L = AffG be the full subcategory of StrG on the affine G -schemes.
By Example 5.1.1, an L -étendue in the sense of Definition 5.1.4 is what Lurie calls a G -scheme
in Definition 2.3.9 of [22]. Denote the corresponding ∞-category L of G -schemes by Sch (G ). By
Example 5.1.2, AffG is a strong étale blossom, so we may represent G -schemes as ∞-sheaves over
AffG . Denote by

i : AffG →֒ Sch (G )

the full and faithful inclusion, and denote by

y : Sch (G ) →֒ Sh∞ (Sch (G ))

the Yoneda embedding into ∞-sheaves (in the sense of Definition 5.2.5) for G -schemes. By Lemma
5.3.1, the induced functor

i∗ : Sh∞ (Sch (G ))→ Sh∞ (AffG )

is an equivalence.

Definition 6.2.1. A Deligne-Mumford G -stack is an ∞-sheaf X on AffG in the essential image
of i∗ ◦ y. Denote the corresponding ∞-category by D-MSt (G )

Remark 6.2.1. By Remark 5.2.5, one can equivalently define Deligne-Mumford G -stacks as ∞-
sheaves over Pro (G ) .

Remark 6.2.2. It follows immediately that there is a canonical equivalence

Sch (G ) ≃ D-MSt (G ) .

Example 6.2.1. Higher Zariski Étale Stacks:
Let k be a commutative ring and let G = GZar (k) be the Zariski geometry over k as defined in Section
2.5 of [22]. The underlying∞-category is the category of finitely presented commutative k-algebras,
and Pro (GZar (k)) can be identified with the category of affine k-schemes. If G is the associated
geometric structure, then StrG is the ∞-category of ∞-topoi locally ringed in commutative k-
algebras. The ∞-category Sch (GZar (k)) contains the category of classical schemes over k, (viewed
as locally ringed spaces, regarded as locally ringed∞-topoi), but it also contains much more. The∞-
category of GZar (k)-schemes (or equivalently the ∞-category of Deligne-Mumford GZar (k)-stacks)
is equivalent to the∞-category of higher categorical versions of what we called Zariski étale stacks in
[7]. The classical category of schemes over k can be recovered as the full subcategory of Sch (GZar (k))
on the 0-localic objects, by Theorem 2.5.16 of [22]. We will call the ∞-category of Deligne-Mumford
GZar (k)-stacks Zariski étale ∞-stacks.
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Example 6.2.2. Higher Deligne-Mumford Stacks:
Let k be a commutative ring and let G = Gét (k) be the étale geometry over k as defined in Section
2.6 of [22]. As an ∞-category, it is the same as GZar (k) . If G is the associated geometric structure,
then StrG is the ∞-category of ∞-topoi with a structure sheaf of strictly Henselian k-algebras.
Notice that Pro (Gét (k)) is equivalent to the opposite of the category of commutative k-algebras,
Comk. The étale spectrum functor

Specét : Com
op
k →֒ StrG

sends a commutative k-algebra A to Sh∞ (Aét) , -the incarnation of its small étale topos as an ∞-
topos- together with an appropriate structure sheaf. The∞-category of Deligne-Mumford stacks for
Gét (k) contains the (2, 1)-category of classical Deligne-Mumford stacks over k as a full subcategory.
More precisely, by Theorem 2.6.18 of [22], it follows that a Deligne-Mumford Gét (k)-stack X in the
sense of Definition 6.2.1 is a classical Deligne-Mumford stack over k if and only if X ≃ i∗y (E) , for
E a 1-localic Gét (k)-scheme.

Remark 6.2.3. The definition of Deligne-Mumford stack used in Theorem 2.6.18 of [22] is slightly
non-standard since it imposes no separation conditions on the diagonals of the stacks in question. The
relationship to classical Deligne-Mumford stacks which have separable and quasi-compact diagonals
is analogous to the relationship between étale differentiable stacks and smooth orbifolds.

Theorem 6.2.1. Let k be a commutative ring. An ∞-sheaf X on affine k-schemes, with respect to
the étale topology, is a Deligne-Mumford stack if and only if it is a Deligne-Mumford Gét (k)-stack
X in the sense of Definition 6.2.1 and X is 1-truncated, i.e. it is a stack of groupoids.

Proof. Suppose that X is a classical Deligne-Mumford stack. Then X is clearly 1-truncated, and
by Theorem 2.6.18 of [22], X is a Deligne-Mumford Gét (k)-stack. Conversely, suppose that X is
a 1-truncated Deligne-Mumford Gét (k)-stack. Then X ≃ i∗y (E) , for E some Gét (k)-scheme. By

Example 5.1.2, E is in AffE
Gét(k)

. Denote by UE the universal étendue associated with the strong

étale blossom AffE
Gét(k)

, i.e. the terminal object in AffE
ét

Gét(k)
, which exists by Remark 6.2.6 and

Corollary 5.3.5. By Theorem 5.3.7,

UE ≃ Sh∞

(
AffE

Gét(k)

ét
)
,

so UE is 1-localic. Since X is 1-truncated, the essentially unique étale map

E→ UE

is 1-truncated, and corresponds to a unique 1-truncated object V in UE such that UE/V ≃ E. Hence
E is 1-localic by Proposition 3.2.1, so we are done by Theorem 2.6.18 of [22].

In light of the above theorem, we make the following definition:

Definition 6.2.2. A Deligne-Mumford ∞-stack over k is a Deligne-Mumford Gét (k)-stack.

Example 6.2.3. Derived Zariski Étale Stacks:
Let k be a commutative ring. Let G = G der

Zar (k) be the derived Zariski geometry as defined in Section
4.2 of [22]. As an∞-category it is the∞-category of compact objects in the∞-category of simplicial
commutative k-algebras, SCRk. In particular, one has a canonical identification

Ind
(
G
der
Zar (k)

)
≃ SCRk.
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Let G denote the associated geometric structure. The derived Zariski spectrum functor

Specder : Pro
(
G
der
Zar (k)

)
→֒ StrG,

under the identification

SCRk ≃ Ind
(
G
der
Zar (k)

)
≃ Pro

(
G
der
Zar (k)

)op
,

sends a simplicial commutative k-algebra A to the classical spectrum of the commutative k-algebra
π0 (A) (regarded as an ∞-topos) but with an appropriately simplicially enhanced structure sheaf.
The ∞-category of G der

Zar (k)-schemes consists of derived versions of Zariski étale ∞-stacks. In par-
ticular, the full subcategory on the 0-localic objects is equivalent to the ∞-category of derived

schemes over k.

Example 6.2.4. Derived Deligne-Mumford Stacks:
Let k be a commutative ring. Let G = G der

ét (k) be the derived étale geometry over k as in Definition
4.3.13 of [22]. As an∞-category, G der

ét (k) is the same as G der
Zar (k). Recall that a morphism ϕ : A→ B

of simplicial commutative k-algebras is étale if

i) the induced morphism π0 (A)→ π0 (B) is étale and

ii) for all i > 0, the induced morphism of abelian groups

πi (A)⊗π0(A) π0 (B)→ πi (B)

is an isomorphism.

In the geometry G = G der
Zar (k) , the admissible morphisms are precisely the étale ones. Let G

denote the associated geometric structure. The étale spectrum functor

Specét : SCR
op
k →֒ StrG

sends a simplicial commutative k-algebra A, to

Sh∞ (π0 (A)ét) ,

with an appropriate structure sheaf of strictly Henselian simplicial k-algebras. The ∞-category of
G der
ét (k)-schemes is what Lurie defines to be the∞-category of derived Deligne-Mumford stacks over
k. In particular, the∞-category of Derived Deligne-Mumford stacks over k is canonically equivalent
to the ∞-category of Deligne-Mumford G der

ét (k)-stacks in the sense of Definition 6.2.1.

• In order to ease terminology, we will refer to G der
ét (k)-schemes as étale derived schemes,

and reserve the terminology derived Deligne-Mumford stacks for their functors of points.
Both ∞-categories of course are canonically equivalent.

Example 6.2.5. Spectral Deligne Mumford Stacks:
Let E be an E∞-ring spectrum. Let G = G

nSp
ét (E) be the (non-connective) étale spectral geometry

over E as in Definition 8.11 of [24]. As an ∞-category, G
nSp
ét (E) is the ∞-category of compact

E-algebras. The admissible morphisms are precisely the étale morphisms of E∞-rings, which are
defined in the same way as étale maps of simplicial rings as in Example 6.2.4. Let G denote the
associated geometric structure. The étale spectrum functor

Specét : E-Algop →֒ StrG
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sends an E-algebra F, to

Sh∞ (π0 (F)ét) ,

with an appropriate structure sheaf of strictly Henselian E-algebras. The ∞-category of G
nSp
ét (E)-

schemes is what Lurie defines to be the ∞-category of non-connective spectral Deligne-Mumford
stacks over E. In particular, the ∞-category of non-connective spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks
over E is canonically equivalent to the∞-category of Deligne-Mumford G

nSp
ét (E)-stacks in the sense

of Definition 6.2.1.

• In order to ease terminology, we will refer to G
nSp
ét (E)-schemes as non-connective étale

spectral schemes, and reserve the terminology non-connective spectral Deligne-Mumford

stacks for their functors of points. Both ∞-categories of course are canonically equivalent.

If E is connective, one can also consider the connective étale spectral geometry over E, G
Sp
ét (E) ,

see Definition 8.14 of [24]. As an∞-category, it is the∞-category of compact connective E-algebras.

The affine schemes are the full subcategory of the affine schemes for G
nSp
ét (E) on those which are

the étale spectrum of a connective E-algebra. The ∞-category of G
Sp
ét (E)-schemes is what Lurie

calls the ∞-category of spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks over E.

• We will refer to G
Sp
ét (E)-schemes as étale spectral schemes, and reserve the terminology

spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks for their functors of points. Both∞-categories of course
are canonically equivalent.

In particular, the ∞-category of spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks over E is canonically equivalent
to the ∞-category of Deligne-Mumford G

Sp
ét (E)-stacks.

Remark 6.2.4. These examples are not a complete list. In particular, there are also connective
and non-connective Zariski spectral geometries. See Definition 2.10 of [24].

Definition 6.2.3. Let C be a full subcategory of Pro (G ) . C is admissibly closed if for every
object C in C , if f : D → C is an admissible morphism, then D is in C . Let L be a full subcategory
of AffG . L is admissibly closed if it is the image of an admissibly closed subcategory of Pro (G )
under SpecG .

Proposition 6.2.1. If L is an admissibly closed subcategory of AffG , then L is a strong étale
blossom.

Proof. If SpecG (A) is any object of L , Pro (G )ad /A is a site for its underlying ∞-topos. Notice

that the spectrum functor SpecG identifies Pro (G )
ad
/A with a full subcategory of L ét/SpecG (A) .

The result now follows.

Definition 6.2.4. Let C be a full subcategory of Pro (G ) . The admissible closure of C , denoted

C̃ , is the smallest admissibly closed subcategory of Pro (G ) containing C . Similarly, if L is any

subcategory of AffG , the admissible closure of L , denoted L̃ , is the smallest admissibly closed
subcategory of AffG containing L .

Remark 6.2.5. If L is a full subcategory of AffG , then L̃ ⊂ Sl (L ) , so it follows from Remark
5.1.1 that

L = L̃ = CoSl
(
L̃

)
.
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Remark 6.2.6. By Remark 2.2.7 of [22], for all A in Pro (G ), the ∞-category Pro (G )
ad
/A is

essentially small. It follows that if C is an essentially small subcategory of Pro (G ) , its admissible

closure C̃ is essentially small. Similarly, if L is an essentially small subcategory of AffG , its

admissible closure L̃ is essentially small.

Example 6.2.6. If E is a G -scheme, then AffE
G , as defined in Example 5.1.1, is an essentially small

admissibly closed subcategory of AffG .

Example 6.2.7. Let C be a full subcategory of the category of commutative k-algebras. The
category C may be canonically identified with (the opposite of) a full subcategory of Pro (Gét (k)) ,
and by the étale spectrum functor Specét, it may also be identified with a full subcategory LC

of AffGét(k). (Recall that the latter category is equivalent to affine k-schemes). The admissible
closure of LC can be identified with the full subcategory of affine k-schemes on all those of the form
Spec (B) , where B is a commutative k-algebra such that there exists an étale map of k-algebras
A→ B, with A in C . An analogous statement holds for derived commutative k-algebras with respect
to the étale geometry.

C may also be identified with (the opposite of) a full subcategory of Pro (GZar (k)) , and by the
Zariksi spectrum functor Spec it may also be identified with a full subcategory LC of AffGZar(k)

(and the latter is again equivalent to the category affine k-schemes). The admissible closure of LC

can be identified with the full subcategory of affine k-schemes on all those of the form Spec
(
A
[
1
a

])
,

with A a commutative k-algebras in C , and a ∈ A. A slight modification of the Zariski geometry is
possible, which does not change the theory in any essential way in that it has the same geometric
structure and the same ∞-category of schemes, in which the admissible morphisms are all open
immersions (see Remark 2.5.11 and Remark 4.2.1 of [22]), so that the admissible closure of LC can
then be identified with the full subcategory of affine schemes which admit an open immersion into
some Spec (A) , with A in C . An analogous statement holds for derived commutative k-algebras
with respect to the Zariski topology.

Example 6.2.8. Let C be a full subcategory of E-algebras, with E an E∞-ring spectrum. The ∞-

category C can canonically be identified with (the opposite of) a full subcategory ofPro
(
G
nSp
ét (E)

)
,

and by the spectral étale spectrum functor Specét, it may also be identified with a full subcategory
LC of the ∞-category of affine E-schemes, Aff

G
nSp

ét
(E). The admissible closure of LC can be identi-

fied with the full subcategory of Aff
G

nSp

ét
(E) spanned by the image under the spectral étale spectrum

functor of those E-algebras F which admit an étale morphism A→ F, with A in C . An analogous
statement holds when E is connective for the connective geometry G

Sp
ét (E) .

Example 6.2.9. Let G be of the form Gét (k) , G der
ét (k) , G

nSp
ét (E) , or G

Sp
ét (E) . Denote by LFPG

the image of G under Yoneda embedding

G →֒ Pro (G )

composed with SpecG . Because étale maps are locally of finite presentation, LFPG is admissibly
closed, and hence a strong étale blossom by Proposition 6.2.1. Moreover, since G is essentially small,
LFPG is also essentially small.

Definition 6.2.5. Let C be a subcategory of Pro (G ) . A C -scheme is an LC -étendue, where
LC is the image of C in StrG under SpecG . Denote the associated ∞-category by Sch (C ) . A

C -Deligne-Mumford stack is an ∞-sheaf on L̃C =: AffC which is the functor of points of a C -
scheme. (Objects in the∞-category AffC will be called affine C -schemes.) Denote the associated
∞-category by D-MSt (C ) .
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Remark 6.2.7. There is a canonical equivalence Sch (C ) ≃ D-MSt (C ) .

Remark 6.2.8. One may also define a C -Deligne-Mumford stack as a stack on C̃ with the induced
Grothendieck topology from Pro (G ) . Both ∞-topoi are canonically equivalent.

Definition 6.2.6. Let LFPG be as in Example 6.2.9. The ∞-category LFPG of LFPG -étendues
is a full subcategory of G -schemes; it is what Lurie calls the ∞-category of G -schemes which are
locally of finite presentation. The ∞-category of Deligne-Mumford LFPG -stacks will be called
(derived, spectral..) Deligne-Mumford stacks of locally of finite presentation (a.k.a locally of finite
type).

The following theorem is a special case of Theorem 5.3.7 and Proposition 5.3.2:

Theorem 6.2.2. Let C be an essentially small subcategory of Pro (G ) , for a geometry G . Then
there is an adjoint equivalence

Sch (C )ét

(iét)
∗
◦yét

// Sh∞

(
Aff étC

)Θoo

between the ∞-category of C -schemes and étale maps and the ∞-category of ∞-sheaves on the site
of affine C -schemes and étale maps.

Definition 6.2.7. A morphism ϕ : X → Y between Deligne-Mumford C -stacks will be called
étale if the associated map in Sch (C ) is.

Example 6.2.10. If C is a full subcategory of Pro (GZar (k)) , an étale map between Deligne-
Mumford C -stacks ϕ : X → Y will be called an open immersion. We will make similar conven-
tions for the derived Zariski geometry.

Example 6.2.11. If C is a full subcategory ofPro (Gét (k)) , an étale map between Deligne-Mumford
C -stacks ϕ : X → Y will be called étale. That is to say, this is the correct definition of an étale
morphism in the algebraic-geometric sense. In particular, if X and Y are both 1-truncated, so they
can be regarded as classical Deligne-Mumford stacks by Theorem 6.2.1, this recovers the classical
definition of an étale morphism of Deligne-Mumford stacks. We will make similar conventions for
the derived and spectral étale geometries.

Corollary 6.2.1. For C essentially small, there is a canonical equivalence

D-MSt (C )ét ≃ Sh∞

(
Aff étC

)

between the ∞-category of Deligne Mumford C -stacks and étale maps and the ∞-category of ∞-
sheaves on the site of affine C -schemes and étale maps.

Corollary 6.2.2. Let k be a commutative ring. There is a canonical equivalence

D-MSt (LFPk)
ét
∞ ≃ Sh∞

(
Aff

lfp, ét
k

)

between the ∞-category of Deligne-Mumford ∞-stacks locally of finite presentation over k and their
étale morphisms and the ∞-category of ∞-sheaves on the site of affine k-schemes locally of finite
presentation and their étale morphisms (with respect to the étale topology).
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Corollary 6.2.3. Let k be a commutative ring. There is a canonical equivalence

D-MSt (LFPk)
ét ≃ St

(
Aff

lfp, ét
k

)

between the (2, 1)-category of classical Deligne-Mumford stacks locally of finite presentation over k
and their étale morphisms and the (2, 1)-category of stacks of groupoids on the site of affine k-schemes
locally of finite presentation and their étale morphisms (with respect to the étale topology).

Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 6.2.2 by passing to 1-truncated objects and invoking
Theorem 6.2.1.

Corollary 6.2.4. Let k be a commutative ring. There is a canonical equivalence

D-MStder (LFPk)
ét ≃ Sh∞

(
DAff

lfp, ét
k

)

between the ∞-category of derived Deligne-Mumford stacks locally of finite presentation over k and
their étale morphisms and the∞-category of∞-sheaves on the site of derived affine k-schemes locally
of finite presentation and their étale morphisms (with respect to the étale topology).

Example 6.2.12. Suppose that k is a field of characteristic zero so that we may identify the
∞-category of simplicial commutative k-algebras with the ∞-category of non-positively graded dif-
ferential k-algebras. Fix a non-positive integer n. We will explain the existence of a derived Deligne-
Mumford moduli stack of n-shifted symplectic structures, in the sense of Definition 1.18 of [29]. This
construction works for n > 0, however as there are no non-trivial n-shifted symplectic structures
on derived Deligne-Mumford stacks, the resulting stack is empty in this case. Moreover, shifted
symplectic structures are only defined in the case of a perfect cotangent complex, so it is convenient
to restrict to the case of affine derived k-schemes locally of finite type, as such schemes have a perfect
cotangent complex. The assignment of n-shifted symplectic structures is not functorial with respect
to all maps of derived schemes, since in general, non-degeneracy is not preserved under pullback.
However, one can pull back n-shifted symplectic structures along étale maps. It follows that for all
integers n, there exists a functor

Symp[n]k :
(
DAff

lfp, ét
k

)op
→ Gpd∞

which assigns a derived affine k-scheme its (possibly empty) space of n-shifted symplectic structures.
This functor is easily seen to have étale descent, by using Proposition 1.11 of op. cit., combined
with the observation that non-degeneracy of 2-forms can be checked étale-locally. Denote by j the
canonical functor

DAff
lfp, ét
k → DAff .

Then

j!Symp[n]k =: Symp[n]DMk

is a derived Deligne-Mumford stack locally of finite type. By the Yoneda Lemma, the identity map
of Symp[n]DMk classifies an n-shifted symplectic structure on Symp[n]DMk which is universal in the
sense that for all derived k-schemes X locally of finite type, every n-shifted symplectic structure
on X arises from pulling back the one on Symp[n]DMk by an essentially unique étale morphism. In
fact, the universality holds for all derived Deligne-Mumford stacks locally of finite type over k. One
should be able to similarly construct a universal n-shifted Poisson Deligne-Mumford stack in the
sense of [5], for any integer n.
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Corollary 6.2.5. Let E be an E∞-ring spectrum. There is a canonical equivalence

D-MStnSp (LFPE)
ét ≃ Sh∞

(
nSpAff

lfp, ét
E

)

between the ∞-category of non-connective spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks locally of finite presenta-
tion over E and their étale morphisms and the∞-category of∞-sheaves on the site of non-connective
spectral affine E-schemes locally of finite presentation and their étale morphisms (with respect to the
étale topology).

If E is connective, there is also a canonical equivalence

D-MStSp (LFPE)
ét ≃ Sh∞

(
SpAff

lfp, ét
E

)

between the ∞-category of spectral Deligne-Mumford stacks locally of finite presentation over E and
their étale morphisms and the ∞-category of ∞-sheaves on the site of spectral affine E-schemes
locally of finite presentation and their étale morphisms (with respect to the étale topology).

Example 6.2.13. Universal Zariski Étendues:
Let C be a small admissibly closed subcategory of commutative k-algebras, with respect to the
Zariski geometry. Let A be an algebra in C . Consider the Haefliger groupoid H (Spec (A)) , of the
underling topological space of the spectrum of A, defined analogously to Definition 6.1.8, with the
role of smooth open embeddings replaced with continuous ones. Since the structure maps of this
topological groupoid are local homeomorphisms, one can pull back the structure sheaf on Spec (A)
to give the arrow space the structure of a (highly non-separated) scheme. Let X (A) denote the
Zariski étale stack associated to this groupoid. As a special case of Theorem 3.3 of [7], one has that
the Zariski étale stack ∐

Aα∈C

X (Aα)

is the functor of points of the universal C -étendue.

Example 6.2.14. Universal Étale Étendues:
We will now describe how to construct universal étendues for G = Gét (k) . Let C be a small
admissibly closed subcategory of commutative k-algebras, with respect to the étale geometry. Let
X denote the following scheme

X :=
∐

Aα∈C

Spec (Aα) .

Notice that the∞-category of affine C -schemes is canonically equivalent to C op, and by construction,
an ∞-sheaf over AffC is the same as an ∞-sheaf over C op with the induced Grothendieck topology
from the étale topology on Pro (Gét (k)) = Affk. In particular, one has that the underlying ∞-
topos of the universal C -étendue is equivalent to Sh∞

((
C ét
)op

, ét
)
, and so is 1-localic. Let E =

Sh
((

C ét
)op

, ét
)
be the associated 1-topos. Let

r : Aff étC →֒ Schétk ,

be the inclusion of the subcategory of affine C -schemes spanned by étale morphisms into the analo-
gously defined subcategory of all schemes over k. Denote by

yét :
(
C
ét
)op
→֒ Sh

((
C
ét
)op

, ét
)
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the Yoneda embedding, and denote by ỹét the composite

Schétk →֒ Sh
((

Schétk

)op
, ét
)

r∗
−→ Sh

((
C
ét
)op

, ét
)
.

Notice that for every object Aα of C , there exists a canonical map

yét (Aα)→ ỹét (X) .

It follows that the canonical map
ỹét (X)→ 1

is an epimorphism. Notice that X is a C -scheme. It follows that

Sh (Xét) ≃ Sh
((

C
ét
)op

, ét
)
/ỹét (X) ,

and that moreover, the associated étale epimorphism

πX : Sh (Xét)→ Sh
((

C
ét
)op

, ét
)

enjoys that property that π∗
XOU

∼= OX , that is, the pullback of the structure sheaf of the universal
C -étendue along πX is isomorphic to the structure sheaf of the small étale spectrum of X. Let

F
s //

t

��

Sh (Xét)

πX

��

Sh (Xét)
πX // Sh

((
C ét
)op)

be a (2, 1)-pullback diagram of topoi. Since πX is étale, one has a canonical equivalence

F ≃ Sh (Xét) /π
∗
X

(
yét (X)

)
.

Since π∗
X

(
yét (X)

)
is an étale sheaf over X, it is represented by an algebraic space P (with no

separation conditions) étale over X, that is there is an étale map s : P → X and an equivalence

Sh (Xét) /π
∗
X

(
yét (X)

)
≃ Sh (Pét)

under which the morphism

s : Sh (Xét) /π
∗
X

(
yét (X)

)
→ Sh (Xét)

corresponds to s : P → X. Notice that π∗
X

(
yét (X)

)
assigns to each étale map

Spec (B)→ X

the set Homét (Spec (B) , X) . The map t then corresponds to another étale map

t : P → X

and one gets an induced groupoid structure P ⇒ X ; it is the algebraic analogue of a Haefliger
groupoid for the étale topology (see Definition 6.1.8). Since πX is an epimorphism it follows that
the Deligne-Mumford stack associated to this groupoid is the functor of points of the universal
C -étendue.
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For each small admissibly closed subcategory U of AffG , denote by jU the composite

U
ét →֒ Aff étG → AffG .

By Proposition 5.3.6, the restriction functor

j∗U : Sh∞ (AffG )→ Sh∞
(
U
ét
)

has a left adjoint, called the relative étale prolongation functor with respect to U .
The following theorem is a special case of Theorem 5.3.11:

Theorem 6.2.3. Let G be a geometry. An ∞-sheaf in Sh∞ (AffG ) is a Deligne-Mumford G -stack
if and only if X is in the essential image of a relative prolongation functor jU

! for U a small
admissibly closed subcategory of AffG .

Remark 6.2.9. Here is how this theorem can be used in practice:

Let U be some small admissibly closed subcategory of affine G -schemes, and let F be any ∞-
sheaf on the ∞-category of such affine schemes and their étale morphisms. Then F gives rise to a
Deligne-Mumford G -stack jU

! (F ) with the universal property that for any affine scheme SpecG (A)
in U , there is a natural equivalence of ∞-groupoids

Homét

(
SpecG (A) , jU

! (F )
)
≃ F (U) ,

where
Homét

(
SpecG (A) , jU

! (F )
)
,

is the full subcategory of Hom
(
SpecG (A) , jU

! (F )
)
on the étale morphisms. Moreover, jU

! (F )

can be explicitly constructed from the universal U -étendue as follows: Let
(
UU ,OU

U

)
denote the

terminal object in Sch (U )
ét
. Then jU

! (F ) is the functor of points of
(
UU /F,OU

U |F
)
. Theorem

6.2.3 states that any Deligne-Mumford G -stack arises by such a construction. In particular, given
any∞-sheaf G on the ∞-category AffG of affine G -schemes, and any small subcategory C of AffG ,
there exists a Deligne-Mumford G -stack XG universal with the property that for any affine G -scheme
SpecG (A) , with A in C , there is a natural equivalence

Homét (SpecG (A) ,XG) ≃ G (U) ,

namely

XG := jC̃

! j
∗
C̃
G,

where C̃ is the admissible closure of C .

Convention: If G is of the form GZar (k) , or G der
Zar (k) , an admissibly closed subcategory of

AffG will be called Zariski closed. If G is of the form Gét (k) , G der
ét (k) , G nSp

ét (E) , or G
Sp
ét (E) , an

admissibly closed subcategory of AffG will be called étale closed.
The following string of theorems are all special cases of Theorem 6.2.3:

Theorem 6.2.4. Let k be a commutative ring. An∞-sheaf in Sh∞ (Affk, Zar) on affine k-schemes
with respect to the Zariski topology is an Zariski étale ∞-stack if and only if X is in the essential
image of a relative prolongation functor jU

! for U a small Zariski closed subcategory of Affk.

Theorem 6.2.5. Let k be a commutative ring. An ∞-sheaf in Sh∞ (Affk, ét) on affine k-schemes
with respect to the étale topology is a Deligne-Mumford ∞-stack if and only if X is in the essential
image of a relative prolongation functor jU

! for U a small étale closed subcategory of Affk.
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Theorem 6.2.6. Let k be a commutative ring. An ∞-sheaf in Sh∞ (DAffk, Zar) on affine derived
k-schemes with respect to the Zariski topology is a derived Zariski étale ∞-stack if and only if X is
in the essential image of a relative prolongation functor jU

! for U a small Zariski closed subcategory
of DAffk.

Theorem 6.2.7. Let k be a commutative ring. An ∞-sheaf in Sh∞ (DAffk, ét) on affine derived
k-schemes with respect to the étale topology is a derived Deligne-Mumford stack if and only if X is
in the essential image of a relative prolongation functor jU

! for U a small étale closed subcategory
of DAffk.

Theorem 6.2.8. Let E be an E∞-ring spectrum. An ∞-sheaf in Sh∞ (nSpAffE, ét) on affine
non-connective spectral E-schemes with respect to the étale topology is a non-connective spectral
Deligne-Mumford stack if and only if X is in the essential image of a relative prolongation functor
jU
! for U a small étale closed subcategory of nSpAffE.

Theorem 6.2.9. Let E be a connective E∞-ring spectrum. An ∞-sheaf in
Sh∞ (SpAffE, ét) on affine spectral E-schemes with respect to the étale topology is a spectral Deligne-
Mumford stack if and only if X is in the essential image of a relative prolongation functor jU

! for
U a small étale closed subcategory of SpAffE.

Fix a commutative ring k. By abuse of notation, for an étale closed subcategory U of Affk,
denote again by jU

! the left adjoint to the restriction functor between stacks of groupoids

St (Affk, ét)→ St
(
U

ét
)
,

and call it again the relative étale prolongation functor with respect to U .

Theorem 6.2.10. Let k be a commutative ring. A stack of groupoids St (Affk, ét) on affine k-
schemes with respect to the étale topology is a Deligne-Mumford stack if and only if X is in the
essential image of a relative prolongation functor jU

! for U a small étale closed subcategory of Affk.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 5.3.12 and Theorem 6.2.1.
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